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THE IMPACT OF THE 101s: A GUIDE TO POSTIVE DISCIPLINE PARENT 
TRAINING: A CASE STUDY OF KINDERGARTENERS AND THEIR PARENTS IN 
BANGKOK, THAILAND 
Piyavalee Thanasetkorn 
Old Dominion University, 2009 
Chairperson: Dr. Katharine C. Kersey 
To reduce using corporal punishment with children, the need to introduce 
alternative ways for parent practices has been requested by Thai parents. However, 
empirical research of parents' use of positive practices to discipline their young children 
has been limited in Thailand. Given the effectiveness of positive discipline as an 
accepted method in order to improve children's social and academic competencies in 
U.S., a cultural extension of positive discipline techniques to Thai culture is of interest. 
This study investigated the effectiveness of The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline 
training on Thai positive parenting skills to increase the quality of the teacher-child 
relationship, children's school adjustment and academic achievement in Thai 
kindergarteners. One hundred and sixty four kindergarteners, one hundred and sixty four 
parents and twenty kindergarten teachers participated. The parents reported their use of 
parenting techniques on The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist before and after the 
training. Before and after the training, the teachers rated their relationship with 
participating students by using The Student-Teacher Relationship Scale and rated school 
adjustment of the participating students by using The Teacher Rating Scale of School 
Adjustment. A MANCOVA analysis was conducted to assess the results. Overall, the 
results find The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline training to be an effective 
intervention for increasing Thai positive parenting skills, the teacher-child relationship 
and children's school adjustment. The bivariate correlation showed relationships 
between positive parenting skills and the teacher-child relationship on closeness and 
conflict. Students' self-directedness scores also had significant correlation with parents' 
use of positive discipline techniques. Finally, parents' interactions also showed 
significant correlation with students' school achievement. This investigation offers 
empirical support for the extension of positive parenting skills previously shown to be 
effective in the U.S. to Thailand. In another joint study conducted concurrently, it was 
also demonstrated that positive discipline practices implemented by both teachers and 
parents increased the quality of the teacher-child relationship, students' school 
adjustment and school achievement. 
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Many changes in the cultural and social systems of discipline in Thailand have 
led to challenges for parents and teachers. In addition, there are implications for 
children's development. Changing attitudes, practices, and laws about corporal 
punishment have led to a new opportunity to introduce alternative approaches to 
discipline that may positively impact children's academic achievement, social 
competence, and raise the overall quality of teacher-child relationships. The current 
study will investigate the nature of discipline methods currently in use by Thai parents 
with children in a kindergarten in Bangkok, Thailand. The 101s: A Guide to Positive 
Discipline (Kersey, 2004) will be evaluated as a training method for parents as an 
alternative approach to punitive methods of discipline including corporal punishment. 
The introductory chapter will detail the background of the problem, explain the 
significance and purpose of the study as well as introduce the research questions. 
A family can be perceived conceptually in terms of degrees of distance from 
ego. Generally, a family consists of ego's parents, spouse and children. In 1976, it 
was found that an average of roughly two-thirds of the households in Thai villages 
were extended stem family households (Potter, 1976). In other words, those who 
constitute a family in the Thai context include relatives (aunts, uncles, cousins, 
nephews, nieces, and grandparents) who may be living together with ego or who have 
been close to ego at some point in ego's life. Who is included or excluded depends 
not on exact kin relationships but on personal relationships. Relatives form a pool of 
people close to ego, but an individual ends up having certain relatives as members of 
his or her family as circumstances in life dictate (Vichit-Vadakan, 2001). 
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Family in this sense provides an individual with support, comfort, a sense of 
belonging, an identity, and a set of expectations that he or she would not have vis-a-
vis others in society. Put differently, Thai derive psychological and moral support 
from their families. In times of need, they seek out the family for assistance before 
they seek out other persons or institutions. When an individual is the repository of a 
family's high expectations and indulgence, his or her needs may not be fulfilled by 
other family members fully and readily on each and every occasion. Thais may 
verbalize frustrations, disappointments, and even anger with family members and 
relatives. Still, family and kinship are central to everyday Thai life (Vichit-Vadakan, 
2001). 
Besides the fact that the limited extended type of family is still a characteristic 
of Thai families, and the role of grandparents, especially the grandmother in childcare 
and childrearing, is long well-accepted. Another important cultural value is placed on 
respect for seniority and authority. In general, the young couple who have just 
become parents will respect their parents' voice when deciding about childcare and 
childrearing. The new parents usually tend to follow their own parents' advice 
(Suvannathat, Kasemment, Chuwanlee, & Lloyd, 1986). 
Based on research studies of social influences on child development 
undertaken in three main geographical regions of Thailand, a wide pattern of 
childrearing styles was revealed. With respect to socializing agents, the grandmother 
was found to play an important role in not only looking after young grandchildren but 
also conserving and transmitting all kinds of traditional and cultural values to young 
children (Suvannathat., 1968).When viewing the childrearing approach, corporal 
punishment has been used within Thai extended family (Sirivech, 1998). 
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In light of the Thai respect for seniority and authority, Thai parents let 
grandparents use corporal punishment with their children as an accepted disciplinary 
approach (Sirivech, 1998). Until the 1960s-1970s, during the Vietnam War, Thailand 
was a major service center for U.S. soldiers. The influx of U.S. dollars created 
boomtowns with related business activities: bars, nightclubs, rental dwellings, goods, 
and other services were provided (Vichit-Vadakan, 2001). In a situation 
unprecedented in Thai history, a large segment of the poor flocked to expanding urban 
centers to exchange their labor for cash. It was a switch from their previous rural, 
agricultural livelihood. When the U.S. phase subsided, changes in the lives of a large 
number of people were irreversible. Bar girls, for example, found it difficult to return 
to their rice fields. Internal migrations proliferated as people who were used to serving 
foreigners searched for new places to offer their services (Smith, 1979). 
As Thailand industrialized, migration to industrial sites occurred rapidly and 
mostly to the Bangkok metropolitan area and adjacent provinces. Industry recruited 
young people of both sexes, with a preference for women in many export-oriented 
industries such as textiles, because employers found women to be good workers, 
obedient and undemanding. To serve both local and foreign clientele, the service 
sector of the Thai economy has likewise expanded, and not surprisingly, the rank and 
the file of the service sector is filled with migrants from the rural areas (Vichit-
Vadakan, 2001) 
Larger outward migration from villages inadvertently altered rural society and 
family relationships. For one thing, villages underwent significant demographic 
change (Amornviwat, Khammanees, Thirsjit, & Koolapijit, 1991). Young to middle-
aged people of one or both sexes are increasingly absent. Older people and children 
are left to fend for themselves in many rural areas, though relatives in cities and towns 
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send them money. Families are united on rare occasions, such as the New Year's or 
the Songkarn festivals. Otherwise, a family is a dispersed unit, tied together by 
sentiment but not by day-to-day contacts, or joint activities (Muscat, 1994). 
Besides migration to the cities, there is external migration. There is the exodus 
of villagers to work in foreign counties, such as Japan, the Middle East, the United 
States, Taiwan, and anywhere else that pays unskilled, semiskilled, and skilled 
workers more than they would receive in Thailand. Initially, more males went aboard 
to work. Later, Thai women followed. Many women have been lured into or have 
willingly entered the sex trade (Sirivech, 1998). 
From all these changes in Thai society, the family structure has been affected. 
According to Vichit-Vadakan (2001), many who left agriculture have found it 
difficult to return to the harshness and tedium of farm activities. Earnings from 
agricultural products lag behind the rise in price of other consumer goods. 
Increasingly, agricultural activities require more and more capital investment in the 
form of pesticides and fertilizers, which further impoverish agriculturists. The yield of 
the land is poor, so the family as a semi-subsistence unit is challenged by 
opportunities for wage labor in cities and towns. Young people right out of school can 
become independent income earners, albeit at the low income levels associated with 
unskilled work. The meager income from the land would go further if not so many 
mouths had to be fed. Still, whatever savings the migrant children can send home are 
a much-appreciated addition to the family coffers. As a result, the nuclear family has 
been increasing in Thai society. 
Due to changing to the nuclear family, childrearing practices are also affected. 
Young parents who once used to be passive recipients from their own parents, have 
now become more independent (Suvannathat et al., 1986). Besides, new sources of 
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information concerning childcare and childrearing are more readily accessible to them 
(Amornviwat et al., 1991). Thai parents learned from much research showing that 
positive parent-teacher interactions result in trusting relationships, while corporal 
punishment leads children to avoid their parents. Such avoidance may in turn erode 
the bonds of trust and closeness between parents and children (Azrin & Holz, 1966; 
VanHouten, 1983). 
Many research studies in the U.S. suggest the quality of the relationship 
between adults and children influences the development of a range of competencies 
during the early school age years (Birch & Ladd, 1996; Pianta, 1997; Pianta & Walsh, 
1996, Nelson, 1979). Their research supports the view that child-parent and child-
teacher relationships are related to skills in the areas of peer relations (Elicker, 
Englund, & Sroufe, 1992; Howes, Hamilton, & Matheson, 1994), emotional 
development and self-regulation (Denham & Burton, 1996), The studies suggest 
that the approach of parents is particularly important. 
Theories and principles of childrearing and early childhood education from the 
U.S. have affected the principles of childrearing among Thai parents (Khemmani, 
1994). Due to the changes, grandparents may play their role in this respect to a lesser 
extent, and even so some possible conflict between young parents and their own 
parents regarding childcare and socialization can be anticipated. The intergenerational 
disagreement or conflict may furthermore bring certain effects on children's attitude 
and behavior, which certainly develop their personality growth and development 
(Suvannathat et al., 1986). As a result, Thai parents are looking for an alternative 
approach to discipline their children. However, there is not a great body of research in 
Thailand pertaining to other approaches to discipline Thai children as corporal 
punishment has been rooted in their culture (Khemmani, 1994). 
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Background of the Problem 
Both urban and rural Thai communities are in transition today. In the country, 
people live in agricultural villages. Historically, farming villages required the labor of 
family members, relatives, and neighbors, resulting in a high degree of integration 
among those composing a communal work group (Soontornpasuch, 1963). This did 
not hold true in the 1990's. Communal farming is now rarely practiced. Rapid 
socioeconomic development in the past decade has had a great impact on the function 
and structure of Thai families. Wongsith (1994) noted that as Thai society gradually 
becomes less agricultural and more industrialized and urbanized, the family is being 
transformed from an extended to a nuclear structure. This trend applies to both rural 
and urban families. 
Urban society differs considerably from rural life and is relatively more 
westernized. Urban Thailand has a wider variety of occupations and greater numbers 
of ethnic groups. Family members in urban families do not usually work at the same 
occupations. The relationship between family, relatives and neighbors is less closely 
knit than in rural communities (Pinyuchon & Gray, 1997). 
The crowded and polluted environment in Bangkok is causing considerable 
suffering for urban families (Fuller, Edwards, Vorakitphokatorn, & Sermsri, 1993). 
Polluted air and water are a part of everyday life for Thai people (Seabrook, 1994). In 
urban areas in Thailand, traffic congestion is an obstacle for family members who 
work away from their homes. Public transportation in Thailand does not effectively 
reduce traffic and traveling problems. People who are forced to work miles away from 
home due to economic pressures have difficulty finding time for their children, 
siblings, relatives, and spouses. The need to spend time with family and to have 
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personal time has become a major psychological concern for families (Pinyuchon & 
Gray, 1997). 
The family size in Thai society has decreased in the last decade. In 
accordance, family types living arrangements and parenting approaches are changing. 
Nuclear family households in both rural and urban areas have been increasing 
(Muscat, 1994). The extended family structure found in Thai society is composed of a 
married daughter or son, his or her spouse, his or her parents, and possibly their 
offspring. Some extended families include two or more married siblings residing 
together. Under this living arrangement, food preparation takes place in one kitchen 
and there is sharing of other responsibilities including disciplining the children, 
possible involving corporal punishment. Situations where three generations live 
together as an extended family are gradually decreasing (Muscat, 1994). 
Perhaps the best way to get a clear view of Thai family relationships is to 
examine how family members interact with each other. In 1979, Smith stated that 
social relationships in Thai society were predominately vertical or hierarchical. It is 
still easy to observe the differences in status existing in almost all social relationships 
of Thai people. Differences in status show in the ways people greet each other, the 
terms they use to address others, and the manners they show in relating to others. The 
hierarchy is determined by age, wealth, power, knowledge, occupation, and rank. 
Thus, the family is the place where children learn, at a very young age, to show 
appropriate respect to parents, siblings, relatives, teachers, monks, and others. 
Children learn to readily accept their social places in the societal hierarchy 
(Pinyuchon & Gray, 1997). 
Children in some families are allowed to participate in family discussions 
(Office of the Prime Minister, 2009). Through family decision-making experiences, 
they are taught to respectfully share their opinions. Although sharing opinions is 
acceptable, Thai people still find it difficult to express themselves openly, particularly 
when their ideas are challenged with disagreement, because social harmony is highly 
emphasized among Thais. They tend to accommodate others' wishes or ideas in order 
to achieve smooth social interaction. Regarding discipline of the children, parents and 
adults in the family may frequently use verbal threats along with corporal punishment 
(Pinyuchon & Gray, 1997). 
Another value taught to Thai children is appreciation of what others do for 
them. To appreciate is to have a sense of gratitude which is demonstrated by 
appreciative behaviors. In Thai culture, gratitude varies from feeling thankful to 
feeling obligated to do something in return. Some parents expect only the feeling of 
appreciation from their children and do not ask for anything in return. These families 
frequently do not create pressure or guilty feelings in their children. Some families are 
the opposite in that they believe children owe something to their parents. This is 
called the feeling of obligation (Wongsith, 1994). If a child cannot do anything in 
return, he or she may feel guilty and like a failure. This value is similar to those of 
other Asian cultures. Shon and Ya (1982) state: 
The greatest obligation of East Asians is to their parents who have brought 
them into the world and have cared for them when they were helpless. The 
debt that is owed can never be truly repaid, and no matter what parents may do 
the child is still obligated to give respect and obedience (p. 214). 
From a sense of gratitude, Thai children have been taught to interpret corporal 
punishment as an act for which they are grateful. Their grandparents would agree that 
corporal punishment is an acceptable a way of discipline (Pinyuchon & Gray, 1997). 
As an extended family, Thai children are greatly valued and loved among their family 
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members. Even though they are spanked, they are taken care of by other family 
members. The relationship between family members and their grandparents is usually 
close. One study indicated that rural and urban children in Thailand have knowledge 
of the elderly and are in close contact with them, both within the family and outside 
the family (Seefeldt & Keawkungwal, 1986). The elderly in Thai families still have a 
high status. They are respected and supported by family members. The elders' 
important role is to serve the family as an advisor on significant matters including 
disciplining the children with corporal punishment (Chayovan, Wongsith, & 
Saengtienchai, 1988). It was not until the 1990's that close contact among family 
members began to change drastically. Anat Arbhabhirama (cited in Muscat, 1994) 
states: 
The development process has brought a great pain to Thai people. The 
widespread migration from rural and urban areas, or from urban areas or 
foreign countries in search of gainful employment has led to separation of 
families. Social scientists in this country (Thailand) have observed an 
increasing number of family breakdowns. The Thai extended family of three 
generations living under one roof, with some members working and living 
away from home is being challenged (p. 286). 
In Thailand, corporal punishment has been an integral part of the way adults 
discipline children throughout history (Chuwong, 1999, Jutunka, 1976, Unprasert, 
1979). "Fasten the cow if you love it, spank the child if you love him" is a Thai 
proverb which has the same meaning as "Spare the rod, spoil the child", a saying 
familiar to many in the U.S. These two proverbs from two different cultures show the 
same notion that children will only flourish if punished, physically and 
psychologically or otherwise, for any wrongdoing. Such proverbs strongly influence 
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people's behaviors. Corporal punishment, especially caning, has been used in 
Thailand for over 700 years. 
Parents, teachers and caregivers do not consider corporal punishment to be a 
form of violence, but look at it as only a discipline tool to teach children what is right 
and wrong, and consequently help them grow up as responsible individuals 
(Boonrengrut, 2004, Chuchlunkin, 1988, Lundgren, 2007, Unpirom, 2005). However, 
numbers of studies have shown that such disciplinary methods cause damage to 
children's physical and mental growth, thus affecting their development (American 
Academy of Pediatrics, 1998; Lytton, 1997; J. McCord, 1997; Straus, 1994). 
Moreover, several reviews of literature have concluded that corporal punishment is 
associated with an increase in children's aggressive behaviors (Patterson, 1982; 
Radke-Yarrow, Campbell, & Burton, 1968; Steinmetz, 1979). 
Even though the findings show that corporal punishment does more harm in 
the long run, Thai adults have been struggling without it. On November 1, 2000, the 
Thai government banned the use of the cane in all schools and colleges across 
Thailand. The only time a teacher may use corporal punishment is if both the child 
and the child's parents agree to it, in lieu of any of the other forms of punishment. The 
punishment must take place in private, not in front of other teachers or students 
(National Committee on Child Protection Regulation, 2005). There were, however, 
many who disagreed with the government. The greatest opposition to the ban came 
from teachers. Without the cane, they felt students would show no respect for 
teachers. 
They reported that students became more aggressive following the ban. They 
felt that physical punishment was necessary to control unruly students even though 
there were five more kinds of legal punishment; reprimanding, imposition of extra 
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work, a term of probation, temporary suspension from school, and expulsion available 
to them (National Committee on Child Protection Regulation, 2005). Just over a year 
after the introduction of the ban, in January 2002, the new Education Minister 
announced that the government had decided to reintroduce caning in Thai schools, 
and this decision was supported by many parents too (National Committee on Child 
Protection Regulation, 2005). Finally, without parental permission, corporal 
punishment was then banned in school entirely in 2005 by further Ministry of 
Education regulations (Nogami, 2005). 
Corporal punishment is legally permitted at home. It is also still happening in 
schools even though it is illegal in Thailand (Isaranurug, Chansatitporn, Auewattana, 
and Wongarsa, 2005). This provides evidence to show how much corporal 
punishment is socially accepted in Thai culture. From the supporter's point of view, 
corporal punishment has been successful in maintaining discipline. However, they 
disregard the fact that corporal punishment disrupts two important keys for children's 
learning and development: the adult-child relationship and children's social and 
emotional competencies (Azrin, Hake, Holz, & Hutchinson, 1965; Azrin & Holz, 
1966). The painful nature of corporal punishment can evoke feelings of fear, anxiety, 
and anger in children, and these emotions influence learning and behavior (Rubin, 
Burgess, & Hastings, 2002). When the children feel fear, anxiety and anger, they are 
not ready to learn any moral or academic lessons (Pianta, 1999). Corporal 
punishment may not facilitate moral internalization because it does not teach children 
the reasons for behaving correctly, and may teach children the desirability of not 
getting caught (Hoffman, 1983; Grusec, 1983; Smetana, 1997). As a result, instilling 
fear in children results in learning becoming distorted. 
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The most important fallout is that corporal punishment does not lead to the 
parents/teachers' ultimate goal of learning, which is the internalization of discipline or 
self- discipline. For example, a child may be quiet because he is afraid to act out after 
he is spanked. He does not stay focused because of the love of learning or because 
what he is learning is engaging. He possibly does not even stay focused. He may act 
orderly. That is much different from staying engaged, active, and focused (Parke, 
2002). Attribution theorists emphasize that power-assertive methods such as corporal 
punishment promote children's external attributions for their behavior and minimize 
their attributions to internal motivations (Dix & Grusec, 1983; Hoffman, 1983; 
Lepper, 1983). Parents and teachers might opt for what is effective in securing short-
term compliance after administering corporal punishment (Newsom, Flavell, & 
Rincover, 1983) but promoting the development of children's internal controls is 
more important to long-term socialization than immediate compliance (Grolnick, 
Deci, & Ryan, 1997; Hoffman, 1983; Kohlberg, 1969; Lepper, 1983; Piaget, 
1932/1965). Moral internalization is defined by Grusec and Goodnow (1994) as 
"taking over the values and attitudes of society as one's own so that socially 
acceptable behavior is motivated not by anticipation of external consequences but by 
intrinsic or internal factors" (p. 4), and it is thought to underlie the development of 
children's social and emotional competence (Kochanska & Thompson, 1997). In other 
words, children could make appropriate decisions and behave appropriately even 
though no one watches them. 
If these emotions are generalized to the parent and teachers, they can interfere 
with a positive parent/teacher-child relationship by inciting children to be fearful of 
and to avoid the parent/teacher (Bugental & Goodnow, 1998; Grusec &Goodnow, 
1994; Saarni, Mumme, & Campos, 1998). Even though some Thai children might 
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perceive corporal punishment as cultural norms, avoiding parents and teachers who 
use corporal punishment is their solution for making them feel more secure 
(Chuwong, 1999). 
Just as corporal punishment impacts relationship quality and behavioral 
outcomes, the relationship between children and their mothers influences behaviors. 
According to Pianta et al. (1997), there are well-established links between children's 
competence in social and pre-academic areas and qualities of child-mother 
interaction, most notably mothers' skills in providing task-related and emotional 
support to the child in problem-solving tasks. Qualities of the mother-child 
relationship are related to the quality of the subsequent relationship formed with a 
teacher (Howes & Hamilton, 1992a, 1992b). In a study of high-risk poverty children, 
children who display ambivalent attachment behavior toward their mothers (e.g., 
angry and clingy toward mother at reunion) were characterized as needy by teachers 
and received a great deal of nurturance. Teacher anger, although rare, was directed 
toward children with histories of avoidant attachment (e.g., neglecting, rejecting of 
mother at reunion). In contrast, rating of nurturance was quite high for the resistant 
group, as was tolerance for the child's immature behavior. The teacher seemed to see 
them as not yet able to fully comply with classrooms demands; therefore, they made 
allowance for them (Motti, 1986). 
The child-adult relationship is thought to be enhanced by techniques of 
positive discipline (Lundgren, 2007; Nelson, 1979; Pianta, Nimetz & Bennett, 1997, 
Stipek, 2006). Positive discipline teaches parents and teachers how to be kind and 
firm at the same time and how to invite a sense of connection from the youngsters 
with whom they are involved. Positive discipline is an effective way for parents, 
teachers and students to learn life skills and build a sense of community and 
connectedness based on mutually respectful relationships (Nelson, 1979). For 
example, longitudinal studies of normative populations suggest that aspects of 
mother-child interaction in a problem-solving task (such as mothers' positive 
emotional support, quality of instruction, and limit-setting, as well as children's 
affection for their mothers), predict academic achievement and classroom adjustment 
in kindergarten and first grade after controlling for a range of developmental and 
socioeconomic status indicators (e.g., Pianta & Harbers, 1996; Pianta, Smith, & 
Reeve, 1991). 
Problem Statement 
Even though Thai adults have same ultimate goal for rearing children as 
Americans, most Thai adults simply break the relationship with Thai children by 
using corporal punishment. It is possible that Thai adults, both parents and teachers, 
lack knowledge and information on non-violent methods of teaching because few 
positive discipline methods have been studied in Thai educational history and none of 
them focuses on young children. 
The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline has been shown to have significant 
impact on increasing adult-child interactions in preschool classrooms in the United 
States (Masterson, 2008). In addition, these increased quality interactions have been 
connected to high social adjustments (Masterson, 2008; Eisenberg, 2004) and 
interaction quality (Pianta et al, 2002). 
In the current study, the 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline training will be 
introduced to Thai parents. The purpose of the present study is to examine the impact 
of the 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline training on Thai positive parenting skills. 
In addition, the impact of parents' 101s training on children's social and emotional 
competencies, teacher-child relationship, and children's academic performance in the 
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kindergarten classroom will be investigated. A particular focus will be the 
examination of the unique interaction among positive parenting skills, child-teacher 
relationships, children's social emotional competencies and the resulting school 
academic outcomes. 
Research Questions 
1. Will the 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline parent training increase parent's 
use of positive discipline skills and decrease parents' use of negative 
discipline methods? 
2. Will the 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline parents training increase the 
perception of children's teachers regarding the quality of child-teacher 
relationship? 
3. Will the 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline parent training increase the 
perception of teachers regarding the quality of students' school adjustment? 
In order to examine if the 10 of the 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline parent 
training mediates children's academic development, the fourth question is: 
4. Will the 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline parent training result in a 
positive correlation between parenting skills, the child-teacher relationship, the 
students' school adjustment and academic achievement? 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
A preliminary review of the international literature indicates that the research 
overwhelmingly concluded that corporal punishment as a discipline method is 
ineffective. It was found that although positive discipline techniques were available, 
many Thai parents were not familiar with these methods. As a result, there is a risk 
that Thai parents would resort to other punitive measures without training in 
alternative methods. This study focuses on the positive discipline model for parent 
training/education, especially positive discipline for kindergarteners. The literature 
review included the family relationship in Thailand, the effect of parent education on 
parental skills, childrearing practices and child development, the effects of parenting 
styles, social and emotional competence as it is a key for a child's healthy 
development and positive discipline. 
The History of Family Relationships and Discipline in Thailand 
Thai society and parent education/training. While social and emotional 
training is well-documented in research literature in the U.S.A., the study of behavior 
is a new field in Thailand. Many factors influence discipline approaches. Thailand has 
a long history as an agricultural country. The extended family has been a pattern of 
the institution(Muscat, 1994), especially in the agricultural or the rural areas. Most 
Thai children grow up among their parents and relatives such as grandparents, uncles, 
aunts, siblings, and cousins. However, parents are faced with many problems such as 
finding resources for childrearing practices. For example, the close relationship 
among family members is declining. Parents' ignorance of their roles and duties on 
childrearing practices, their poverty and being inappropriate models for children are 
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major reason for low standards in the child's intellectual, emotional, social and mental 
development (Pinyuchon & Gray, 1997). 
Exchanging educational and technological growth with other countries has 
influenced Thai parents, especially mothers, who are exposed to these changes. They 
go about their routine lives during pregnancy and after giving birth. Some mothers 
understand parental care. They know how to provide better childcare such as breast-
feeding, bottle- feeding, and giving supplementary food during the infancy period, 
etc. They also know how to prepare a healthy environment for their young children to 
grow in physical, motor, intellectual, language, and personality development. 
Generally, most parents still do not know how to provide appropriate social and 
emotional development. They do not know how to use positive methods to discipline 
and support their children's social and emotional competence. They remember the 
childcare and parenting patterns that they experienced. The use of corporal 
punishment to control the behavior of children remains a provocative issue in Thai 
society today (Amornviwat, Khammaness, Thirajit & Koolapijit, 1991). 
Thai mothers often say, "You are hurt, but I hurt even more" every time when 
children are spanked. The culture prescribes spanking because of the belief that 
children learn from it. Many Thai parents spank because they do not know alternative 
ways to discipline children. Spanking is known as a way to show love. Parents want 
children to learn right from wrong. However, children may learn to sneak, rather than 
to change their behavior. 
In Thailand, corporal punishment is the use of physical force with the 
intention of causing a child to experience pain but not injury, for purposes of 
correction or control of the child's behavior. Even when corporal punishment might 
be effective, it is still difficult to use it objectively because both parties are often 
emotionally upset when the punishment is administered. However, some Thai parents 
are finding that when they take an unemotional approach, they have success. They 
feel that in terms of simply teaching something to the children there is no form of 
punishment that is more effective than corporal punishment. Sirivech (1998) studied 
Thai parents' corporal punishment and found that it tends to cause serious 
psychological problems and that it increases the probability of juvenile delinquency. 
These childrearing practices have been passed from generations to generations. Thai 
parents do not know the relationship between corporal punishment and child's healthy 
development such as social and emotional competence and behavioral problems. 
Without knowing the negative effect, spanking is continuously happening as a 
childrearing principle in Thai society (Sirivech, 1998). 
Intasarn (1998) conducted a study on mothers' experiences of childrearing 
their first year kindergarteners. She found that 60 % of 200 parents worried that they 
would not be able to support their children's social and emotional development well. 
Ninety five percent of the sample was interested in parent education if there were any 
for them to participate in. In 1992, the Office of the National Education Commission 
announced a parent education support policy as a part of the Seventh National 
Education Development Plan (1992-1996). This policy is to promote and provide 
support in giving information to parents about parenting skills. Parent education and 
training have been in the following National Education Development Plans until the 
most current one, the Tenth National Education Development Plan (2006-2010). 
To respond to questions from parents, research findings and government 
policy, the Thai Parent Network for Educational Development [TPNED] has been 
founded in part of public domain in 2000 (Thai Parent Network for Educational 
Development [TPNED], 2006). The Thai Child Development Foundation (TCDF) 
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was set up in 2004 with the aim to support the development of underprivileged 
children directly and on an individual basis. The TCDF Foundation supports children, 
preferably in their own homes, by means of scholarships, nutritional care and health 
care, as well as offering educational programs that focus on the environment (Thai 
Child Development Foundation [TCDF], 2008). 
Need for positive discipline parent training. The parenting styles provide a 
robust indicator of parenting functioning that predicts child well-being across a wide 
spectrum of environments and across diverse communities of children. Both parental 
responsiveness and parental demanding are important components of good parenting. 
Authoritative parenting, which balances clear, high parental demands with emotional 
responsiveness and recognition of child autonomy, is one of the most consistent 
family predictors of competence from early childhood through adolescence. 
Authoritative parents use positive discipline as their strategy to rear their children. As 
a result, in the years since, positive discipline publications have grown to include 
titles that address different age groups, family settings, and special situations. Positive 
discipline is taught to schools, parents, and parent educators by trained Certified 
Positive Discipline Associates. Community members, parents, and teachers are 
encouraged to become trained facilitators and to share the concepts of Positive 
discipline with their own groups (Positive Discipline Association, 2008). 
In Thailand, public and government domains have recognized and 
acknowledged the importance of parent education regarding child development. 
Resources and training that provide information on establishing an environment for 
developing the child's cognitive development, psychomotor development, nutrition 
and health care have been available for Thai parents. Personal training is provided for 
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parents who cannot read, Mostly, they are families living outside Bangkok 
(Kajornrungsilp, 1995, TCDF, 2008). 
Since Achenbach (1991) developed instruments for parents and teachers to 
assess social competence and behavioral and emotional problems in children, the 
instruments have been translated into many languages. An extensive checklist, the 
Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) to be used by parents, has been translated into 60 
languages and used cross-culturally, including in Thailand. Also, a report form for 
teachers, the Teacher's Report Form (TRF), has been used in several cross-cultural 
studies. The translation of these empirically-based instruments has contributed to a 
cross-culturally robust methodology permitting direct comparisons of problem scores 
across studies and cultures in a more standardized fashion (Bird, 1996) 
Cederblad, Pruksachatkunakorn, Boripunkul and Intraprasert (2001) 
conducted a cross-cultural study comparing Thai children's behavioral problems and 
competence with those of American children. By using Achenbach's cross-cultural 
instruments measuring the child's social competence and behavioral and emotional 
problems, they found that Thai children have more over-controlled symptoms than 
American children as reported by their parents. The authors suggested that Thai 
children need some aspects of positive mental health. Assessing Thai children's 
behavior with the CBCL, Weisz, Weiss, Suwanlert and Chaiyasit (2006) also found 
that Thai children are more likely to have delayed maturation and indirect aggression 
and/or delinquency. Intervention across national boundaries is suggested in their 
study. 
Some Thai parents are becoming aware that spanking is an ineffective method 
of discipline for their children. However, in discussing support for corporal 
punishment, Thai parents do not advocate violence. They do not want to utilize 
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corporal punishment, and do so only when they have reached point of extreme 
frustration, or lack the knowledge and support necessary to use alternative methods of 
discipline (Sirivech, 1998). Even though the resources of social and emotional 
information are available in forms of print media, parent education and training to 
support social-emotional development is limited. Low-income families and parents 
who cannot read have limited access to this information (TPNED, 2006; TCDF, 
2008). 
Parent Education 
Parent education is the process of providing parents and other primary 
caregivers with specific knowledge and childrearing skills with the goal of 
promoting the development and competence of their children. Although 
almost any activity that parents become involved with in early intervention 
could be construed as educational, the term "parent education" typically refers 
to systematic activities implemented by professionals to assist parents in 
accomplishing specific goals or outcomes with their children (Mahoney et al., 
1999, p.131). 
Development of parent education/training. Parent education has been rooted 
within the U.S. culture for centuries. Croake and Glover (1977) studied the history of 
parent education programs in the U.S. They found that the first record of group 
meetings of parents in the U.S. dates from 1815 in Portland, Maine, as a form of study 
group called "maternal associations" to discuss childrearing problems. These early 
groups were concerned about the religious and moral improvement of their children. 
Good Housekeeping, Ladies Home Journal, Mother's Magazines, Mother's 
Assistant, Parents' Magazine and Woman's Home Companion were the reading 
sources to support the parents' needs of nurturing and rearing their children during 
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1800's. In 1888, the Society for the Study of Child Nature was founded and has 
continued parent education programs to this day. It is now known as the Child Study 
Association of America (Croake &Glover, 1977). 
In his study of history of the U.S. parent education, Starder (1984) found that 
the private sector and federal government started to have an influential movement on 
parent education programs during 1880's to the beginning of the 1900's. G. Stanley 
Hall developed the Child Study Center at Clark University in 1889. The National 
Congress of Mothers was founded in 1897, later to become the Mothers and Parent 
and Teachers Association in 1908 and eventually the Congress of Parents and 
Teachers in 1924. 
One important advocate for parent education training was Gesell, the author of 
many childcare and development books focused on parental education, such as The 
Preschool Child from the Standpoint of Public Hygiene and Education, The 
Guidance of Mental Growth in Infant and Child, Infant Behavior, and Its Genesis and 
Growth. Moreover, Gesell also published a series of five films for parents, 
accompanied by A Handbook for the Yale Films of Child Development: Specially 
Released for Parent Education Leaders in Emergency Education Programs. Gesell 
suggested that schools and universities should train their students to be potential 
parents (Ames, 1989). 
"Before the 1920's parent education was still primarily informal and 
unorganized, but as more parents began to ask for help, educators and social workers 
recognized the need for parent education and gradually began to collect and 
disseminate organized materials." (Croake & Glover, 1977, p. 152). The federal 
government shaped national guidance by expanding parent education through holding 
The White House Conference on Child Health and Protection from 1909 until late the 
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1930's. World War II and a shortage of budget caused parent education activities to 
decline during the 1940's. Agriculture, education, and mental health have been 
primary federal advocates of continuing parent education programs since late the 
1940's (Brim, 1965 in Croake & Glover, 1977). Presently, the Cooperative State 
Research, Education, and Extension Service Children Youth and Families at Risk 
(CYFAR) Initiative serves parents through the support of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. It gives overviews of and contacts for projects serving nearly 99,000 
youths and 17,000 parents. Projects are community-based, multidisciplinary, and 
feature holistic approaches viewing the individual in context of family and 
community (Office of National Drug Control Policy [ONDCP], 1998). 
The public's reception of the Parent Effectiveness Training (PET) Program, 
developed by Thomas Gordon, was significant evidence proving that parent education 
programs recovered and expanded rapidly. PET sessions include lectures, readings, 
role-playing, and homework exercises. The emphasis of the training focuses on 
learning human relations strategies that include the use of active listening, sending "I-
messages," and a "no-lose" method of resolving conflicts involving negotiating a 
solution satisfactory to both parents and child. At present, PET offers research-based 
parent training, products and services in 43 countries around the world (Gordon 
Training International, 2008). 
Head Start is an example of a federally-subsidized program that supports 
parent education. The need for child-mental health services also caused the emergence 
of parent education programs (Long, 1997). Currently, the field of parent education is 
flourishing. The number of programs for parents is growing tremendously as 
professionals and policymakers give increased attention to the influence of families 
on early child development and to the stresses of parenthood. Aside from federal and 
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public support, parenting program resources have been found through other funds 
such as foundations (e.g. Carnegie Foundation, Annie E. Casey Foundation, The 
Commonwealth Fund, etc.), networks (e.g. Early Childhood Educators' and Family 
Web Corner, National Network for Family Resiliency [NNFR], The National 
Parenting Center, etc), and advocacy organizations (e.g. Child Welfare League of 
America, Inc., Zero to Three: National Center for Infants, Toddlers, and Families, 
Children's Defense Fund, Family Resource Coalition of America [FRCA], etc.) 
(ONDCP, 1998). 
Some resources provide not only parenting education programs, but also equip 
parents with needed materials. For example, the Center for the Improvement of Child 
Caring provides leadership and support in parent training, resources for parenting 
movement, training programs, training materials, instructor workshops, and seminars 
for parents. It has catalogs of materials screened for effectiveness. A companion 
organization is the National Parenting Instructors Association. Funded by the Office 
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Strengthening America's Families 
Project conducts training on eight model family-based juvenile delinquency programs 
(Parents and Children Training Series; Strengthening Families Program; 
Strengthening Multi-Ethnic Families Program; Families and Schools Together 
(FAST) Program; the Parent Project; Functional Family Therapy; Iowa Strengthening 
Families Program-Pre- and Early Teens; and Nurturing Parent Program. It also 
provides descriptions on model family strengthening programs (ONDCP, 1998). 
Effectiveness of parent education on parental skills. Even though the early 
studies on parent education or training programs were found to be effective in 
increasing parent knowledge, they have been criticized because of one or more 
inappropriate research designs, such as no control group, undetermined reliability and 
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validity of instruments, or the evaluator was not an outsider. However, from 1963 to 
1975, the research processes of parent education programs have been improved by 
having treatment for an experimental group and having control groups to compare the 
effectiveness of the programs (Croake & Glover, 1977). 
Measured by a Kohlberg Moral Development Scale, Stanley (1978) showed 
that parents' equalitarian attitudes and effectiveness in collective decision-making 
significantly increased after they participated in the moral reasoning parent training. 
When parents and teens were taught Adlerian parenting skills together, the teens 
continued to advance in their moral development for a year after the class. Another 
small study reviewed the impacts of Adlerian parent education in a cross-cutural 
setting, Newlon, Borboa and Arciniega (1986) confirmed that the parent education 
affected Mexican mothers' perception of child behavior. The study found a positive 
change in the parent participants' perception of their behavior. Nystul (1982) found 
that mothers who participated in Systematic Training for Effective Parenting (STEP), 
a modification of the Adlerian approach, developed by Dinkmeyer and McKay, 
"were more democratic in their childrearing attitudes, had significantly higher 
tendency to encourage verbalization, and had a significantly lower tendency to be 
strict with their children" (p.63). 
The emergence of the Adlerian approach phenomenally impacted parent 
education programs. Medway (1989), while criticizing the evaluation strategies (or 
lack thereof) of parent educators, found that a meta-analysis of Adlerian and other 
parent education models suggested that these programs were influencing the attitudes 
and behaviors of parents and their children. Although no specific approach to parent 
education has been routinely singled out as more effective than another, Adlerian 
programs demonstrated consistently positive outcomes that Krebs (1986) regarded as 
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reliable and valid. Typical outcomes from Adlerian programs are that parents become 
more democratic with regard to childrearing and view their children's behaviors more 
favorably (Fine & Henry, 1989; Krebs, 1986). 
The studies support the Positive Discipline model of teaching groups of 
parents experientially (with role plays and games). Cunningham, Bremner and Boyle 
(1995) compared a large group community-based parent training program to a clinic-
based individual parent training (FT) program in Hamilton, Canada. Parent training 
programs conducted in large community-based contexts have been more effective 
than a clinic-based individual parent training (FT) in terms of cost effectiveness, 
changing behavioral problems and interest by the parents. Goodson, Layzer, St. 
Pierre, Bernstein and Lopez (2000) conducted a study on the effects of intervention on 
the comprehension of multi-risk, low-income children and their parents in a range of 
education, health, and social services to meet the complex needs of their 
disadvantaged families. Teaching parents in groups has been shown to be more 
effective than individualized instruction. There is more change in parenting behavior 
and the positive impacts last longer. 
Klebanov and Brooks-Gunn (2007) found that families who participated in the 
Infant Health and Development Program, which provides early childhood education, 
were related to maternal authoritative behavior toward girls, less authoritarian 
behavior for mothers who did not participate, and greater task enthusiasm from Black 
children. The study showed that parents tend to change their parenting styles after 
they receive early childhood education from a parent education training program. 
Opportunities to practice what they are learning through role plays and other 
experiential activities is also cited by researchers as one of the tools that makes 
parenting class more effective in changing behavior (Daro, 1994; Stone, 2000). 
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Students who are taught social skills early in their school career have a 
reduced risk for aggressive behavior as much as six years later. When first grade 
teachers were taught a method of teaching kids how to cooperate and work in groups, 
the level of classroom aggression went down. The boys from those classrooms were 
much less likely to demonstrate aggressive behavior in middle school (Kellam, 1998). 
This finding is notable given previous findings (Campbell, 1995) that behaviors noted 
in preschool are likely to persist into the later years. 
Since the 1980's, a growing amount of literature has suggested that parental 
involvement has a positive impact on children's learning and success in school. 
Parents who participated in the Drug Abuse Resistance Education (D.A.R.E.) program 
expressed their feeling that the program helped them see the differences. Moreover, 
they gained a lot of knowledge when they viewed the D.A.R.E. officer as an effective 
educator (Donnermeyer, 2000). Some parents are willing to use their knowledge in 
areas such as communication skills and positive principles, to improve the good of 
their children. Training programs also reduce the possibility of divorce. Relative to 
the comparison group, trained parents were more likely after their mediation to self-
report having had helpful conversations with the other parent in getting ready for the 
mediation (Lash, 1999). Parent education activity provides a chance for parents to 
discuss their problems, exchange ideas, and learn new concepts of parenting skills 
from one another. Parent education is a very necessary support for parents during their 
parenting times. 
The 101 's: A Guide to Positive Discipline 
"If you want to spank you child, you may. But, how about after you try these 
101 positive principles? If they don't work, you may spank your child then." 
(K.C.Kersey, personal communication, September 18, 2006). 
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The conversation above is the advice that Dr. Kersey always tells her parents 
when trying to convince them to try her The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline. In 
her award winning training tool - The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline, Kersey 
(2005) provides a list of 101 positive discipline techniques to help parents nurture and 
love their children, teach respect, shape behavior, foster independence and build 
resiliency. The 101 's have been developed in a variety of formats available on DVD, 
VHS and CD-ROM. The VDO clips are real situations happening in real classrooms 
where teachers use each of the positive principles as Kersey provides comments. The 
101's are available in a Preschool Version and Kindergarten - Fifth Grade (Ages 5 -
12) Version. 
Parenting Style Effects 
Definition. Parenting style is a psychological construct representing standard 
strategies parents use in raising their children. It refers to the interactions between 
parent and child which contribute to the parent-child relationship, involving the full 
extent of a child's development in the aspects of behavior, academic performance, and 
self concept of the child (Kersey, 2008; Linwood, 2004). 
According to those who study human behavior, the parenting styles are based 
upon how much of each behavior the parent displays in his or her interactions with the 
children. Most researchers who attempt to describe this broad parental milieu rely on 
Baumrind's (1991)concept of parenting style. These styles are based upon two 
indicators: parental warmth and parental control (now called "parental 
responsiveness" and "parental demandingness"). In this paper, the author also 
followed Baumrind's concept of parenting style as follows: 
Authoritative: High Control and High Warmth (Positive Discipline) 
Parents who fall into the Authoritative category are rated as flexible 
but firm, maintaining control and discipline but showing some reason and 
flexibility as well, and communicating expectations but allowing verbal give-
and-take. They score as high on demandingness and responsiveness, and have 
clear expectations for behavior and conduct which they monitor, and their 
discipline fosters responsibility, cooperation, and self-regulation (Baumrind, 
1991). 
Authoritarian: High Control and Low Warmth 
These parents are highly directive, value obedience and are more 
controlling, show less warmth and nurturance and more distance and 
aloofness, and discourage discussion and debate. They are high on 
demandingness but low on responsiveness, maintaining order, communicating 
expectations, and monitoring the children carefully Baumrind, 1991). 
Permissive: Low Control and High Warmth 
These parents make fewer demands, and allow the children to regulate 
themselves for the most part, use little discipline. They are higher on 
responsiveness but lower on demandingness, requiring little maturity and 
conventionalism, and avoid confrontation of problematic behavior (Baumrind, 
1991). 
Rejecting/Neglecting: Low Control and Low Warmth 
These parents are low on both demandingness and responsiveness; 
they do not structure, organize, discipline, attend and supervise and may 
actively reject or neglect the children (Baumrind, 1991). 
Impact of parenting styles on children's success. Parenting style, as it is 
perceived by the children and teenagers in the family, has been found to predict child 
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well-being in the domains of social competence, academic performance, psychosocial 
development, and problem behavior (Cohen & Rice, 1997; Lam, 1997; Deslandes, 
Royer, Turcotte, & Bertrand, 1997 ). There is overwhelming evidence that children 
and teenagers who see their parents as both kind (supportive/responsive) and firm 
(demanding) have more success socially and academically (Aquilino, 2001; 
Baumrind, 1991; Jackson, Henriksen & Foshee, 1998; Radziszewska, Rischardson, 
Dent, & Flay, 1996; Simons-Morton, Haynie, Crump, Eitel & Saylor, 2001). In 
another words, authoritative parenting or positive discipline (high supportive and 
firm) correlates with higher children's social and academic achievement than 
authoritarian parenting (high control and low warmth). 
Lam (1997) investigated the relationships between family structure, 
socioeconomic status, authoritative parenting, and children's academic achievement in 
a sample of 181 eighth graders in 2 inner-city schools in the midwestern United 
States. Though the results show that children who are living with only one parent or 
who live in poverty do not succeed to the same degree as their counterparts with two 
parents or higher incomes, they still are positively impacted by an 
authoritative/democratic parenting style. Moreover, results suggest that effective 
parenting includes: (1) a high degree of monitoring; (2) a high degree of positive 
support; and (3) a high degree of positive discipline. 
Different studies have examined the association between parenting "style" and 
behavior from different perspectives. The general conclusion is that when young 
people perceive that their parents are warm and responsive (kindness) and have high 
expectations (firmness), they are at significantly lower risk for drug and alcohol use, 
less likely to smoke and to exhibit violent behavior (Baumrind, 1991; Jackson et al., 
1998; Radziszewska et al., 1996; Simons-Morton et al., 2001). 
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Baumrind has investigated the association of parenting styles and children's 
success for decades (Baumrind, 1966, 1971, 1973, 1991; Baumrind & Black, 1967). 
Even though the sample of her studies ranged from preschoolers (Baumrind & Black, 
1966; Baumrind, 1967) to adolescents (Baumrind, 1991), the findings were consistent 
in a correlation between parental practices and children's various aspects of 
competences. 
Many positive discipline techniques, such as placing demands upon the child 
for self-control, encouraging independent action and decision-making, and modeling 
responsible behaviors, have been used to foster preschoolers' self-resilience by 
authoritative parents. In one study, Baumrind (1967) investigated 103 preschoolers 
enrolled in the H. E. Jones Child Study Center, Institute of Human Development, 
University of California, Berkeley, and 95 families. The results of this study 
confirmed her previous findings (Beaumrind, 1966) in which parents of the most 
assertive, self-reliant, and self-controlled children were controlling, demanding, 
communicative, and loving. Parents of the unhappy and disaffiliated group were 
relatively controlling and detached; and parents of the least self-reliant and self-
controlled group of children were noncontrolling, nondemanding, and relatively 
warm. 
Baumrind's parental typology was confirmed again when Dorabusch, Ritter, 
Leiderman, Roberts, and Fraleigh (1987) reformed the study to test and develop with 
a larger diverse sample of 7,836 students in the San Francisco Bay area. They found 
that students raised by pure authoritative parents, with low authoritarian and 
permissive parenting styles, had the highest mean academic grades. The lowest grades 
were always acquired from students who had inconsistent families that combined 
authoritarian with other styles. Studies also show that parenting styles that are 
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authoritarian/ directive (high on demanding, generally in an intrusive way and low on 
responsiveness), permissive (high on warmth but little or no directiveness) and/or 
unengaged/inconsistent are clearly associated with negative outcomes such as lower 
self-confidence, self-esteem, security, emotional well-being and decision-making 
capabilities (Aquilino & Supple, 2001; Baumrind, 1991; Ginsberg & Bronstein, 
1993). 
Baumrind (1991) conducted the Family Socialization and Developmental 
Competence longitudinal program of research (FSP) to examine hypotheses 
pertaining to family patterns as determinants of adolescent competence and of types of 
adolescent substance users. Data include clusters derived from comprehensive ratings 
of parents and their children completed independently within- and across-time periods 
at ages 3, 9, and 15 years. The sample included 139 adolescents and their parents from 
a predominantly affluent, well-educated Caucasian population. Parenting types were 
identified into 1 of 4 groups (authoritative, authoritarian, indulgent, or neglectful) by 
their children's rating of their parents on 2 dimensions: acceptance/involvement and 
strictness/supervision. The youngsters were then contrasted along 4 sets of outcomes: 
psychosocial development, school achievement, internalized distress, and problem 
behavior. Findings showed that Authoritative parents who were highly firm and 
highly responsive were remarkably successful in protecting their adolescents from 
problem drug use, and in generating competence. The result was consistent with her 
theory and her results from the previous studies. 
Baumrind's framework was examined again when Weiss and Schwarz (1996) 
conducted their study to predict relations between parents' child-rearing style 
(Authoritative, Democratic, Nondirective, Nonauthoritarian-Directive, Authoritarian-
Directive, and Unengaged) and the adolescent children's behavior in the 4 domains 
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assessed: personality, adjustment, academic achievement and substance use. One 
hundred seventy-eight freshman students from the University of Connecticut and their 
roommates, mothers, fathers, and one sibling were participants of the study. 
Questionnaires assessing parenting behavior were mailed to the participants except for 
the student participants and their roommates, who completed the questionnaires in the 
sessions. Three years later, during the students' senior year, the students were asked to 
participate in a follow-up study. Seventy-five percent of the original sample agreed to 
participate and completed questionnaires pertaining to adjustment and to alcohol and 
drug use. The results presented the similar results to Baumrind's studies in which 
adolescents whose parents are authoritative rate themselves and are rated by objective 
measures as more socially and instrumentally competent than those whose parents are 
nonauthoritative. 
Jackson et al. (1998) conducted a new survey measure of authoritative 
parenting, the Authoritative Parenting Index (API), and its correlation with children's 
risk behaviors. The API contains with 20 items indicating parenting behaviors such 
as warmth, acceptance, involvement, intrusiveness, supervision, and demanding 
dimension. The API measured parenting styles from the children's point of views. 
Then the results were correlated with data from studies of (1) substance use in a 
sample of 1,236 fourth and sixth-grade students; (2) weapon-carrying and 
interpersonal violence in a sample of 1,490 ninth- and tenth-grade students, and (3) 
anger, alienation, and conflict resolution in a sample of 224 seventh- and eighth-grade 
students. It was found that the API had a factor structure consistent with a theoretical 
model of the construct which is the Authoritative parenting style, which can prevent 
health risk behaviors among youth. Importantly, the results from the API showed that 
parenting style has a significant impact for both children and adolescents. The study 
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showed that authoritative parenting was related positively to the academic 
competence of White and Hispanic youth, but was unrelated to the academic 
competence of African-American and Asian-American youth. The authors suggested 
that the relation between ethnicity, authoritative, and youth outcomes should be 
further studied. 
A number of studies have shown that there is a correlation between 
adolescents' and friends' substance use. Simons-Morton et al. (2001), however, have 
found positive parenting behaviors to protect against adolescent substance use. The 
authors surveyed 4,263 sixth- to eighth-grade students to assess the effect of peer and 
parent influences on adolescent substance use. The findings are consistent with the 
hypothesis that associating with deviant peers promotes substance use and that 
authoritative parenting protects against smoking and drinking. 
According to Cohen and Rice (1997), the majority of children and their 
parents did not perceive parenting styles congruently. Child perception is more 
strongly associated with grades and substance use than is parent perception. Hence, 
parents would benefit from understanding how they are perceived by their children. 
To measure the children's perception of their parenting styles, Cohen and Rice 
surveyed 386 students and their parents in two public school districts. A total of 386 
matched parent-child pairs from eighth- and ninth-grade students were analyzed for 
parent and student classification of parents as authoritative, authoritarian, permissive, 
or mixed parenting styles. They found that agreement on parenting styles between 
parents and children was poor. Students perceived parents as less authoritative, less 
permissive and more authoritarian than parents considered themselves. It was found 
that the children who perceive their parents as authoritative parents have less 
substance use and they are also more likely to succeed academically. 
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Englund, Luckner, Whaley and Egeland (2004) conducted a longitudinal 
study that looked at the association between parental behaviors, parental expectations 
and children's academic achievement from birth through 3rd grade. The participants 
were firstborn children and their mothers, who were recruited through the 
Minneapolis, Minnesota public health clinics during the third trimester of pregnancy. 
By videotaping 187 low-income children and their mothers, the researchers assessed 
the mother's quality of instruction in a laboratory procedure in which mother-and-
child pairs participated in a set of four developmentally appropriate problem-solving 
situations. Two independent coders viewing all four tasks rated the instructional 
behavior of all of the mothers on a 7-point scale. They rated how well the mother 
structured the situation and coordinated her behavior to the child's activity and needs 
for assistance. This measure, used in previous studies to assess various dimensions of 
early parent- child interactions, including quality of instruction, correlated with 
subsequent scores on standardized achievement tests (Connell & Prinz, 2002; R C. 
Pianta & Egeland, 1994; R C. Pianta & Harbers, 1996). 
Parental expectations were assessed at Grades 1 and 3. During a 
semistructured interview, parents were asked the open-ended question "How far do 
you think your child will go in school?" A 5-point scale to code parents' responses 
ranging from "Will not complete high school" to "Will go to graduate or professional 
school" was developed. The level of parental involvement with school was assessed at 
Grades 1 and 3 by interviews with each child's teacher at each grade level. 
The child's IQ was assessed at 64 months of age using an abbreviated version 
of the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI; Wechsler, 
1967). The total score of four subtests (vocabulary, comprehension, block design, and 
animal house) was used for data analysis. To measure the child's achievement, 
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teachers were asked to rate the child's overall academic progress compared with 
typical students in the same grade in the spring of first and third grades. Teachers 
rated each child's progress on a 5-point scale ranging from very poor to outstanding. 
The findings showed that mothers' quality of instruction prior to school entry had 
significant direct effects on IQ and parental involvement had significant direct effect 
on achievement in 1st and 3rd grade. The results suggest that early parental factors are 
important for children's academic achievement. 
Steinberg, Lamborn, Dornbusch, Mounts and Darling (1994) produced strong 
evidence of the importance of parenting styles when they examined the association of 
parenting styles, parental involvement in schooling, and parental encouragement to 
succeed in middle school achievement in an ethnically and socio-economically 
heterogeneous sample of approximately 6,400 American 14-18-year-olds. In their 
study over two years, they found that authoritative parenting benefits academic 
achievement. Like many studies, they also found that parental involvement is much 
more likely to promote adolescent school success when it occurs in the context of an 
authoritative home environment. Interestingly, when more closely examined, their 
findings show that authoritative parenting is strongly related to parental school 
involvement and "academic encouragement," both of which are associated with 
school success. The positive impact of "school involvement" is significantly less if 
the parent does not also have a "kind and firm" parenting style. 
The results of association between parenting styles and children's academic 
achievement are consistent cross-culturally. Radziszewska et al. (1996) reported that 
adolescents with authoritative parents had the most favorable outcomes by having 
high academic grades and low depressive symptoms and smoking rates. On the other 
hand, those with unengaged parents were found to be the least well-adjusted with 
social emotions and academic grades while the permissive and the autocratic styles 
produced intermediate results. This finding was a product across 3,993 15-year-old 
White, Hispanic, African-American, and Asian adolescents who live in the United 
States. In another cross-cultural study of adolescents, Leung, Lau, and Lam (1998) 
found that that academic achievement was negatively related to authoritarianism. In a 
study of adolescent minority students (Hispanic-American, African-American, and 
Asian-American), Boveja (1998) found that adolescents who perceived their parents 
to be authoritative engaged in more effective learning and studying strategies. 
Looking at academic success, Paulson, Marchant, and Tothlisberg (1998), 
studied 230 fifth and sixth graders and found that the best academic outcomes were 
from the children who perceived that the parenting style matched the teaching style. 
The best outcomes were found when both styles were perceived by the students as 
"authoritative." The students' perception were measured by the students who 
answered questionnaires asking their perceptions toward parenting style, parental 
involvement, teaching style, school atmosphere and student outcomes. The children 
who did the worst were those who came from disengaged families and perceived their 
teacher as controlling (authoritarian). No gender or socioeconomic differences were 
found among the clusters. The study's findings suggest the best results are found 
when parents and teachers both adopt the authoritative style. They concluded that by 
adopting positive discipline, parents and teachers can make this congruency possible. 
Impact of parenting styles on the adult-child relationship. According to 
Resnick et al. (1997), a young person's sense of connectedness with his or her family 
is associated with positive outcomes. A national study of 12,118 adolescents showed 
that a sense of connectedness with their family was protective against every health 
risk behavior except history of pregnancy. The questions asked of the teens in this 
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large study included whether or not the teen felt wanted or loved by family members, 
whether they perceived caring by their mother or father, how many activities they 
engaged in with either parent in the previous week, and parental presence during 
different times of the day. As a result of positive child-adult relationships, the study 
found that a young person's sense of community (connection or "belongingness") at 
home and at school also increased academic success and decreased socially risky 
behavior. 
Also, the ways in which parents interact with their children greatly affect their 
children's future social competencies. For example, parents that engage in explicit 
encouragement of reflection often have positive implications for their children's 
social competence. Parents engage in explicit encouragement of reflection when they 
encourage their children to think about causes and consequences of their behavior as 
explicitly stated by the parents. After children examine the causes and consequences 
of their behavior, they will be able to modify that behavior (Applegate, Burleson, & 
Delia, 1992). The following is an example that demonstrates parental use of 
reflection-enhancing communication with a child who is struggling with how to 
respond to a problem with a friend: 
When people hurt us we want to call them names. It doesn't do any good 
though. Next time why don't you tell them you're angry at what they 
did. Then maybe they won't do it again. If they do, then just don't play 
with them. Just calling someone a name doesn't make you feel better or 
your friend (Applegate et al., 1992,p. 16). 
By providing reflection, parents give them an opportunity to think about the 
causes and consequences of their behavior in order to change or understand their 
future actions (Taylor, Clayton & Rowley, 2004). 
Connell and Prinz (2002) studied the impact of childcare and parent-child 
interactions on school readiness and social skills development for low-income 
African-American children. They found that childcare exposure experiences had a 
positive relationship to the children's school readiness. Importantly, they also found 
that the parent-child interaction quality characterized as responsive had a consistent 
pattern of positive effects on the child's readiness-related outcomes. In the United 
States, research has generally supported the finding that parent-child interactions 
characterized as warm, structured, and emotionally responsive are related to positive 
cognitive and behavioral gains in children, regardless of racial/ethnic group or social 
class (McCabe, Clark, & Barnett, 1999). 
A longitudinal study by Schmidt, Demulder and Denham (2002) was 
conducted to examine relations among child-mother attachment at age 3, family stress 
at ages 3, 4, and 5, and social-emotional outcomes in kindergarten. Followed for 2 
years, 49 Caucasian middle to upper-middle class preschoolers in Northern Virginia 
and their families were participants. Attachment was measured using the Attachment 
Q-Set for each child at age 3 by observing them during a total of 3 home visits which 
took place for approximately 6 hours of total observation time over a period of 2-3 
weeks. Family stress was determined using the Life Experiences Survey (LES). 
Families were asked to complete the LES at the start of the study (preschool), as well 
as one year later and two years later (kindergarten age).At kindergarten age, mothers 
completed the Child Behavior Checklist, teachers completed the Preschool 
Socioaffective Profile, and focal children's peers completed a sociometric task to 
determine peer popularity. Results suggest that less secure children are more 
aggressive and less socially competent in kindergarten and children who experience 
more family stress in their preschool years are more aggressive and anxious and less 
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socially competent in kindergarten than their peers who experience less family stress 
in those same years. 
In 1999, Lamb-Parker, Boak, Griffin, Ripple, and Peay looked at parent-child 
relationships and the home learning environment that affects school readiness. Based 
on a Head Start parent-involvement model, a longitudinal pretest/posttest design was 
conducted in a large urban city Head Start agency. The parents were asked to answer 
three questionnaires to measure the parent-child relationship, the home learning 
environment and the child's school readiness. The Classroom Behavior Inventory was 
completed by the child's Head Start teacher to measure major dimensions of social 
and emotional behavior. The main findings were that children had better school 
readiness outcomes when parents spent more time helping them at home. Parents that 
had better understanding of the importance of play in child development also 
contributed to better cognitive outcomes for children and positive classroom 
behaviors. An unexpected result was that the number of activities in which the parent 
and child engage together was associated with several negative aspects of classroom 
behavior such as less considerate, less task-oriented and exhibiting distractibility. The 
researchers offered one possibility for this finding that while supportive, reciprocal 
fostering of a child's interests in learning can enhance eagerness to learn and school 
readiness, overly demanding didactic attempts made by the parent maybe perceived 
by the child as overwhelming and lead to a variety of negative outcomes. Children's 
academic success was found to be a responsibility of parents, schools, homes, 
communities, and the larger society as another Head Start study explored teachers and 
children as co-creators of behaviors characterized as at risk or promise as children 
transitioned to kindergarten (Skinner, Bryant, Coffman, & Campbell, 1998). 
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From the above research, the parenting style has been found to predict child 
well-being in the domains of social competence, academic performance, psychosocial 
development, and problem behavior. Emotional competence is crucial to children's 
ability to interact and form relationships with others. As Saarni (1990) stated, "We 
are talking about how [children] can respond emotionally, yet simultaneously and 
strategically apply their knowledge about emotions and their expression to 
relationships with others, so that they can negotiate interpersonal exchanges and 
regulate their emotional experiences" (p. 116). As a result, children's social 
competence is increasingly being recognized as vital to children's success. 
Social Emotional Competencies 
Although there are numerous definitions of social competence circulating in 
the literature, there is an emerging consensus among most published definitions. 
Rose-Krasnor (1997) proposed a prism model to elaborate social emotional 
competence definition and development. The Prism Model of social-emotional 
competence consists of three levels: Theoretical Level, Index Level, and Skills Level. 
At the topmost level of the prism model, called Theoretical Level, social-emotional 
competence is defined as effectiveness in interaction. The effectiveness in interaction 
is the ability to produce positive and regulated emotions to sustain positive 
engagement with others. It identifies competence as transactional, emerging from 
interactions between people, rather than an ability residing within an individual. 
Social success is judged in the context of how others respond to the individual's 
behavior. Therefore, effectiveness is the consequence of organized behaviors that 
meet short- and long-term developmental needs. As it is a joint product of the 
individual and the social environment, behaviors judged to be effective in one context 
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may not have similar success in another context. Measures of social competence are 
oriented toward specific individual goals, tasks, or situations. 
The middle level is called Index Level. In this level, the indices of social-
emotional competence contemplate qualities of interaction sequences, relationships, 
group status, and social self-efficacy. Because they are determined through 
transactions with others, the Index Level is divided into self and other domains. 
Indices in the self domain include all social-emotional aspects in which the individual 
succeeds in meeting his/her own goals and has a feeling of efficacy in social 
interactions. Indices in the other domain include social-emotional aspects which 
involve the individual's interpersonal connectedness, including sociometric status, 
quality of friendships, the attachment security, and the quality of social support 
networks. While the Self Domain of social competence reflects effectiveness from the 
individual's own perspective, the Other Domain captures effectiveness in establishing 
connectedness, in which the individual gives priority to the needs and perspectives of 
others. Whether the organized behaviors of individuals meet short- and long-term 
development needs or not, it depends upon the situation-specific nature of the indices. 
For example, in infancy, the child achieves a separate sense of self, while still 
dependent on others for care. If the child is unable to secure caretaker support, he or 
she may be physically and emotionally at risk. The major challenge of life-span 
development is to achieve both autonomy and connectedness. 
Finally, the bottom level is the Skills Level. It includes the social, emotional, 
and social cognitive abilities, behaviors, and motivations, including perspective-
taking, communication, empathy, affect regulation, and social problem-solving. 
These elements reside primarily within the individual. These behaviors and 
motivations are based upon which the higher levels are built. The Skill Level also 
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includes goals and values, which provide the direction and motivation for social 
behavior. The child's goal choices will have implications for competence at the 
Index Level. A child who gives priority to peer dominance goals, for example, may 
use an aggressive bullying strategy, even though the child has the social skills to 
behave more positively. This aggression likely will have implications for the child's 
peer acceptance and friendship quality. When behavioral skills and motivations work 
smoothly and effectively together, the child is more likely to attain success in the 
social competence measures represented at the Index Level (Denham, 2006, Rosen-
Krasnor, 1997). Out of all the three levels, social competence is recognized as 
effectiveness in interactions, considered from both self and other perspectives. Social 
competence is an organizing construct, with transactional, context-dependent, 
performance-oriented, and goal-specific characteristics (see Figure 1). 
Figure 1. The Social Competence Prism (Rose-Krasnor, 1997). 
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In addition to the Rosen-Krasnor's social-emotional prism model, the 
Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL) has identified 
a set of social-emotional skills that underlie effective performance of a wide range of 
social roles and life tasks. CASEL has drawn from extensive research in a wide range 
of areas, including brain functioning and methods of learning and instruction to 
identify the skills that provide young people with broad guidance and direction for 
their actions in all aspects of their lives, in and out of school. The skills are the ability 
to: (1) identify and understand one's own feelings, (2) accurately read and 
comprehend emotional states in others, (3) manage strong emotions and their 
expression in a constructive manner, (4) regulate one's own behavior, (5)develop 
empathy for others, and (6) establish and sustain relationships (National Scientific 
Council on the Developing Child [NSCDC], 2004) 
Each of these skills develops on its own timetable, but the skills build on one 
another. Very young children, for example, have to learn to understand and recognize 
their own feelings, but then they gradually learn to associate verbal labels to those 
feelings, to learn that others have feelings too, and to begin to empathize with others. 
As children grow older, they learn to manage their emotions—to shake off feelings of 
anxiety, sadness, or frustration, and to delay gratification in order to achieve a goal. 
As adults, those skills help differentiate the mediocre salesman from the successful 
one who can read the emotional response of a prospective client. They help athletes 
persevere until they win their gold medals. They help spouses empathize with one 
another to decraese arguments, and they impel good citizens to shy away from 
injuring others because they can understand how such actions would cause pain 
(NSCDC, 2004). 
Research describing the importance of social competence. Research suggests 
that a child's long-term social and emotional adaptation, academic and cognitive 
development, and citizenship are enhanced by frequent opportunities to strengthen 
social competence during childhood (Kinsey, 2000; Ladd & Profilet, 1996; Parker & 
Asher, 1987). 
While research studies investigating the relationship between multiage 
grouping and academic achievement reveal inconsistent results, Kinsey (2000) 
focused on the important factors found in those studies that report significant 
achievement outcomes for students in multiage classrooms over those in single-age 
classes. Advantages in the academic realm are supported by consistent reports across 
studies of specific benefits of multiage grouping in the area of socioemotional 
development. Students in multiage classrooms demonstrate more positive attitudes 
toward school, greater leadership skills, greater self-esteem, and increased pro-social 
and fewer aggressive behaviors, compared to peers in traditional graded classrooms. 
Finally, these variables have been shown to positively influence achievement 
outcomes. 
The Child Behavior Scale (CBS) was developed by Ladd and Profilet (1996) 
to measure young children's behavior with peers at school. Within two cohorts, 16 
teachers rated 206 five- to six year- old children's behavior with peers as following; 
Aggressive With Peers, Prosocial With Peers, Asocial With Peers, Excluded by Peers, 
Anxious-Fearful, and Hyperactive-Distractible subscales. Not only the results did 
show the reliability and validity of the CBS, the results also suggested that children 
who are rated as prosocial with peers are less likely to engage in aggressive behavior, 
act in a hyperactive-distractible manner, or be rejected by their classmates. 
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The relation between peer difficulties and later maladjustment is examined in 
terms of both the consistency and strength of prediction. Parker and Asher (1987) 
reviewed and analyzed the literature indicating general support for the hypothesis that 
children with poor peer adjustment are at risk for later life difficulties. They 
developed a framework for conceptualizing and assessing children's peer difficulties 
and begun a discussion of conceptual and methodological issues in longitudinal risk 
research. Then, they conducted three indexes of problematic peer relationships 
(acceptance, aggressiveness, and shyness/withdrawal). These behaviors are evaluated 
as predictors of three later outcomes (dropping out of school, criminality, and 
psychopathology). Their conclusion supported the link of low acceptance and 
aggression as predictors of dropping out of school and criminality. The literature they 
reviewed suggests that clinic boys described by teachers as failing to get along with 
peers are markedly more likely than other referred boys to come in contact with police 
or to be arrested as young adults and somewhat more likely to be convicted and 
incarcerated 
One of the most important skills that children develop is self-regulation—the 
ability to manage one's behavior so as to withstand impulses, maintain focus, and 
undertake tasks even if there are other more enticing alternatives available. Self-
regulation underlies the ability to undertake every task, so that it has implications for 
not just how children get along with one another but also how they can focus and 
learn in the classroom. As a result, self-regulation is an important key to school 
readiness for students (NSCDC, 2004). 
The role of self-regulation in school success - from preschool and kindergarten 
to middle and high school - has now been documented in a number of studies as one 
of the important keys for child development (Huffman, Mehlinger, & Kerivan, 2000). 
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Cognitive self-regulation is linked to students' achievement in school (Lyon, & 
Krasnegor, 1996). Children lacking emotional self-regulation are at higher risk for 
disciplinary problems and are less likely to make a successful transition from 
preschool to kindergarten (Huffman, Mehlinger, & Kerivan, 2001). Emotional self-
regulation seems to play a part in child resiliency and later adjustment. 
Children who did not learn self-regulation in preschool can turn into bullies 
with aggressive habits of interaction that are difficult to break in later years. Eisenberg 
et al. (2004) conducted a study to examine the relations of effort and impulsivity to 
resiliency and adjustment of children when they were 4.5 to 8 years old, and 2 years 
later. Parents and teachers reported on all constructs and children's attention 
persistence was observed. In concurrent structural equation models, effort control and 
impulsivity uniquely and directly predicted resiliency and externalizing problems and 
indirectly predicted internalizing problems (through resiliency). Teacher-reported 
anger moderated the relations of effortful control and impulsivity to externalizing 
problems. In short, these skills help promote a range of positive behaviors, beginning 
before children enter kindergarten and extending into adult life. Not surprisingly, 
when a child has deficit of social and emotional development, this can result in 
problems in school and later life. 
Positive Discipline 
Definition. The word discipline is based on the Latin word "discipulus," which 
means "a pupil," or more accurately, "one who is learning." Thus, the ancient origins 
of discipline are based on the notion of a reciprocal process of teaching and learning. 
This notion is included in the modern definition of discipline. According to the 
American Heritage Dictionary (2000), "discipline" refers to "training" that is 
expected to produce a specific character or pattern of behavior, especially training that 
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produces moral or mental improvement." A key word in this definition is 
improvement, which means "to increase, develop, or enhance." 
Conversely, from the American Heritage Dictionary (2000) the term 
"corporal" is from Latin "corporlis", meaning of the body and the term "punishment" 
means to punish for wrong doing. According to this definition "Corporal Punishment" 
is defined as punishment to the body for wrong doing. Corporal punishment can be 
defined as a painful, intentionally inflicted (typically, by striking a child) physical 
penalty administered by a person in authority for disciplinary purposes. Corporal 
punishment can occur anywhere, and whippings, beatings, paddling, and flogging are 
specific forms of corporal punishment (Cohen, 1997). 
Punishment, by definition, decreases undesired behavior by giving penalty. 
Since the word "discipline" is always associated with teaching instead of 
"punishment", positive discipline is the idea of teaching children within a healthy, 
encouraging, and helpful environment. There are two positive discipline groups which 
advocate for parent education that will be the focus of this study. 
Theoretical approaches. Educational, legislative and legal reforms are crucial 
to ending corporal punishment on a worldwide level. In 1979, Sweden became the 
first country in the world to ban parents and schools from using all corporal 
punishment on their children. By passing their "no corporal punishment" law, Sweden 
set an example for other nations. Furthermore, Sweden bolsters the law by providing 
funds for a massive education campaign and designating extensive support services to 
minimize family stress and conflict. While the Swedish government primarily relies 
upon the pedagogic effect of the legal prohibition, offenders are subject to criminal 
prosecution (Bitensky, 1998). Other countries that have followed the Swedish 
example are Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Greece, 
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Hungary, Israel, Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Norway, Romania, Ukraine and Netherlands 
(EPOCH-USA, 2007a). Several countries making progress toward bans against 
corporal punishment of children in all settings, including homes, are Switzerland, 
Poland, Spain, Canada, New Zealand, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Northern Ireland, 
Belgium, United Kingdom of Great Britain, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Portugal, Fiji, 
Taiwan, Colombia, Costa Rica, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, The 
Netherlands (Global Initiative to End All Corporal Punishment of Children, 2007). 
Children's rights have been recognized at an international level. Every child 
and young person under 18 is protected by the United Nations Convention on the 
Rights of the Child (UNCRC). The Convention is the most highly ratified human 
rights agreement in history since its adoption in November 1989. The Convention is 
important because it serves to focus attention on children's issues and it provides the 
legal basis for improving the living conditions for children worldwide. The 
Convention seeks to establish certain minimum standards that all governments that 
sign the doctrine agree to follow, which guarantee a child's basic needs, protections, 
and freedoms. UNCRC is an international convention setting out the civil, political, 
economic, social and cultural rights of children. Nations that ratify this international 
convention are bound by it by international law. Compliance is monitored by the 
United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child, which is composed of members 
from countries around the world including Thailand. It has been signed by every 
country in the world, except the USA and Somalia (Every Child Matters Change for 
the Children, 2007). 
Save the Children has responsed to the Article 19.1 of the UNCRC by 
requiring the protection of the child, from all forms of violence, while in the care of 
parents, legal guardians or any other person who has the care of the child (Save the 
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Children Sweden, 2007). In most countries/states, laws are already in place that spells 
out what kinds of discipline are considered excessive or abusive. Although the 
Convention does not specifically address what forms of discipline should be used in 
the home, it strongly supports parents providing nonviolent guidance and direction to 
their children. In school, administrators are expected to take into account the child's 
human dignity and eliminate any discipline practices that may cause physical or 
mental harm (Piantal, 2007). 
To protect the child's right and to end all violence against the children around 
the world, Save the Children promotes and implements positive discipline as 
alternative tools for avoiding corporal punishment. An essential part of the 
organization is to change social attitudes towards the unrecognized forms of violence 
around the world (Goicoechea, 2001). Based on the principles of healthy child 
development, effective parenting and child rights, Durrant (2007), the author of 
positive discipline manual by Save the Children Sweden, claimed that positive 
discipline is non-violent and respectful of the child as a learner. Moreover, it develops 
children's own self-discipline. By using clear communication of parents' 
expectations, rules and limits, it builds a mutually respectful relationship between 
parent and child. Finally, it teaches children life-long skills; thus, it increases 
children's social and emotional competence and confidence to handle challenging 
situations. 
Accumulated research studied within the U.S. also supports the theory that 
corporal punishment has created serious problems (see American Academy of 
Pediatrics, 1998; Andero & Stewart, 2002, Anderson, 1979, Durrant, 2006, Gershoff, 
2002, Lytton, 1997; McCord, 1997; Straus, & Stewart, 1999). As a result, corporal 
punishment of children in the schools is banned within 28 states. However, reasonable 
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corporal punishment of children by their parents or guardians is still legal in every 
state except Minnesota (Bitensky, 1998). Prohibition of corporal punishment in family 
daycare, group homes, institutions, childcare centers, and family foster care varies 
according to state laws (EPOCH-USA, 2007b). This has led many professional 
associations and social service organizations to call for a ban on the practice. They 
include the End Physical Punishment of Children, the American Bar Association, the 
American Medical Association, the American Psychological Association, the 
American Academy of Pediatrics, the National Education Association, the National 
Congress of Parents and Teachers, and many others. The number of organizations 
opposed to corporal punishment continues to grow. This is due to increasing 
awareness of the harms caused by it and the availability of superior disciplinary 
alternatives. 
As a result, positive discipline has emerged in response to the increasing in 
children's socially risky behaviors and the decrease of their academic success. 
Researchers found that building positive relationships is the key to help children 
thrive. Positive discipline is a non-violent program designed to teach young people to 
become responsible, respectful and resourceful members of their communities. It is 
not only a tool for teaching children, but it also provides a foundation for adults 
including parents, teachers, childcare providers, youth workers, and others. It teaches 
important social and life skills in a manner that is deeply respectful and helps children 
succeed, gives them information, and supports their growth (Nelson, Lott, & Glenn, 
2000). As a result, parent education classes teach positive discipline across the 
U.S.A., and positive discipline is widely used as the classroom management model in 
private, religious, and public elementary schools (Positive Discipline Association, 
2008). 
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At the state level of Virginia, Dr. Katherine Kersey created The 101s: A Guide 
to Positive Discipline on the notion that it is parents and teachers' job to help children 
thrive with love and nurturance. The goal of discipline is to teach a child to discipline 
himself without making him angry, resentful, fearful and dependent upon force. To 
this effect, the 101 positive principles of discipline include basic principles that help 
parents build strong relationships with their children, teach respect, shape behavior, 
foster independence, build resiliency by encouraging parents to be consistent, listen to 
the child, form a connection with the child and help the child realize that behavior has 
consequences. It is a set of techniques that can be applied in a wide range of 
situations. In fact, it is a set of principles that can guide all parents' interactions with 
their children, not just the challenging ones. The 101s is most effective when all 
adults in the family have that parenting styles are congruent with a foundation of trust, 
kindness and respect (Kersey, 1990). After Kersey and her students successfully 
contributed 101 positive techniques, the 101s have since become a staple in the early 
childhood and PreK-6 curriculum at Old Dominion University, Virginia (Cooper, 
2005). 
From these three notions, positive discipline brings together what is known 
about child's rights as protected by the UNCRC, children's healthy development, and 
effective parenting (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2.The Effective of Positive Discipline 
There is strong evidence that changing the home and school environment can 
have strong positive impact on young people and that the positive changes continue 
over time (Pianta & Harbers, 1996). Interventions that teach parents skills to be kind 
and firm at the same time (authoritative) and interventions that create a sense of 
community at school have been shown to be effective (Radziszewska, 1996). 
One example of an effective program was presented by Nelson (1979). Based 
on her later work with the project ACCEPT (Adlerian Counseling Concepts for 
Encouraging Parents and Teachers) and the Positive Discipline program, Nelson 
(1979), conducted a three-year study of preschool through sixth graders who were 
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identified by parents and teachers as having maladaptive behavior. Maladaptive 
behavior was defined as any behavior which interferes with either social or academic 
learning. Parents of referred students were invited to join a 12-week Adlerian 
parenting study group. Teachers were invited to join an Adlerian teacher study group 
(led by the school counselor). A child was not considered for the study unless both the 
teacher and the parent attended the study group. Maladaptive behavior was evaluated 
at home and in the classroom before and after the intervention. Significant changes 
were found when compared to analysis of behaviors in the comparison group of 
students. Referred students' behavior improved in positive directions both at home 
and in school when parents and teachers attended the Adlerian study group. 
A parent's perspective of discipline will determine how that parent deals with 
inappropriate behavior. A parent who adopts a punitive discipline approach will 
concentrate on finding the most effective punishment for eradicating undesirable 
behavior. However, a parent who believes in instructive discipline will focus on trying 
to understand why a child engaged in a particular undesirable behavior and on helping 
that child appreciate the causes and consequences of his or her actions. As a result, 
childrearing information should be available for parents in both resources and 
practices. Even though the positive discipline is published in the form of translated 
books, no specific of positive discipline program has been provided for Thai parents. 
As a result, this study fills the gap in the research literature by evaluating the 
effectiveness of the Positive Discipline training which focuses primarily on social-
emotional intervention during early childhood for Thai parents. 
The literature review has discussed the impact of parenting styles on 
children's ability to thrive, the impact of parenting positive skills on children's 
behavior, the importance of children's social and emotional competencies and the 
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contributing factors to children's academic achievement, such as the teacher-child 
relationship and the children's social emotional competencies. Taken together, these 
studies show a correlation between positive parenting skills and children's social and 
academic achievement. The synthesis produces strong evidence for the need of this 
study and fills the gap in the literature by studying parent training on positive parental 
skills. 
Hypothesis 
Research question 1: Will The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline parent training 
increase parents' use of positive discipline skills decrease parents' use of negative 
discipline methods? 
Hypothesis 1: 
Ho: After The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline parent training, the 
four groups will not have significantly different mean parenting 
behavior scores. 
Hi: After The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline parent training, the 
group whose parents have 10 of The 101s: A Guide to Positive 
Discipline training will have significantly higher mean positive 
parenting behavior scores and lower mean negative parenting 
behaviors scores than the control group. 
Research question 2: Will The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline parents training 




Ho: After The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline parent training, the 
four groups will not have significantly different mean child-teacher 
relationship scores. 
Hi: After The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline parent training, the 
group whose parents have 10 of The 101s: A Guide to Positive 
Discipline training will have significantly higher mean scores on 
teacher-child closeness and lower mean scores on teacher-child 
conflict and dependence than the control group. 
Research question 3: Will The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline parent training 
increase the perception of teachers regarding the students' school adjustment? 
Hypothesis 3: 
Ho: After The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline parent training, the 
four groups will not have significantly different mean students' school 
adjustment scores. 
Hi: After The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline parent training, the 
group whose parents have 10 of The 101s: A Guide to Positive 
Discipline training will have significantly higher mean scores on 
school liking, cooperative participation and self-directedness and lower 
mean scores on school avoidance than the control group. 
Research question 4: Will The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline parent training 
result in a positive correlation between parenting skills, child-teacher relationship, 
students' school adjustment and academic achievement? 
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Hypothesis 4: 
Ho: The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline parent training does not 
result in a positive correlation between parenting skills, child-teacher 
relationship, students' school adjustment and academic achievement. 
Hj: The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline parent training results in 
a positive correlation between parenting skills, child-teacher 





This study was conducted in two private elementary schools. These schools 
are located in an urban area in Bangkok, Thailand. The schools are pre-school through 
sixth grade elementary schools. Ten kindergarten classrooms from this two private 
elementary school were involved in this study. The majority of the students come 
from middle-class families. 
Participants 
The participants in this study were one hundred and sixty-four 
kindergarteners, one hundred and thirty-four parents and twenty teachers. The 
following criteria needs were met by students, teachers and parents in order to be 
participants of the study. The students must were enrolled in a kindergarten in May 
2008 at the setting elementary schools, (b) provided consent to participate in the study 
(both parents' consent and child's assent (see Appendix A). The parents of 
participating students were the closest caregivers of participating students, and (b) 
provided consent to participate in the study (see Appendix B). Teachers taught in the 
participating students' classrooms, (b) have never previously implemented the 
positive disciplines, and (c) provided consent to participate in the study (see Appendix 
C). 
Participant Students. 
One hundred and sixty-four kindergarteners from two setting elementary 
schools were participating students in the study. One school was intervention school 
and the other school was a control school. There were three intervention groups in the 
intervention school. Frist, the parent training group including 50 students in which 
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parents were trained with 10 positive principles of The 101s: A Guide to Positive 
Discipline. The second group was the teacher training group including 30 students in 
which teachers were trained with 10 positive principles of The 101s: A Guide to 
Positive Discipline from the joint study, which explained below. The third group was 
the parent-teacher training group including 29 students in which both parents and 
teachers were trained with 10 positive principles of The 101s: A Guide to Positive 
Discipline. Four kindergarten classrooms of the other elementary school were a 
control group including 55 students in which no treatment was given. Student 
variables including student's age, gender, and family income were compared across 
the intervention and control groups. It is not typical for Thai children to attend a 
preschool, however, and the number of years in preschool was also compared across 
the intervention and control groups. 
Participant Teachers. 
Twelve teachers from the intervention classes were contacted and informed in 
detail about the purpose of the study. Six of them were trained with 10 positive 
principles of The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline from the joint study, which 
explained below. Moreover, they were informed of the importance of keeping 
information to themselves to protect other teachers and parents in order to avoid 
research bias. The other eight teachers in the control group from the other school did 
not have any contact, detail and training, except their participation as rating their 
perceptions in the instruments. Teacher demographic variables including teacher's 
level of education and years of teaching were compared to match the teachers in 
control group and the teachers in intervention group. 
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Participant Parents. 
A general overview and the purpose of The 101s: A Guide to Positive 
Discipline training and the study were explained to all of parents of students within 
the intervention group. The importance of The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline 
training for both teachers and parents was highlighted. Then, the parents of the 
students within the intervention group were asked whether they want to participate in 
the study and provide consent (for both the child and themselves) to participate in the 
study. The researcher opted out the samples who did not agree with the consent. The 
79 volunteering parents were trained with 10 principles of The 101s: A Guide to 
Positive Discipline. 
The control group. Parents and teachers in the control classrooms received no 
training. They used their regular school curriculum and services. 
Joint Study Group 
While this study was being implemented, another study involving the same 
101 positive discipline principles was carried out by another researcher. For the 
greatest benefit of the data, the researcher used her data to examine the data from this 
study. Therefore, as a joint home and school intervention program, The 101s: A Guide 
to Positive Discipline training involved two major social agents (parents and teachers) 
of Thai kindergarteners in the implementation of the program. In addition to the 
intervention group in which parents were trained with 10 positive principles of The 
101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline, there were two more intervention groups that 
were involved with this study. Group 1 was an intervention group in which the 
teachers were trained with 10 positive principles of The 101s: A Guide to Positive 
Discipline. Group2 was an intervention group in which the teachers and parents were 
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trained with The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline. Including with the control 
group, as a result, there were four groups involved in the current study. 
Independent Variable 
The independent variable of the study was The 101s positive discipline parent 
training. This version of The 101s positive discipline training was designed for Thai 
parents and teachers by the researcher. The chosen ten positive disciplines were 
translated into Thai and distributed to the intervention participants. The teachers and 
parents in the intervention groups were separately participate in 3 hours one-day 
session of The 101s positive discipline training. The topics were as the following (a) 
significance of positive adult-child relationship, (b) importance of social and 
emotional learning, (c) positive disciplines, (d) benefit of parenting and teaching style 
and (e) discussion (see Appendix D). 
Content included within the training. Child-adult relationships play a 
significant role in the development of a wide range of behavioral functioning in early 
childhood, including emotional development, self-control, intellectual performance, 
and language development (e.g., Greenberg et al., 1993; Hofer, 1994; Rogoff, 1990). 
The influence of positive discipline in the child-adult relationship was taught to the 
experimental group parents. Then, the first three positive discipline principles were 
introduced to parents and teachers within the first session. These principles were 
"Make a Big Deal Principle", "Incompatible Alternative Principle", and "Choice 
Principle". 
Focusing on the significance of positive adult-child relationship, the 
importance of social and emotional learning, positive disciplines, the benefit of 
parenting and teaching style, the following information focused on the next four of the 
positive discipline principles. These principles were "When/Then Abuse it/Lose it 
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Principle', "Validation Principle", "Belonging and Significance Principle", and 
"Timer Principle". 
Focusing on empowering the communication between adults and children, the 
last three positive disciplines were taught. These principles were; "Get on the Child's 
Eye Level Principle", "I Message Principle", "Whisper Principle". Finally, the trainer 
focused on group discussion concerning the feedback, comments, and questions about 
the use of the ten positive disciplines. The main goal of this training was to help the 
parent and teachers reduce the use of harsh disciplines and increase the use of positive 
disciplines in order to develop positive relationships with their children. After the 
training, feedbacks, questions and discussion took place about the use of the ten 
positive discipline principles via telephone and e-mail. 
Dependent Variables & Measures 
In order to address the research questions of the study, four dependent 
variables were measured. They included: (a) parenting behaviors, (b) the child-teacher 
relationship, (c) students' school adjustment, and (d) students' school outcomes. 
By self-reporting, parental behaviors were examined with The 101s Parent 
Interaction Checklist (PIC) (Masterson, 2008). The child-teacher relationship was 
evaluated with teachers rating the Student-Teacher Relationship Scale (STRS) 
(Pianta, 2001). Students' school adjustment was examined with teachers rating the 
Teacher Rating Scale of School Adjustment (TRSSA) (Birch, 1997). Students' school 
outcomes were evaluated with the academic scores. A brief description of each data 
instrument follows. 
The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist (PIC). The 101s Parent Interaction 
Checklist (PIC) was designed to measure a parent's approach to discipline practices. 
The instrument was adapted from The 101s Teacher Checklist developed by 
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Masterson, 2008. The instrument was developed to use in this new research for two 
main purposes: (1) to assess the intervention integrity and (2) to assess the impact of 
parents' approaches to discipline practices on the child-adult relationship quality and 
children's outcomes. In order to certify that the instrument truly measures what the 
researcher intends to measure, the blueprints for each goal and objective were 
developed and reviewed using an expert review strategy. Under the guidance of the 
team of advisors in early childhood education, the measured content were reviewed 
and approved. 
To the extent that PIC is culture-free, the validity of cultural construct was 
tested by giving PIC to 10 Thai parents, whose children were in kindergarten. To 
improve the logic of items, individual interviews were conducted when the researcher 
collected data. The details of the process were discussed in the study protocol section. 
The PIC consists of 20 items reflecting two different parental approaches to 
discipline practices: The 101s Positive Discipline Practice and negative discipline 
practice. Items 1 to 10 are written in a 4-point Likert-type scale. Answers range from 
"Not at all true" (1) to "Very much true" (4). Conversely, items 11 to 20 are written in 
a 4-point Likert-type scale with answers ranging from "Not at all true" (4) to "Very 
much true" (1). 
Student-Teacher Relationship Scale (STRS.) The Student-Teacher Relationship 
Scale (STRS) is designed to measure a teacher's perceptions of his/her relationship 
with a particular student. The instrument has been used widely as a measure of the 
teacher-child relationship quality in early childhood education research (e.g., Baker, 
2006; Birch & Ladd, 1997; Pianta & Nimetz, 1991; Pianta & Stuhlman, 2004). 
The researcher conducted a pilot study to test internal validity of the 
instruments. To gain qualitative feedback on the STRS, the sample of the target 
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population was employed by giving the instruments to 4 kindergarten teachers who 
rated 2 students each. The STRS consists of 28 items asking a teacher's feelings about 
a child, beliefs about the child's feelings toward him or her, and teacher's 
observations of the child's behaviors in relation to the teacher. Items are written in a 
5-point Likert-type scale. Answers range "definitely does not apply" (1) to 
"definitely applies" (5). However, based on the pilot study, more appropriate language 
has been adapted for more understanding. The detail of the process was discussed in 
the study protocol section. 
Teachers rated 28 statements that were relevant to their current relationship 
with a particular child. The STRS provides three constructs: Closeness, Dependency, 
and Conflict. The Closeness subscale has 11 items, reflecting closeness, warmth, and 
open communication in the teacher-child relationship (e.g., "I share an affectionate, 
warm relationship with the child"). The Dependency subscale is comprised of 5 items, 
reflecting the degree to which the child is overly dependent on the teacher (e.g., "This 
child is overly dependent on me"). Finally, the Conflict subscale contains 12 items, 
reflecting conflict in the teacher-child relationship (e.g., "This child and I always 
seem to be struggling with each other"). Internal consistency reliabilities are .90 for 
Closeness, .69 for Dependency, and .93 for Conflict (Birch & Ladd, 1997) (see 
Appendix F). 
Teacher Rating Scale of School Adjustment (TRSSA). The Teacher Rating 
Scale of School Adjustment (TRSSA) is designed to measure various aspects of 
children's school adjustment based on the teacher's perception. This instrument was 
designed by Sondra H. Birch and colleagues in 1997 for their own research in 
studying the teacher-child relationship as it relates to the school adjustment of the 
kindergartener. 
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The researcher conducted a pilot study to test internal validity of the 
instruments. To gain qualitative feedback on the TRSSA, the sample of target 
population was employed by giving the instruments to 10 kindergarten teachers who 
rated 2 students each. The detail of the process was discussed in the study protocol 
section. 
The TRSSA consists of 52 items asking a teacher's perceptions and 
observations of the child's behaviors in relation to school adjustment. All items were 
written in a 3-point Likert-type scale with answers ranging from "does not apply" (1) 
to "certainly applies" (3). There are four subscales within the TRSSA: School Liking, 
School Avoidance, Cooperative Participation, and Self-Directedness. The School 
Liking has 5 items, reflecting the teacher's perceptions of the how much the child 
likes school (e.g., "The child likes to come to school"). The School Avoidance 
subscale is comprised of 5 items, reflecting the teacher's perceptions of the child's 
effort to avoid the classroom environment (e.g., "The child makes up reasons to go 
home from school"). The Cooperative Participation subscale includes 8 items, 
reflecting the teacher's perceptions of the child's acceptance of the teacher's authority 
and compliance with classroom rules and responsibilities (e.g., "The child follows 
teacher's directions). Finally, the Self-Directedness subscale contains 9 items, 
reflecting the teacher's perceptions of children's self-directedness illustrated in the 
classroom (e.g., "The child is a self-directed child"). The TRSSA was shown to be 
reliable and valid with children (e.g., Birch & Ladd, 1997; Ladd & Burgess, 2001). 
Internal consistency reliabilities are .89 for School Liking, .74 for School Avoidance, 
.92 for Cooperative Participation, and .91 for Self-Directedness. The TRSSA 
subscales correlate significantly and in predicted directions with teachers ratings using 
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the STRS in kindergarten (Birch & Ladd, 1997; Ladd & Burgess, 2001) (see 
Appendix G). 
Study Protocol 
Finding appropriate positive discipline principles with Thai culture. The 
researcher conducted a survey asking 28 Thai parents what typical problem behaviors 
children demonstrate daily and what behaviors parents want changed. The following 
behaviors have been reported as the prevalence of children's problem behaviors 
viewed by Thai parents: not following the parents' directions, hitting others, making 
loud noises, not wanting to go to school, not focusing on school activities, being 
withdrawn, and crying. 
The survey also asked for the methods the parents always use to discipline 
children with these problem behaviors. The results showed that almost all Thai 
parents reported their use negative discipline such as giving time-outs, reprimanding, 
raising the voices to keep the children quiet, bribing with toys, and spanking. Rarely 
any positive principles are used among Thai parents. 
To provide Thai parents alternative ways of discipline, the researcher chose 10 
from The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline that are appropriate for the typical 
problem behaviors Thai parents reported. Relevant to this study, another researcher 
trained Thai kindergarten teachers with the same 10 principles to create congruency 
between teaching and parenting style. In this study, the following 10 principles were 
used to train kindergarten parents. 
1. Make a Big Deal principle - Make a big deal over responsible, considerate, 
appropriate behavior - with attention (your eyeballs), thanks, praise, thumbs-
up, recognition, hugs, special privileges, incentives (NOT food). 
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2. Incompatible Alternative Principle - Give the child something to do that is 
incompatible with the inappropriate behavior. "Help me pick out 6 oranges" 
(instead of running around the grocery store). 
3. Choice Principle - Give the child two choices, both of which are positive and 
acceptable to you. "Would you rather tiptoe or hop upstairs to bed? You 
choose or I'll choose." "We need to clear off our desks. Do you need one 
minute or two?" - Then set the timer. This can also be used with 
spouses. "The garage needs to be cleaned out. Would you rather do it tonight 
or Saturday?" 
4. When/Then Abuse it/Lose it Principle - Positive discipline involves 
teamwork and cooperation. When the child chooses to behave in the way you 
have requested, then he will be given the privilege he wants. However, if he 
chooses not to comply, the privilege is lost. For example, "When you have 
finished your homework, then you may watch TV. No homework, no TV." 
5. Validation Principle - Validate his wants and feelings by acknowledging 
them. "I know you feel angry with your teacher and want to stay home from 
school. I don't blame you. The bus will be here in 45 minutes." 
6. Belonging and Significance Principle - Remember that everyone needs to 
feel that he belongs and is significant. Help your child to feel important by 
giving him important jobs to do and reminding him that if he doesn't do them, 
they don't get done! Help him feel important by being responsible. 
7. Timer Says it's Time Principle - Set a timer to help children make 
transitions. "When the timer goes off, you will need to put away your books." 
"In five minutes, we will need to line up for lunch." It is also a good idea to 
give the child a chance to choose how long he needs to pull himself together. 
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"It's okay to be upset, how long do you need?" Then allow him to remove 
himself from the group and set the timer. 
8. Get on the Child's Eye Level Principle - When talking with the child, get 
down on his/her eye level and look him in the eye while talking softly to 
him/her. 
9. I Message Principle - Own your own feeling. "When you leave wet towels 
on the bed, the bed gets wet, and I feel angry. I would like for you to hang 
them on the hook behind the door." 
10. Whisper Principle - Instead of yelling, screaming or talking in a loud voice, 
surprise the child by lowering your voice to a whisper. The surprise often 
evokes immediate attention. It also helps you to stay in control and think 
more. 
Training field test. The researcher contacted a school in Bangkok, Thailand. 
This school is called See Pee Nong and it has same demographic and characteristics 
as two elementary schools in the current study. Then, the researcher asked for 
volunteers from among parents of students in the kindergarten classes. Ten Thai 
parents volunteered to participate in the positive discipline training field test. 
Two consecutive Saturdays were set up for 3 one-day sessions of The 101s: A 
Guide to Positive Discipline. Within two sections, the topics were the following (a) 
the significance of the positive adult-child relationship, (b) the importance of social 
and emotional learning, (c) positive disciplines, (d) the benefit of parenting and 
teaching style and (e) discussion. However, the training field test occurred only one 
time because there was a large demonstration that was to take place in Bangkok at the 
time when the second one was set up. The researcher and participants considered the 
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situation too dangerous to travel from home to the training. As a result, the second 
training was cancelled. 
Data Analysis 
For Research Question one, self-report of the PIC (The 101s Parent 
Interaction Checklist (PIC) gathered at the beginning of the school semester before 
intervention and a month after intervention were computed to measure the 
effectiveness of the 10 positive discipline intervention within and across participant 
groups. Then Multivariate Analysis of Covariance (MANCOVA) was conducted to 
compare whether there were differences in the parenting styles among these 4 
participant parent subgroups. 
For Research Question 2, the self-report of the STRS (Student-Teacher 
Relationship Scale) gathered at the beginning of the school semester before 
intervention and a month after intervention were computed to measure the 
effectiveness of the 10 of The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline intervention 
within and across participant groups. Then Multivariate Analysis of Covariance 
(MANCOVA) was conducted to compare whether there are differences in the child-
teacher relationship among these 4 participant teacher subgroups. 
For Research Question 3, data gathered from teachers by using the Teacher 
Rating Scale of School Adjustment (TRSSA) was also analyzed descriptively. 
Teachers' pre-and posttest mean scores were computed to measure the effectiveness 
of the 10 positive discipline intervention within and across participant groups. Then 
Multivariate Analysis of Covariance (MANCOVA) was conducted to compare 
whether there were differences in the students' school adjustment among these 4 
participant teacher subgroups. 
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For Research Question 4, data gathered from each scale, including students' 
academic achievement scores, were paired and compared to examine their 




This chapter presents the results of the analysis performed that addressed the 
research questions of this study. For research Question 1, a multivariate analysis of 
covariance (MANCOVA) was conducted to investigate possible significant 
differences among groups after The 101s parent training for the 101s Parent 
Interaction Checklist. For research Question 2, a multivariate analysis of covariance 
(MANCOVA) was conducted to investigate possible significant differences among 
groups after The 101s parent training for the Student-Teacher Relationship Scale 
(STRS). For research Question 3, a multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) 
was conducted to investigate possible significant differences among groups after The 
101s parent training for the Teacher rating Scale of School Adjustment (TRSSA). 
For research Question 4, correlation analysis was performed to investigate 
relationships between the subscales of the 101s Parent Interaction Checklist and the 
Student-Teacher Relationship Scale (STRS) for Closeness, Conflict, and Dependence. 
Additionally, correlation analysis was performed to investigate relationships between 
the subscales of the 101s Parent Interaction Checklist and the Teacher Rating Scale of 
School Adjustment (TRSSA) for School Liking, School Avoidance, Cooperative 
Participation, and Self-Directedness. Finally, correlation analysis was performed to 
investigate relationships between the subscales of the 101s Parent Interaction 
Checklist and School Achievement for Language Skills and Critical Thinking Skills. 
Relationship between The 101s Training and Parent Interaction Practices 
A multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was computed to assess 
the relation between parent groups (i.e., the 101s teacher training group, the 101s 
parent training, teacher and parent training group, and control group), parent 
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education, and income and the subscales of the 101s Parent Interaction Checklist (i.e., 
Positive Behavioral Management skills, Positive Emotional Support skills, 
Critical/Harsh practices, Verbal Punishment practices, and Physical Punishment) as 
measured by the 101s Parent Interaction Checklist. Parent education and income were 
covariates in this analysis. 
The data variables were screened to address the assumptions of MANCOVA 
for normality, homoscedasticity, and correlation among dependent variables. An 
explore procedure was utilized to test the normal distributions of variables at an alpha 
level of 0.01. The Kolmogorov-Smirno statistic showed that the significance levels of 
Positive Behavioral Management, Positive Emotional Support, Critical/Harsh, Verbal 
Punishment, and Physical Punishment were greater than 0.0 l(p > .01), indicating that 
the normality was assumed. For the homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices for 
this study, the significant level of the Box's Test was not significant at an alpha level 
of .001 (p > .001), indicating that the variance-covariance matrix of Positive 
Behavioral Management, Positive Emotional Support, Critical/Harsh, Verbal 
Punishment, and Physical Punishment were not different. For the correlation among 
dependent variables, Bartlett's Test showed that the dependent variables in this study 
were significantly related at an alpha level of .05 (p < .05), indicating that 
MANCOVA analysis could be performed for this study. 
To test the assumption that after the 101s parent training, parents in the parent 
and parent-teacher training groups use more positive discipline practices than the 
teacher training and control groups, a MANCOVA was performed on Positive 
Behavioral Management, Positive Emotional Support, Critical/Harsh, Verbal 
Punishment, and Physical Management. The results for the overall MANCOVA 
comparison were significant (F = 22.195, p < .05) (see Table 1). It indicates that the 
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parents' education, income, and parent groups or all of the independent variables had 
an effect on Positive Behavioral Management, Positive Emotional Support, 
Critical/Harsh, Verbal Punishment, and Physical Management. 
Table 1 
Multivariate Tests Table of the 101s Parent Interaction Checklist Sub scales 





























The results for parent education (F =.380, p > .05) and income (F =.605, p > 
.05). MANCOVA comparisons were not significant. It indicates that parents' 
education and income did not have an effect on a statistically significant difference 
between the mean scores on Positive Behavioral Management, Positive Emotional 
Support, Critical/Harsh, Verbal Punishment, and Physical Punishment for The 101s 
teacher training, The 101s parent training, The 101s teacher and parent training, and 
control groups. Nonetheless, the results for the 101s parent training MANCOVA 
comparison was significant (F = 14.601, p < .05). It indicates that The 101s parent 
training had an effect on a statistically significant difference between the mean scores 
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on Positive Behavioral Management, Positive Emotional Support, Critical/Harsh, 
Verbal Punishment, and Physical Punishment for The 101s teacher training, The 101s 
parent training, The 101s teacher and parent training, and control groups. 
The univariate follow-up tests performed on Positive Behavioral Management, 
Positive Emotional Support, Critical/Harsh, Verbal Punishment, and Physical 
Punishment were presented in Table 1. From this analysis, it was apparent that parent 
education univariate F-tests for Positive Behavioral Management (F = .921, p > .05), 
Positive Emotional Support (F = .070, p > .05) Critical/Harsh (F = .242, p > .05), 
Verbal Punishment (F = .001, p > .05), and Physical Punishment (F = .00, p > .05) 
were not significant. It indicates that parents' Positive Behavioral Management skills, 
Positive Emotional Support skills, Critical/Harsh practices, Verbal Punishment, and 
Physical Punishment practices were not significantly influenced by parent education. 
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Table 2 




































































The parent income univariate F-tests for Positive Behavioral Management (F 
= .578, p > .05), Positive Emotional Support (F = .273, p > .05) Critical/Harsh (F = 
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.154, p > .05), Verbal Punishment (F = 2.129, p > .05), and Physical Punishment (F = 
.019, p > .05) were also not significant. It indicated that parents' Positive Behavioral 
Management skills, Positive Emotional Support skills, Critical/Harsh practices, 
Verbal Punishment, and Physical Punishment practices were not significantly 
influenced by parent income. 
However, the parents' group univariate F-tests for Positive Behaviroal 
Management (F = 242.775, p < .05), Positive Emotional Support (F = 95.123, p < .05) 
Critical/Harsh (F = 95.123, p > .05), Verbal Punishment (F = 170.272, p < .05), and 
Physical Punishment (F = 115.632, p < .05) were significant. It indicates that parents' 
Positive Behavioral Management skills, Positive Emotional Support skills, 
Critical/Harsh practices, Verbal Punishment, and Physical Punishment practices were 
significantly influenced by parents' groups. 
The Homogeneity of variance for Positive Behavioral Management, Positive 
Emotional Support, Critical/Harsh, Verbal Punishment, and Physical Punishment for 
teacher training, parent training, teacher and parent training, and control groups were 
addressed using Levene's Test. Levene's Tests of equality of error variance for each 
variables was not significant (p > .05), indicating that the variances of Positive 
Behavioral Management and Positive Emotional Support scores were not different 
across groups. The results of the Positive Behavioral Management Post Hoc tests 
revealed that the variance of group means was not significantly different between the 
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However, the results of the Positive Behavioral Management Post Hoc tests 
revealed that the variance of group means was significantly different among The 101s 
parent training, The 101s parent and teacher training, The 101s teacher training, and 
control group at an alpha level of .05. The 101s parent and teacher training group (M 
= 2.1, SD = .36)(see 
Table 4) had significantly higher mean scores than The 101s parent training 
(M = 1.8, SD = .40), The 101s teacher training group (M = .19, SD = .55), and control 
group (M = .05, SD = .42). Therefore, it can be concluded that the variance of group 
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mean differences for Positive Behavioral Management skills are probably due to The 
101s parent training. 
Table 4 















































































































The results of the Positive Emotional Support Post Hoc tests revealed that the 
variance of group means was not significantly different between The 101s teacher 
training and control group at an alpha level of .05 (p >.05). However, the results of 
the Positive Emotional Support Post Hoc tests revealed that the variance of group 
means was significantly different among The 101s parent training, The 101s teacher 
and parent training, The 101s teacher training, and control group at an alpha level of 
.05 (p <.05). The 101s teacher and parent training group (M = 1.9, SD = .53) had 
significantly higher mean scores than The 101s parent training (M = 1.5, SD = .67), 
The 101s teacher training group (M = .19, SD = .59), and control group (M = -.07, SD 
= .61). Therefore, it can be concluded that the variance of group mean differences for 
Positive Emotional Support skills are probably due to The 101s parent training. 
The results of the Critical/Harsh Post Hoc tests revealed that the variance of 
group means was not significantly different between The 101s teacher training and 
control group at an alpha level of .05 (p >.05). The results of the Critical/Harsh Post 
Hoc tests also revealed that the variance of group means was not significantly 
different between the 101s teacher and parent training group and parent training group 
at an alpha level of .05(p >.05). However, the results of the Critical/Harsh Post Hoc 
tests revealed that the variance of group means was significantly different between 
The 101s parent training and The 101s teacher and parent training and The 101s 
teacher training and control group at an alpha level of .05 (p <.05). The 101s parent 
training group (M = -2.16, SD = .45) and The 101s teacher and parent training (M = -
2.13, SD = .39) had significantly lower mean scores than The 101s teacher training 
group (M = -.16, SD = .61), and control group (M = -.003, SD = .47). Therefore, it 
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can be concluded that the variance of group mean differences for Critical/Harsh 
practices are probably due to The 101s parent training. 
The results of the Verbal Punishment Post Hoc tests revealed that the variance 
of group means was not significantly different between The 101s teacher training and 
control group at an alpha level of .05 (p >.05). The results of the Verbal Punishment 
Post Hoc tests also revealed that the variance of group means was not significantly 
different between The 101s teacher and parent training group and The 101s parent 
training group at an alpha level of .05 (p >.05). However, the results of the Verbal 
Punishment Post Hoc tests revealed that the variance of group means was 
significantly different between The 101s parent training and The 101s teacher and 
parent training groups and The 101s teacher training and control groups at an alpha 
level of .05 (p <.05). The 101s teacher and parent training group (M = -2.12, SD = 
.51) and The 101s parent training group (M = -2.07, SD = .58) had significantly lower 
mean score than The 101s teacher training group (M = -.16, SD = .62), and control 
group (M = -.13, SD = .49). Therefore, it can be concluded that the variance of group 
mean differences for Verbal Punishment practices are probably due to The 101s 
parent training. 
Finally, the results of the Physical Punishment Post Hoc tests revealed that the 
variance of group means was not significantly different between The 101s teacher 
training and control group at an alpha level of .05 (p >.05). The results of the Physical 
Punishment Post Hoc tests also revealed that the variance of group means was not 
significantly different between The 101s teacher and parent training group and parent 
training group at an alpha level of .05 (p >.05). However, the results of the Physical 
Punishment Post Hoc tests revealed that the variance of group means was 
significantly different between The 101s parent training and The 101s teacher and 
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parent training and The 101s teacher training and control groups at an alpha level of 
.05 (p <.05). The 101s teacher and parent training group (M = -2.59, SD = .82) and 
The 101s parent training (M = -2.32, SD = .74) had significantly lower mean score 
than The 101s teacher training group (M = -.3, SD = .91), and control group (M = -
.10, SD = .65). Therefore, it can be concluded that the variance of group mean 
differences for Physical Punishment practices are probably due to The 101s parent 
training. 
In summary, for Hypothesis 1, examination among group differences of the 
parent training group, parent-teacher training group, the teacher training group and 
control group revealed significant group differences across groups. The result showed 
that the parents in the parent-teacher training group had significantly highest positive 
discipline mean scores following by the parent training group, the teacher training 
group and control group, respectively. The results also showed that the parent-teacher 
and parent training groups had significantly lower negative discipline mean scores 
than the teacher training group and control group. Table 4 displays the results of 
MANCOVA for mean scores The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist subscales after 
training. For both Positive Behavioral Management and Positive Emotional Support, 
parents who attended The 101s parent training had significantly higher mean scores 
when compared to the groups in which parents did not attend The 101s parent 
training, which confirms Hypothesis 1. Moreover, for Critical/Harsh practices, Verbal 
Punishment and Physical Punishment, parents who attended The 101s parent training 
had significantly lower mean scores when compared to the groups in which parents 
did not attend The 101s parent training, which also confirms Hypothesis 1. 
Relationship between The 101s Training and Teacher-Child Relationships 
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A MANCOVA was computed to assess the relation between student groups, 
gender, and ages and the subscales of the STRS (i.e., Closeness, Conflict, and 
Dependence). Student gender was a covariate in this analysis. The data variables were 
screened to address the assumptions of MANCOVA for normality, homoscedasticity, 
and correlation among dependent variables. An explore procedure was utilized to test 
the normal distributions of variables at an alpha level of 0.01. The Kolmogorov-
Smirnov statistic showed that the significance levels of Closeness, Conflict, and 
Dependence were greater than 0.01 (p>.01), indicating that the normality was 
assumed. For the homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices for this study, the 
significance level of the Box's Test was not significant at an alpha level of .001 
(p>.001), indicating that the variance-covariance matrix of Closeness, Conflict, and 
Dependence were not different. For the correlation among dependent variables, 
Bartlett's Test was utilized to test showed that the dependent variables (i.e., 
Closeness, Conflict, and Dependence) were significantly related at an alpha level of 
.05 (p<.05), indicating that MANCOVA analysis could be performed for this study. 
To test the assumption that The 101 s parent training have an impact on the 
three aspects of teacher-child relationships as measured by the STRS, a MANCOVA 
was performed on Closeness, Conflict, and Dependence. The results for the overall 
MANCOVA comparison was significant (F = 2.907, p < .05) (see 
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Table 5). It indicates that the student groups, gender, ages, and group x gender or all of 
the independent variables had an effect on Closeness, Conflict, and Dependence. 
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Table 5 
Multivariate Tests Table of the STRS Subscales 


































The results for student ages (F = 1.453, p > .05), gender (F =.649, p > .05), 
and student group x gender model (F = 1.021, p > .05) MANCOVA comparisons were 
not significant. It indicates that student ages, gender, and group x gender model did 
not have a statistically significant difference between the mean scores on Closeness, 
Conflict, and Dependence for The 101s teacher training, The 101s parent training, The 
101s teacher and parent training, and control groups. Nonetheless, the results for the 
student group MANCOVA comparison was significant (F = 14.601, p < .05). It 
indicates that student groups had an effect on a statistically significant difference 
between the mean scores on Closeness, Conflict, and Dependence for The 101s 
teacher training, The 101s parent training, The 101s teacher and parent training, and 
control groups. 
The univariate follow-up tests performed on Closeness, Conflict, and 
Dependence were presented in Table 6. From this analysis, it is apparent that the 
student age univariate F-tests for Closeness (F = .236, p > .05), Conflict (F = 3.451, p 
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> .05), and Dependence (F = .989, p > .05) were not significant. It indicates that 
Closeness, Conflict, and Dependence are not significantly influenced by student age. 
The student gender univariate F-tests for Closeness (F = .507, p > .05), Conflict (F = 
1.261, p > .05), and Dependence (F = 1.729, p > .05) were not significant. It indicates 
that Closeness, Conflict, and Dependence are not significantly influenced by student 
gender. The student group x gender univariate F-tests for Closeness (F = 1.714, p > 
.05), Conflict (F = .577, p > .05), and Dependence (F = 1.456, p > .05) were not 
significant. It indicates that Closeness, Conflict, and Dependence are not significantly 
influenced by student group and gender interaction. However, the student group 
univariate F-tests for Closeness (F = 117.57, p < .05), Conflict (F = 65.068, p < .05), 
and Dependence (F = 40.268, p < .05) were significant. It indicates that close teacher-
child relationship, conflict teacher-child relationship, and dependent teacher-child 
relationship are significantly influenced by student groups (see Table 6). 
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Table 6 






























































The Homogeneity of variance for Closeness, Conflict, and Dependence for 
The 101s teacher training, The 101s parent training, The 101s teacher and parent 
training and control groups was addressed using Levene's Test. Levene's Tests of 
equality of error variance for each variable was not significant (p > .05). It indicates 
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that the variances of Closeness, Conflict, and Dependence scores were not different 
across groups. The results of the Closeness Post Hoc tests reveal that the variance of 
group means was not significantly different between The 101s teacher training and 
The 101s teacher and parent training at an alpha level of .05 (p>.05) (see 
Table 7). 
Table 7 
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However, the results of the Closeness Post Hoc tests reveal that the variance of 
group means was significantly different among The 101s parent training, The 101s 
parent and teacher training, The 101s teacher training, and control group at an alpha 
level of .05 (p<.05). The 101s parent and teacher training group (M = 1.8, SD = .47) 
(see Table 8) and The 101s teacher training (M = 1.7, SD = .40) had significantly 
higher mean scores than The 101s parent training group (M = .23, SD = .54), and 
control group (M = -.02, SD = .64). Therefore, it can be concluded that the variance of 
group mean differences for close teacher-child relationships are probably due to The 
101s teacher training and The 101s parent training. 
Table 8 









































































The results of the Conflict Post Hoc tests reveal that the variance of group 
means was not significantly different between The 101s teacher training and The 101s 
teacher and parent training groups at an alpha level of .05 (p>.05). However, the 
results of the Conflict Post Hoc tests reveal that the variance of group means was 
significantly different among The 101s teacher training, The 101s parent training, The 
101s teacher and parent training, and control groups at an alpha level of .05 (p<.05). 
The 101s teacher and parent training group (M = -1.23, SD = .63) and The 101s 
teacher training (M = -.97, SD = .58) had significantly lower mean scores than The 
101s parent training group (M = -.02, SD = .56), and control group (M = .44, SD = 
.59). Therefore, it can be concluded that the variance of group mean differences for 
conflict teacher-child relationship is probably due to The 101s teacher training and 
The 101s parent training. 
Finally, the results of the dependence Post Hoc tests reveal that the variance of 
group means was significantly different among The 101s parent training, The 101s 
parent and teacher training, The 101s teacher training, and control groups at an alpha 
level of .05 (p<.05). The 101s teacher and parent training group (M = -1.48, SD = .69) 
had significantly lower mean score than The 101s teacher training (M = -1.06, SD = 
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.83), The 101s parent training group (M = -.30, SD = .61), and control group (M = .06, 
SD = .59). Therefore, it can be concluded that the variance of group mean differences 
for dependent teacher-child relationship is probably due to The 101s teacher training 
and The 101s parent training. 
In summary, for Hypothesis 2, the MANCOVA results indicate that students 
whose parents and/or teachers received The 101s parent or teacher training were rated 
significantly higher STRS scores for Closeness and lower STRS scores for Conflict 
and Dependence than control group, which confirms Hypothesis 2. 
Relationship between The 101s Training and School Adjustment 
To test the assumption that The 101s parent training has an impact on the four 
dimensions of school adjustment as measured by the TRSSA, a MANCOVA was 
performed on School Liking, School Avoidance, Cooperative Participation, and Self-
Directedness. The results for the overall MANCOVA comparison was not significant 
(F = 2.907, p > .05) (see Table 9). It indicates that the student groups, gender, ages, 
and group x gender or all of the independent variables did not have an effect on School 
Liking, School Avoidance, Cooperative Participation, and Self-Directedness. 
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Table 9 
Multivariate Tests Table of the TRSSA Subscales 
































The results for student ages (F = .176, p > .05), gender (F =.659, p > .05), and 
student group x gender model (F = .649, p > .05) MANCOVA comparisons were not 
significant. It indicates that student ages, gender, and group x gender model did not 
have an effect on a statistically significant difference between the mean scores on 
School Liking, School Avoidance, Cooperative Participation, and Self-Directedness 
for The 101s teacher training, The 101s parent training, The 101s teacher and parent 
training, and control groups. Nonetheless, the results for the student group 
MANCOVA comparison were significant (F = 12.538, p < .05). It indicates that 
student groups had an effect on a statistically significant difference between the mean 
scores on School Liking, School Avoidance, Cooperative Participation, and Self-
Directedness for The 101s teacher training, The 101s parent training, The 101s teacher 
and parent training, and control groups. 
The univariate follow-up tests performed on School Liking, School 
Avoidance, Cooperative Participation, and Self-Directedness were presented in 
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Table 10. From this analysis, it is apparent that the student age univariate F-
tests for School Liking (F = .084, p > .05), School Avoidance (F = .393, p > .05), 
Cooperative Participation (F = .527, p > .05), and Self-Directedness (F = .274, p > 
.05) were not significant. It indicates that School Liking, School Avoidance, 
Cooperative Participation, and Self-Directedness were not significantly influenced by 
student ages. The student gender univariate F-tests for School Liking (F = .192, p > 
.05), School Avoidance (F = 1.418, p > .05), Cooperative Participation (F = 1.183, p > 
.05), and Self-Directedness (F = 1.751, p > .05) were not significant. It indicates that 
School Liking, School Avoidance, Cooperative Participation, and Self-Directedness 
were not significantly influenced by student gender. 
Table 10 
























































































The student group x gender univariate F-tests for School Liking (F = .823, p > 
.05), School Avoidance (F = .464, p > .05), Cooperative Participation (F = 1.305, p > 
.05), and Self-Directedness (F = .798, p > .05) were not significant. It indicates that 
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School Liking, School Avoidance, Cooperative Participation, and Self-Directedness 
were not significant. However, the student group univariate F-tests for School Liking 
(F = 46.088, p < .05), School Avoidance (F = 3.031, p < .05), Cooperative 
Participation (F = 76.135, p < .05), and Self-Directedness (F = 33.562, p < .05) were 
significant. It indicates that students' school liking, school avoidance, cooperative 
participation, and self-directedness were significantly influenced by student groups. 
The Homogeneity of variance for School Liking, School avoidance, 
Cooperative Participation, and Self-Directedness for The 101s teacher training, The 
101s parent training, The 101s teacher and parent training and control groups was 
addressed using Levene's Test. Levene's Tests of equality of error variance for each 
variable were not significant (p > .05). It indicates that the variances of School Liking, 
School avoidance, Cooperative Participation, and Self-Directedness scores were not 
different across groups. The results of the School Liking Post Hoc tests revealed that 
the variance of group means was not significantly different between The 101s teacher 
training and The 101s teacher and parent training groups at an alpha level of .05 
(p>.05) (see Table 11). The results of the School Liking Post Hoc tests reveal that the 
variance of group means was not significantly different between the 101s parent 
training and the 101s control groups at an alpha level of .05 (p>.05). 
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Table 11 














































































































However, the results of the School Liking Post Hoc tests reveal that the 
variance of group means was significantly different between The 101s teacher training 
and The 101s teacher and parent training and The 101s parent training and control 
groups at an alpha level of .05 (p<.05). The 101s teacher and parent training (M = .87, 
SD = .32) and the teacher training group (M = .81, SD = .20) (see Table 12) had 
significantly higher mean scores than The 101s parent training group (M = .12, SD = 
.47), and control group (M = .10, SD = .39). Therefore, it can be concluded that the 
variance of group mean differences for students' School Liking are probably due to 
The 101s teacher training and The 101s parent training. 
Table 12 




















































































































The results of the School Avoidance Post Hoc tests revealed that the variance 
of group means was not significantly different between The 101s teacher training 
group and the other three groups at an alpha level of .05 (p>.05). However, the results 
of the School Avoidance Post Hoc tests reveal that the variance of group means was 
significantly different between The 101s teacher and parent training group and The 
101s parent training and control groups at an alpha level of .05 (p<.05). The 101s 
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teacher and parent training groups (M = -.40, SD = .40) had significantly lower mean 
scores than The 101s parent training group (M = -.13, SD = .60), and control group 
(M = -.09, SD = .39). Therefore, it can be concluded that the variance of group mean 
differences for school avoidance is probably due to The 101s teacher training and The 
101s parent training. 
The results of the Cooperative Participation Post Hoc tests reveal that the 
variance of group means was not significantly different between The 101s teacher 
training and teacher and parent training. However, the results of the Cooperative 
Participation Post Hoc tests reveal that the variance of group means was significantly 
different among control groups and other three groups at an alpha level of .05 (p 
<.05). The 101s teacher and parent training group (M = 1.06, SD = .35) and The 101s 
teacher training (M = 1.01, SD = .26) had significantly higher mean scores than The 
101s parent training group (M = .28, SD = .39), and control group (M = .12, SD = 
.32). Therefore, it can be concluded that the variance of group mean differences for 
Cooperative Participation is probably due to The 101s teacher training and The 101s 
parent training. 
Finally, the results of the Self-Directedness Post Hoc tests reveal that the 
variance of group means was not significantly different between The 101s teacher 
training and teacher and parent training. However, the results of the Self-Directedness 
Post Hoc tests reveal that the variance of group means was significantly different 
among control groups and other three groups at an alpha level of .05 (p <.05). The 
101s teacher and parent training group (M = 1.16, SD = .33) and The 101s teacher 
training (M = 1.06, SD = .35) had significantly higher mean scores than The 101s 
parent training group (M = .49, SD = .59), and control group (M = .25, SD = .45). 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the variance of group mean differences for Self-
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Directedness is probably due to The 101s teacher training and The 101s parent 
training. 
In summary, for Hypothesis 3, the MANCOVA results indicate that students 
whose parents received The 101s parent training were rated significantly higher 
TRSSA scores for School Avoidance than control group. Moreover, the students 
whose parents and/or teachers received The 101s parent or teacher training were rated 
significantly higher TRSSA scores for Cooperative Participation and Self-
Directedness than control group, which confirms Hypothesis 3. 
Relationship between The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist Sub scales and STRS 
Subscales 
To test the hypothesis that The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist scores would 
be related with STRS scores, correlation analysis were used to examine the 
relationship outcomes. For The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist subscales of parent 
interactions, Positive Behavioral Management scores were positively significantly 
correlated with STRS scores for Closeness (r=.16,p <.05) and were negatively 
significantly correlated with STRS scores for Conflict (r= -.17,p <.05). Positive 
Emotional Support scores were positively significantly correlated with STRS scores 
for Closeness (r=.20, p <.01) and were negatively significantly correlated with STRS 
scores for Conflict (r = -.17, p <.05). Critical/Harsh practices scores were negatively 
significantly correlated with STRS scores for Closeness (r = -.21, p <.05) and were 
positively significantly correlated with STRS scores for Conflict (r =.17, p <.05). 
Verbal Punishment scores were negatively significantly correlated with STRS scores 
for Closeness (r = -.17, p <.05) and were positively significantly correlated with 
STRS scores for Conflict (r =.16, p <.05). Finally, Physical Punishment scores were 
negatively significantly correlated with STRS scores for Closeness (r = -.19, p <.05) 
and were positively significantly correlated with STRS scores for Conflict (r =.21, p 
<.01). However, there was no correlation between any of The 101s Parent Interaction 
Checklist scores and STRS scores for Dependence (see Table 13). 
Table 13 












































































* Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2tailed). 
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Relationship between The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist Subscales and TRSSA 
Subscales 
To test the hypothesis that The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist scores would 
be related with TRSSA scores, correlation analysis were used to examine the 
relationship outcomes. For The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist subscales of parent 
interactions, Positive Behavioral Management scores were positively significantly 
correlated with TRSSA scores for Self-Directedness (r =.22, p <.01). Positive 
Emotional Support scores were positively significantly correlated with TRSSA scores 
for Self-Directedness (r=.23, p < .01). Critical/Harsh practice scores were negatively 
significantly correlated with TRSSA scores for Self-Directedness (r = -.18, p <.05). 
Physical Punishment scores were negatively significantly correlated with TRSSA 
scores for Self-Directedness (r=-.16, p < .05) and Cooperative Participation (r=-.16, p 
< .05). However, Verbal Punishment scores had no correlation with any of TRSSA 
subscales. There were no correlations among School Liking and School Avoidance 




















































































































Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2tailed). 
Relationship between The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist Sub scales and School 
Achievement 
To test the hypothesis that The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist scores would 
be related with children's School Achievement, correlation analysis were used to 
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examine the relationship outcomes. For The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist 
subscales of parent interactions, Positive Behavioral Management scores were 
positively significantly correlated with School Achievement for Language 
Skills(r=.18,p <.05) and Critical Thinking Skills (r=.16,p <.05). Positive Emotional 
Support scores were positively significantly correlated with School Achievement for 
Language Skills(r=.29,p <.01) and Critical Thinking Skills (r=.18,p <.05). Verbal 
Punishment scores were negatively significantly correlated with School Achievement 
for Language Skills(r= -.28,p <.01) and Critical Thinking Skills (r= -.15,p <.05). 
Physical Punishment scores were negatively significantly correlated with School 
Achievement for Language Skills(r= -.23,p <.01) and Critical Thinking Skills (r= -
.16,p <.05). Finally, Critical/Harsh practice scores were negatively significantly 
correlated with School Achievement for Language Skills (r= -.19, p <.05). However, 
there was no correlation between Critical/Harsh practice scores and Critical Thinking 
Skills (see Table 15). 
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Table 15 




























































In summary, for Hypothesis 4, correlation directions showed relationship 
between The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist and STRS scores. Students whose 
parents had higher scores on the 101s Parent Interaction Checklist for Positive 
Behavioral Management and Positive Emotional Support were found to have higher 
STRS scores for Closeness and lower STRS scores for Conflict from their teachers. 
Moreover, students whose parents had higher scores on The 101s Parent Interaction 
Checklist for Critical, Verbal Punishment and Physical Punishment were found to 
have lower STRS scores for Closeness and higher STRS scores for Conflict from their 
teachers. 
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In addition to Hypothesis 4, correlation directions showed a relationship 
between The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist and TRSSA scores. Students whose 
parents had higher score on The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist for Positive 
Behavioral Management and Positive Emotional Support were found to have higher 
TRSSA scores for Self-Directedness from their teachers. Moreover, students whose 
parents had higher scores on The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist for Critical and 
Physical Punishment were found to have lower TRSSA scores for Self-Directedness 
from their teachers. 
Correlation directions also showed a relationship between The 101s Parent 
Interaction Checklist and School Achievement. Students whose parents had higher 
scores on The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist for Positive Behavioral Management 
and Positive Emotional Support were found to have higher school achievement scores 
for language and critical skills. Moreover, students whose parents had higher scores 
on The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist for Verbal Punishment and Physical 
Punishment were found to have lower school achievement scores for language and 
critical skills. Finally, students whose parents had higher scores on The 101s Parent 
Interaction Checklist for Critical/Harsh practices were found to have lower school 




As a child rearing practice, corporal punishment has been used by parents and 
relatives within Thai extended families. However, changes in the cultural, social 
systems of discipline and laws have evoked Thai parents to find alternative ways to 
raise their children to be a responsible person in society. Even though Thai parents are 
beginning to gain awareness about the disadvantages of corporal punishment, they 
still use them regularly (Khemmani, 1994). What else they could do when they do 
not know any other practices. In the U.S.A., positive discipline has been studied to 
help improve children's learning and development and the adult-child relationship and 
social and emotional competencies (Azrin, Hake, Holz,& Hutchinson, 1965; Azrin & 
Holz, 1966). Therefore, it is a good opportunity to introduce and measure the 
application of positive discipline in Thai culture. 
This research was designed to determine whether a positive relationship 
between the 101s parent training delivered through parent training and parenting 
skills, teacher-child relationships, school adjustment and academic achievement 
existed. The literature review has historically demonstrated that parent training is an 
effective means of providing knowledge to parents for both Thai and American 
families. Research has also indicated that positive disciplines have a positive impact 
on parenting skills, teacher-child relationships, school adjustment and academic 
achievement (Ladd, Birch, & Buhs, 1999; Ladd & Buhs, 2000; Robert C. Pianta, 
Nimetz, & Bennett, 1997). Given these two findings, it was hypothesized that teacher-
child relationships, school adjustment, academic achievement and actual interaction 
would positively change following The 101s parent training. 
I l l 
Impact of The 101s Parent Training on Parental Interaction Quality 
From the training practice implementation, the statistically significant results 
showed The 101s parent training had a significant role in improving the interaction 
between parent and child. While income and education did not have an effect on 
parental interaction, the results indicate that parents who received The 101s parent 
training reported significantly positive changes upon parent completion of The 101s 
Parent Interaction Checklist. Despite the fact that there was no statistically 
significance between the teacher training group and control group, there was a 
statistically significance difference among all four groups, parent training group, 
teacher-parent group, teacher training group and control group. 
On The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist, for the subscales of positive 
behavioral management and positive emotional support, parents within parent training 
and teacher-parent training group had significantly higher scores than the teacher 
training and control groups. On The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist, for the 
subscales of critical/harsh practices, verbal punishment and physical punishment, 
parents within the parent training and teacher-parent training groups had significantly 
lower scores than the teacher training and control groups. As a result, the evaluation 
of data from The 101s Parent Training model confirmed the hypothesis that the 
groups in which parents received The 101s parent training had significantly increased 
positive discipline skills and significantly lower negative discipline skills than the 
























































7igure 4. Relationship of Parents' Negative Parenting Technique Scores among 
Groups 
These results support prior research suggesting that positive parent training 
could impact parents' behavior while interacting with their children using more 
positive discipline techniques (Ellision, 2008; Farooq, 1999). According to Ellison 
(2008), after the parent training, the children reported that their parents used more 
positive disciplines by having clearer expectations, moderating anger, enforcing rate 
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consistently, and being flexible. These positive behaviors are congruent with the 10 
positive principles that parents were trained in during the current study. For example, 
the current study used "When/Then Abuse it/ Lose it Principle", "Choice Principle", 
"Timer says it's Time Principle" and "Get on the child's eye level Principle" to send 
clearer expectations from parents to their children. The "Make a Big Deal Principle" 
and "I-Message Principle" were used as consistent enforcement. Moderating anger 
was adjusted by using the "Whisper Principle" and "Incompatible Alternative 
Principle". Finally, the "Validation Principle" and "Belonging and Significance 
Principle" were used as a mean to improve parent-child agreement. 
In addition, for parents who were in the teacher-parent training, The 101s 
Parent Interaction Checklist scores for positive behavioral management and positive 
emotional support were significantly higher than the parent training group, the teacher 
training group and the control group. Even though the parent training group had 
significantly higher scores on positive behavioral management and positive emotional 
management than the teacher training and control group, the parent training group had 
significant lower scores on positive behavioral management and positive emotional 
management than the teacher-parent group (see Figure 5). The current study 
suggested that The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline should not be provided only 
for parents, but also teachers. 
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Figure 5. Graph Showing Mean Scores of Positive Parent Interaction among Groups 
One possible explanation is that the students whose parents and teachers were 
trained with The 101s positive disciplines were more likely to have practices with 
positive interactions between them and the adults in their lives than the students who 
had either a parent or teacher in the treatment group. When the children respond 
positively to the principles, the parents would have more encouragement and 
confidence to keep using them more. In addition, within the classroom where the 
teachers were trained with The 101s positive disciplines, the parents had opportunities 
to converse with the teachers and watch and listen to the teachers using the positive 
discipline techniques while working with children. As a result, they are more likely to 
use the positive discipline techniques than the parents whose children were in the 
classroom in which the teacher had no training. 
Even though the parent training and teacher-parent training groups had 
significantly lower scores on negative interactions than the teacher group and control 
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group, there were no statistically significant differences between the parent training 
and teacher-parent training groups on critical/harsh practices, verbal punishment, and 
physical punishment scores of The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist. These results 
showed that parents who received The 101s parent training would significantly 
decrease using negative discipline techniques with their children no matter if their 
children's teachers receive the training or not (see Figure 6). Furthermore, previous 
research has reported that parents significantly changed their parenting and child-
rearing attitudes upon parenting programs. These changes included more appropriate 
developmental expectations, increased empathy towards children's needs, decreased 
child abuse, decreased child neglect, and decreased use of corporal punishment 
(Adams, 2001; Berry, Charlson, & Dawson, 2003; Caldwell, 2001; Corcoran, 2000; 
Dore & Lee, 1999; Forehand & Kotchick, 2002; Nixon, 2002) As a result, to reduce 
the use of negative discipline, the current study provides promising data that supports 
The 101s parent training. 
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Figure 6. Graph Showing Mean Scores of Negative Parent Interaction among Groups 
In the problem statement section, the current study mentions that Thai parents 
are becoming aware of the disadvantages of corporal punishment, but they also lack 
knowledge and information on non-violent methods of teaching. This claim has been 
supported by the results from pre test of The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist which 
showed that some parents who tended not to use negative disciplines did not use 
positive disciplines as well. In addition, these parents' interactions have changed to 
use more positive disciplines after attending The 101s parent training. As a result, the 
current study confirms the hypothesis that Thai parents would use more positive 
disciplines if they know how to use them. 
One possibility that explains why Thai parents use The 101s positive 
discipline techniques even though they were new to them is suggested by previous 
research done by Masterson. Masterson (2008) suggested that by using The 101s 
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positive discipline techniques, the teachers were not required to have an 
understanding of child development, advance training, or previous experience in 
psychology or counseling. This concept could be aligned with the current study on 
Thai parents, who regardless of their understanding of child development, advance 
training, and previous experiences in psychology or counseling, could implement the 
principles. 
Qualitative data from the current study also supported the above idea. A 
review of personal comments by parents within the parent training group provided on 
outcome measures of The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist also suggested that the 
simplicity or what they call "how to" was an important component for using The 101s 
positive discipline techniques. Parents who provided written comments on using The 
101s positive discipline techniques indicated that before The 101s parent training, 
they thought about positive disciplines as a complex philosophy in which only experts 
in child development field could use efficiently. Even though they read some books 
on positive discipline, they seemed too difficult to apply with their children. After The 
101s parent training, they felt that The 101s positive discipline techniques were easily 
applicable, but they used to over looked or did not realize that what they did were 
right things for their children. 
After using The 101s positive discipline techniques, parents learned that these 
techniques were not too complicated and they worked. For example, one parent 
reported that she used the "Whisper Principle" when her daughter was angry. Her 
daughter forgot about being mad and paid attention to what she was whispering 
instead. In using the "Validation Principle" and "Get On The Child's Eye Level 
Principle", another parent reported that she was always mixing these two principles 
when her children teased each other and came to her for tattling. She got on her 
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children's eye level and told them that "I know that you are mad/sad. I'm sorry. I 
would never do that to you. If you want, you may come get a hug/kiss from me." The 
positive discipline was shown in the training CD-ROM and also sampled when the 
researcher did The 101s parent training. They may be easily implemented by Thai 
parents. 
Impact of The 101s Parent Training on Teacher-Child Relationship 
The 101s parent training model implementation showed statistically significant 
results suggesting important practical considerations in improving teacher-child 
relationships in kindergarten classrooms. The results indicate that students' age and 
gender did not have a statistically significantly influence on Student-Teacher 
Relationship Scale (STRS). While students' gender and age did not have an effect on 
teacher-child relationships, student groups significantly impacted teacher-child 
relationship scores across groups. 
Even though it was not the highest mean score on the STRS for Closeness, the 
results showed that the students whose parents received The 101s parent training had 
significantly higher STRS mean scores for Closeness than the students in the control 
group whose parents and teachers did not receive The 101s positive discipline 
training. On conflict, the results showed that the students whose parents received The 
101s parent training had significantly lower STRS mean scores than the students in 
the control group whose parents and teachers did not receive The 101s training. These 
two findings indicated that positive parenting impacted the teacher-child relationship 
by increasing closeness and decreasing conflict between teachers and their children at 
school. To support these results of the current study, previous studies provide 
evidence that children of the parents who use positive disciplines as their parenting 
styles grow up feeling loved, respected, have high self-regard, and learn to be 
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cooperative and respectful with others (Ladd & Buhs, 2000; Robert C. Pianta et al., 
1997). With these characteristics, these children are more likely to have good 
relationships with their teachers (Ladd et al., 1999) (see 
Figure 7). 
Figure 7. Positive Parenting Impact on Teacher-child Relationship 
In addition, the students whose parents and teachers both received the training 
and those whose teachers received the training had significant higher mean scores of 
the STRS on Closeness and lower mean scores of the STRS on Conflict than the 
parent training and control groups. However, there were no statistically significant 
relationships between the students whose parents and teacher received the training 
and only teachers received the training. Therefore, these results indicate that The 101s 
teacher training had an impact on teachers' rating teacher-child relationship scores on 
Closeness and Conflict. This evidence might be explained by the fact that the teachers 
who received The 101s positive discipline training have changed their attitudes and 
pay greater attention to students' positive behaviors. Moreover, these teachers are 
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more likely to validate children's feelings and use reassuring words and physical 
proximity during interactions. Taken together, these interactions may create more 
closeness and lessen conflict between the teacher and children in their classes. 
To decrease students' dependence at schools, the results revealed that The 
101s training is needed for both teachers and parents as all the training groups had 
higher mean scores on STRS for dependence than the control group. While the results 
confirmed that The 101s positive discipline training had an impact on decreasing 
students' dependence as rated by their teachers, the study also suggested that training 
both parents and teachers would be the best way to decrease students' dependence at 
schools as the result signified that the teacher-parent training group had the highest 
mean score when comparing all significant statistics across groups. 
The results from this study indicate that students whose either parents or 
teachers receive The 101s positive discipline training had decreased dependence 
scores. From this result, it could be implied that the children would display less 
dependency when their parents or teachers use positive discipline techniques when 
interacting with them. Previous research suggests that children may be wrestling with 
feelings of insecurity and instability and they may actually act dependent (Ladd & 
Buhs, 2000). As the students whose parents received The 101s positive training had 
lower dependency scores than the control group where no training was provided, it 
could be claimed that the students feel more secure when their parents and teachers 
use The 101s positive discipline techniques when interacting with them (see Figure 8). 
A parent or a teacher who uses The 101s 
positive discipline techniques 
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A child feels more 
secure and acts less 
dependency 
Figure 8. The 101s Positive Discipline Techniques Impacts on a Child's Dependency 
Many times adults try to push a child to stop being clingy and dependent. 
However, this action can actually make situations worse. The 101s positive techniques 
propose that validating feelings and showing empathy, while still setting some limits 
might be more appropriate. The "Validation Principle" could be a good example of 
using The 101s positive discipline technique to decrease children's dependency. By 
using the "Validation Principle", parents or teachers need to acknowledge the 
children's wants and feelings (Kersey, 2005). For example, the parents can say "I 
understand that you are feeling lonely and you need me to be with you right now, but 
I have to go to work today. Let's find a special time only between you and me to read 
some story books together tonight". Moreover, reassurance and special care can help 
to alleviate the cause of the dependency (Pianta et al., 1997). Using positive discipline 
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could be a good technique to develop reassurance and give special care to children. 
For example, using the "Belonging and Significant Principle" could help the children 
to feel important by being responsible. The "Make a Big Deal Principle" could be a 
way to give the children's feelings special care, even for some little things they do. 
The 101s positive techniques help parents express their love and attention. These 
expressions as well as praise for progress may help when a child is extra-dependent. 
In conclusion, this study supports the hypothesis that The 101s training had a 
significant impact on improving teacher-child relationships. 
Impact of The 101s Positive Discipline Training on School Adjustment 
While students' age and gender had no statistically significant impact on 
students' school adjustment as rated by their teachers, the results indicate that 
students' school adjustment scores were significantly impacted by the student groups. 
However, the impacts varied among the TRSSA subscales. When compared to the 
control group, School Liking was the area that did not show statistical significance 
between the parent training group and the control group. However, the teacher 
training and teacher-parent training groups were statistically significant, which was 
different from the control group. In addition, there was no statistical significance 
between the teacher training and teacher-parent training groups. This result suggests 
that The 101s teacher training had more impact on students' school liking than The 
101s parent training from the teachers' perspective. These results suggest an 
important idea that teachers are more likely to be a key factor affecting children's 






















Figure 9. Relationship between The 101s Positive Discipline Training and School 
Liking among Groups 
For kindergarteners, classroom participation is an important element to 
consider if they like school (Ladd et al., 1999; Ladd & Buhs, 2000). The quantity of 
classroom participation is associated with children's peer and teacher relationships 
(Ladd et al., 1999). As a result, it could be implied that children's peer and teacher 
relationships have indirect impacts on children's school liking (see Figure 10). 
Child's 
Relationship 





Figure 10. Pathway of Child's Relationship to School liking 
In according with previous findings, the current study supports that The 101s 
teacher training has impact on improving teacher-child relationship, which in turn 
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may impact children's class participation and children's school liking. When teachers 
use positive discipline, the children feel more comfortable participating within 
classrooms. However, the current study found that parents' use of positive disciplines 
did not have a significant impact on children's school liking rated by their teachers. 
This could be explained even if parents use positive disciplines at home, it does not 
translate in to high school liking scores if teachers do not use positive disciplines. 
Therefore, it is more effect for teachers to use positive disciplines to increase school 
liking scores. 
There are some behaviors in school which can provoke negative disciplines. 
These disciplines include both physical and emotional punishments which are 
misleading the teachers and school staffs as the right behavior to control and educate 
children. In addition, Ennew (2008) states that some punishment that has been given 
out by another child who has more authority can be considered as negative discipline 
user as well. There are the prior strong researches showing that children experience 
the corporeal and mental pain from negative discipline. The victims of this matter are 
not only the child receiving it, but also the other child who is surrounded by that 
environment. Furthermore, the negative disciplines include both tangible punishments 
and measures which limit the child's behavior (Ennew, 2008). As negative discipline 
could cause unpleasurable feelings toward the children, the children more likely do 
not like the school where their teachers do not use positive ways in interacting with 
them. Children have to be able to understand what their mistakes are and how they 
can make amend. Positive disciplines allow them to understand their misbehaviors. 
The current study suggests that training both teachers and parents would result 
in decreasing students' school avoidance as the results show that The 101s teacher and 
parent training group had significantly lower mean scores on the TRSSA for school 
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avoidance than The 101s parent training group, in which only parents received the 
training and the control group, in which no training was given. While the results 
showed that there was no statistical significance between the teacher training group 
and the other three groups, there was statistical significance among the 101s parent 
training, the teacher-parent training and the control groups. This result suggests that 
children's school avoidance is related to positive and negative disciplines their 
teachers and parents use to interact with them. As a result, in order to decrease 
students' school avoidance effectively, both teachers and parents may need The 101s 
positive discipline training. 
There was same statistical significance shown on the TRSSA for cooperative 
participation and self-directedness. The teachers of all training groups reported 
significantly more improvement in students' cooperative participation and self-
directedness than the control group. Even though The 101s teacher training and The 
101s teacher-parent training group had significantly higher mean scores than The 101s 
parent training and control groups, there was no significant difference between them. 
However, The 101s parent training group had significantly higher mean scores than 
the control group. These results suggest that The 101s parent training had significant 
impact on the teachers' perception on students' cooperative participation and self-
directedness if the teachers did not receive The 101s teacher training. The current 
study suggests that teachers who attended The 101s teacher training had more 
favorable perceptions of their students' school adjustment than the teachers who did 
not receive The 101s teacher training. In addition, both The 101s parent and teacher 
training had significant impact on improving children's cooperative participation and 










Figure 11. Relationship between The 101s Positive Discipline Training and Children's 
Cooperative Participation and Self-Directedness 
Overall, training parents and teachers in The 101s positive discipline 
techniques improved students' school adjustment. The students with either teachers or 
parents who used the positive techniques from The 101s positive discipline training 
were more likely to show higher school adjustment scores. In addition, the greatest 
benefit occurred when the students were with both teachers and parents who used the 
positive techniques from The 101s positive discipline training as they were more 
likely to show highest scores in every area of school adjustment. These results are 
similar to results of previous studies indicating that children's prosocial behaviors 
increased after The 101s positive discipline training of their teachers (Masterson, 
2008). In addition, the children's problem behaviors decreased in classrooms after the 
intervention in which their parents and teachers learned how to use positive 
techniques to support their children (Kelley & McCain, 1995; LeBel, 2009; Stormont, 
Lewis, & Smith, 2007). For example, the "Make a Big Deal Principle" could be 
supported by Stortmont and his colleagues. Their study reported the children 
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demonstrated higher expected behaviors since their teachers praised them specifically 
right after the desired behaviors (Stormont et al., 2007). 
Relationship between Parenting Interaction and Teacher-Child Relationship 
The 101s parent training model implementation showed statistically significant 
results and introduced applications in quality improvement in child-parent 
interactions. The results showed high correlations between the use of parents' The 
101s techniques and higher quality teacher-child relationships. When the parents used 
The 101s techniques, their children were rated higher in closeness scores and lower in 
conflict scores by their teachers. This result was supported by previous research 
indicating that kindergarteners' behaviors were formed by their parents and had an 
impact on the relationship between them and their teachers (Ladd et al., 1999). 
Evidence suggests that children whose parents use positive disciplines as parenting 
styles may create better relationship with teachers (Taylor & Machida, 1996). When a 
caretaker uses positive disciplines with children, she/he cultivates prosocial skills in 
children (Masterson, 2008). These prosocial skills become tools for children to form 
relationships with their teachers and peers when they face with challenges within 
school. Children with positive disciplines tend to move toward rather than against 
others (Birch & Ladd, 1998; Ladd & Burgess, 1999). Taken together, these findings 
suggest that the children whose parents use positive discipline techniques as parenting 
styles are more likely to have higher prosocail skills, which in turn would equip them 
to create better relationships with their teachers. 
Relationship between Parenting Interaction and School Adjustment 
The current study supports the previous research reporting that when teachers 
reported kindergarteners' school adjustment, their perceptions were more likely based 
on interactions the students' mothers had with them. Teachers perceived children 
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whose mothers expressed positive affection, acceptance and closeness with them as 
secure. These children are more likely to play independently, choose challenging 
games and be creative. On the other hand, teachers perceived children whose mothers 
used controlling, punitive or harsh punishment with them as insecure, conflicted, and 
dependent (Ladd & Burgess, 1999; Robert C. Pianta et al., 1997). The 101s positive 
disciplines are techniques using positive affection, acceptance and reinforcement of 
closeness between children and adults. Furthermore, these techniques help adults to 
avoid using punitive or harsh punishment with the children. The results of the current 
study show high correlation between the use of parents' The 101s techniques and 
increased students' school adjustment for self-directedness rated by their teachers. In 
addition, the results showing that physical punishment had significant impacts on 
students' cooperative participant also support prior research. The more parents use 
physical punishment, the less students display cooperation in the classroom. The 
children whose parents use positive discipline techniques to participate and assist their 
children's needs exhibit socially acceptable classroom behaviors. One possible 
explanation is that positive discipline techniques may enable children to feel more 
comfortable and secure in social interactions. These feelings could influence them to 
act more responsibly in situations encountered when they are at school. Taking these 
findings together, the current study suggests that parents should use The 101s positive 
discipline techniques instead of punitive punishment to increase their children's 
school adjustment. 
Relationship between Parent Interaction and Academic Achievement 
In the current study, parents' positive interactions that increased as a result of 
The 101s parent training included positive behavioral management and positive 
emotional support. These relational improvements, which can be statistically linked to 
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The 101s parent training model, established higher language skills and critical 
thinking skills. A number of previous researchers indicated that parent involvement is 
highly associated with the school achievement of children in variety of ways (Bryant, 
Peisner-Feinberg, & Miller, 2000; Fantuzzo, Tighe, McWayne, Davis, & Childs, 
2003; Goyette & Xie, 1999; Hill & Craft, 2003; Jeynes, 2003; Lee & Bowen, 2006; 
McWayne, Hampton, Fantuzzo, Cohen, & Sekino, 2004; Muller, Stage, & Kinzie, 
2001; Spencer, 1999; Wu & Qi, 2006; Yan & Lin, 2005). Interaction style between 
parent and child is one of them (Ladd et al., 1999; Ladd & Buhs, 2000; Robert C. 
Pianta et al., 1997). Children may experience more academic and social success once 
they enter elementary school when parents demonstrate positive discipline techniques 
(Miedel & Reynolds, 1999). The benefits include higher school achievement rates 
including academic and language skills and social competence (Fantuzzo et al., 2003; 
Giacchino-Baker & Piller, 2006; Hill & Craft, 2003; Jeynes, 2003; McWayne et al., 
2004; Wu & Qi, 2006). Another study by Bus and Van Ijzendoorn (1988) explained 
that a young child is more willing to study the formal characteristics of written 
language when there is a kind and positve interaction between mother and child. This 
effect was observed in the children by the age of five. 
The current study also suggests that parents' negative interactions influence 
children's academic achievement on language and critical skills. This finding supports 
previous research indicating that children whose parents use physical punishment to 
discipline them were more likely to have lower language comprehension skills 
regardless of the quantity of the books their parents read to them (Gest, Freeman, 
Domitrovich, & Welsh, 2004). 
When parents use The 101s positive discipline techniques, parent-child 
interaction is positively related to school adjustment, social acceptability, and 
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achievement in young children. When parents use The 101s positive discipline 
techniques, they display warmth, responsiveness, and respect to the child's needs, and 
sensitivity. At the same time, it imposes reasonable limits without resorting to 
belittling or punishments that are abusive, punitive, or inappropriate for the child's 
stage of development. Parents who use The 101s positive discipline techniques seek to 
enhance the happiness of both the child and parent. 
Study Limitations and Future Research 
One major limitation of this study is that self-report was used to rate the 
Parental Interaction Checklist by the parent sample. The fact of being in a study might 
affect the parent participants to answer the questionnaire in favor of the researcher. 
They may under-report behaviors deemed inappropriate by the researcher. They may 
over-report behaviors viewed as appropriate. Self-report bias might happen in this 
study because parent participants may believe there is at least a remote possibility that 
the researcher could gain access to their responses. Other instruments such as video 
recording might provide more accurate results than self-report. However, with time 
and money constraints, The 101s Parental Interaction Checklist was used in the 
current study. For future research, video recording within family is suggested. 
Another limitation is that the parent samples volunteered to attend The 101s 
parent training. Even though the school was randomly selected, the participations of 
the parent sample were voluntary. While having parents participate on a voluntary 
basis may decrease barriers of dropout rate, the volunteering parents might be a group 
of people who would be willing to change their behaviors themselves. The results 
might vary if the study is conducted with a nonvolunteering sample. With such a 
volunteering parent sample, it is difficult to generalize the overall findings to the 
general population. As a result, having a diverse population, including both 
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volunteering and nonvolunteering samples would prove beneficial to the overall 
results of the study in future research. 
The current research was carried out within a private school setting where the 
families were from the upper and middle-class. This too makes findings difficult to 
generalize to the overall population. Additional exploration of The 101s positive 
training as an intervention tool in other settings, such as public schools in rural and 
urban areas, is also recommended. 
Conclusion 
The results of this study suggest that families may derive multiple benefits 
from the training model of The 101s: A Guide to Positive Discipline Parent training. 
Parents benefit directly through the development of new skills that can lead to 
increasing the use of positive discipline techniques and children receiving indirect 
benefits through their parents' modified behavior. The findings of the current study 
yield significant results in teachers' reporting their perceptions that demonstrated 
quality teacher-child relationships, students' school adjustment and students' 
academic achievement as a result of The 101s parent training. 
A concurrent joint study also involving the use of The 101s positive principle 
techniques revealed statistically significant differences in both parent and teacher 
interactions with children before and after training. The students whose parents and 
teachers were trained in The 101s parent training were more likely to receive higher 
STRS, TRSSA and academic achievement scores than the students whose parents and 
teachers did not receive the training. In addition, there were high correlations between 
increases in The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist scores and increases in teacher-
child relationship, students' school adjustment and academic achievement scores. 
These results confirm the effectiveness of The 101s positive discipline training in 
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establishing positive redirection of behavior approaches and greater responsiveness in 
adult-child interactions. 
The respect between teacher and parent is a critical element in helping a child 
improves the quality of the adult-child relationship, school adjustment and academic 
achievement. While parents' interaction with their children is important, the current 
study shows that if a child has parents and teachers who agree and respect one 
another, the impact on the child's evolving adult-child relationship, school adjustment 
and academic achievement is greatest. It is possible that teachers rate children as a 
result of expected behaviors they assume to receive after The 101s positive training. 
Such parental positive interactions may influence the teacher's willingness to work 
with children, resulting in an enriched school experience for the child. 
The 101s positive discipline training model of the current study narrowed the 
gap in research by bridging effectiveness of positive discipline in the development of 
a range of competencies in young American children to Thai children. The study 
provides evidence that positive disciplines can enhance adult-child relationships, 
children's school adjustment and children's academic achievement in both U.S. and 
Thai cultures. These findings suggest that in order to be well adjusted in social 
competencies and academic achievement, young children need positive discipline 
techniques to interact with adults in their lives. Regardless of culture, young 
children's basic needs are not much different. They need a caretaker who provides 
them with warmth, love, and respect even when they are disciplined. The 101s 
positive discipline techniques assure that children's basic needs are met as they are 
established on the framework of love and respect. As a result of noncultural bias, The 
101s positive discipline training model is an effective approach that will make a 
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significant difference in improving the world of children by providing adults 
alternative ways of discipline around the world. 
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ife-a «u9fmu3tif)03JHi)f)fii0-3l'HiiPi5 lias wilnmo-a isirn'iijlm-3fi"nii)'£i 
15014 Hllflfl10^14f)lie)145S l̂)9'Uint) 1 l ^ l t m i ^ ^ H 
ni^amwilw^anaJi^Brrt-jfn'an 
ni?m£)^ganmumflet!niTiSijyii^wfl^^ulMmfi^mavi^t4l'H''HW'Hl?i •rrul'mijnin'u'U uasmuW 
ivmBtiaivrnfun-a niiviiis^fiaflunwmviw^mjmqTanjJil'Hih imTUTm-3cui1iJgfnijji3\iHlv!aj mu 
TmuiinfiQO'Nvifl'Himmeqs H»j'«'iflyimt4tTiuims;iJ?s;ttiifiiiJj?rii5!)mv4fiii3JTii'viiEJ'no>3l'Hfljvimtn 
Swfiiofi^liJviwniQ'jviQimflfiQiJj^iiiiolijifa^fifimSsyBSMijnMiiifliiinumitisunlnill' in-am-mnti 
iliyEyiljJfosvi^emli ln-snf^mflaulinimsisiiiBs'bnHfi'tiJ'HjjA iiasin^fiiwiimn^fnnflTumi'i 
na-aSia ItiuiiijmjjiiiuiTifijrfaliJsnljjIvn 
t a i d y a , d d I 0* A I v Kl i d ») 3 / d 
mni5itn,ul'nnjti£i?8U5iBfmma'5?i?intnniJ5sttijmitufli-jiTniiu mun im luuimuafmimso-a 
v qj <u <u i i qj 
™i4ifiiimniEie)fi,-3'ui4iTil-30ip(ymf)-3rtflJtBiSfijitu wiBihsa'ijniWlinMfifi'ua-amia-j ufmaofifaflfymfl 
tyitun)0^iiii4w^imni9^mo-3ilgfi?EJi'ni-30i?ijar^n)iHfiiiPifri«i0^0E]i^50iifi0ii imsimfif-atbsmjmitu 
linMflniia^mm9uibsa'iiniio!fn'uaiJ MiaujjmsifadisfYiimTfummmflio'inliJ 
V • , 3 / 
flioiM«UM8iiilMaitifiu^fifiiini7aiiiu^tTai4{inMiiioo^fli7RfiiimsiSau«mii4iJ TOimmwufaViliJ 
ainoltiwfnijfujai^iJtiflijW uasin^fmfffntmilsuailiif'fls'maei'u'tafi umailflHTuui ilnSfiiTB unifta 
4 qj V (J <U 
vi^mfiuftitr^lunsiiauiJviaiEifiwIfliMiJ^e^iiiiifiiTBsanmnniia^lviaiii-j^^niolijmnaE]^ t n w 
•n^uma-jiJi9in')iiJifltiiJinjjioviiJ'iifn5?i-)TTii)i™5,i')fnt) uasfnifjfh liimfl^urirMwafi-afmiflffyifliiTpi 
nia î̂ nii-JTn^T^fna 5«1« ufl'niTa^lviaff^flnjrunisiBffyiiiilfl^-msjo^ uasmiilaufnm-ailinBfifliej 
fmwrniii qjjibs'mjfl ipitneinisfniomnwSviiiiflf) na'iitviniiltffiTiiJ^mi^mjmfni fliTutistfimymi 
•Baumiaji 2 lhzrm f!a fmwfl?nfli8-aniTfl*m)uli?mniJ5im{]flfmjj uasT8«uB-njjfuu8-j$iJfim8* 
wifin iJJifiminltmvn mfl-jofivnuti imsa-ajJHaBavifiHfi^TumfimjjfmjjitTfnmfifim n«a uasimij 
imu^iejfmijI'Sn^ljJfnjJiTfifiBiill'l^ wa-iinilMiflnflefliiiliiauineulnawaim uriiwnliJW 
llJa8Wllllj1-3ViqSfl5?3J8f)l-3imf)f-3 mi1SfllJMmntl-3l3%JlWm}J,HjJilt)Sl9l4ni?1'H11'3TIEl'Hf0J1-jlTlHlllEJ 




ibsflnimvi wim iBmsBiiiinaEMqanadi-mri-atmfi M?e miafi-niltui-ainn (Positive 
discipline) tfoia'fijlwiflfiSivTa'lviflvua-a Sfmjjjjwviafmvi Bfmuam?ivn^aiijjfu fmu'tawamifuf 
fmajaa-afmiia-jwavi imsaflwqflmTJjms wminviiiT^iia-aiflfi trwmvifNHaTmflfHfnfyifliJifsiao'NiJ 
?vmi^ Ifimvi'UYifma'-Jimirafnia'atm uasfnimi-jfmimy'H'UB fmwnTutmumn a^iilvifm 
miimli^iinysanvilimaianvimTiJan^^ uasfmiifftuniia 
•ifautM iJviwvmvjfliimtfilfliiBWflivnfmmn waim'Hfayl'Haiwttfi-ji'uowinnlMiinan ^Iv i fmi i 
ifn?,nmfiIpi£j5'3jJ!iasfiTeiifi!/T IfiOTTu-a^pfnSftfnia-jfmuiSyjjyHo imsfmjj«a-jmifiiiiJMfli\4imiDa-j 
iwn iiluimTKn-j'H'u-alufnitTaw^iiiEil'Hs^fiilisitnjfnijjtTiJi) Iwmmuriilin uasfrvmiTvmfmimj'fa 
ma-avnnnn 
^vmflrmwmejfiu'mif-a'ue-j mia^i-niTmi-jinn nflam^tratJwiJiol'HtmniJistTUfmjj^iitfl'Ifiol'Hnliayfi 
fmi j f imsfmijfniifiiwfi ii3J^ni?tTiIiJtTuyni5mijl«nia>3'wif)injilfio1iilTOii''niI'iii)vii-3ii-3riia"Hfa 
SRID minsniia^lraaivivhlmflflSfmimiQlSimflB-aiJV! anwfoiNHamsyiimafTnim'Hflfluas; 
fniJja\mvj5TsvniwiJnfi?a^mJiflfi 
•Hinmia-jTnMnanTS TnwatsEJSftumalHiflfuiJlitm¥if|9ifm)J mttmrawmB-Jinn ^nJltiuiaruawis 
tuuanWauu'fnfmTalfllms&sem. mainMiifmumjwvisizwwfjfuniiafi uas lilviuiiiieeh-a'l'Ufni 
flti-sivTuliimji'in ^vTumsilavifuasiJgijfl frnffri-nvTmi-ainn liivm-athfiify 
m0tiJ'UfniR0ii?fi40^fniiJ9i0-3fnivn^m0fi TufmaimjtY-maviiPin Im IJJTwnmvmn WHO Ifnam? 
0U5JJ "niiflfi«iIai5-aii^nm0?f-3itT?3Jv«f)ifiiTJj0'u,w-3ilistr^fl'«0-3mfi'' vu mmvfitinms-z rmausu 
vi vnmvi8'3Bfn?me)-sgn mommrnmuum aviimvjvj mwauiJMviinmi-afniimjj'Hvisnijfjn uaslmti 
viviflrfvjfmfumvifma'jlnM viansnnv! maMi^vliiau89inni58iJ?uff^*ial'Hi«i8uiiHilfiflta-JM?8Hl,Hfii5 
mO'iPjiwnmltiO'jfmiJ inuitfa«swTMwaivnn'i5'ua>ulif) msmengiflfiadi-jSiJisa'MSfiTWuasaTiBwn 




<U <u q i v 
- HamstfUD8'im5'mTnMni-M,™nioims9fl'taifln 
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- miilawfri'MaiiiJoumsjfrjfiu (Social and Emotional learning) fieasli 
- fmijfhmyiia-aniiilaufiii^fmufisaiiijfuiia-jilin: xiutiannfiuifsuffiiu "aisuw" itius m m 
nil MRVi'liifiiflfihliifnwrfwfjjfiiv "fmzrniBmjm" wmnttfua ftmilumaumzii&uj; im 
- mstrs îTlmi-ainfifiaas'ta: irwinvositrua fnwmjiavo^mfirhnutimyin mamum? 
iiBavmavfmun^nm^zYiii^mj-ahAiuei nv m?ailriti 
- wafilfifiiinnfni trfî QiTEiiS-ainfi Wnumn 
- 101's i i fn i f l f i ^ iTamui f i imz Sin? aawufjulumittfi-j^'utimuin 
itiaifrs: in-j?m ilena Buifnutms iTfiflfiinilfcyflniafi ?nnnniTflny™nie)fiaiiikino sjvmtnmi 
Old Dominion University umis naSmti itanvmmifjamifri 
eifleia: In? 081-8454155 e-mail: maifia@gmail.com 
crfliwfiamN: "b^lew^^H 
Tuuasnaifmainu: miamiJiisflwluTuijmv) 6 Btjintru ran 9:00-12:00 
mnamej: fmemufiftu "hiS fhlftholfin'mmi Turmausiĵ iiVi m1tiumfe-a«jJiras;iia-3ii-3?w1iWw 
iihiijfi'nainij Ynnmummftu mmmmnvnii^w^mmftu nituiwfifiau™ ilena (Iviii) l&favi'N 
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MW^ff8((frei^ii)RWiawa83j1l1ian1wiJnflt04l!UllllJf1l'5lOtl (Child Assent) 
^a'Eflf-afn^Qla warumuiifl-J mmijjjMJnflje-HJfW mjaj^QiI^wijQnma^i.^Jjj'HqPinffW'a'uw 
lJj^-aRTie-aLwn: mrilflrmniJina'Uina nas wiJnfijfw'l'UHiflnj-UYmimnfly 
11TWW 
wilnpufune-a ei.ai./ «.«» ilniltmim 
5iaa£iaofiinenniJfljJiims,q«iJ>JVtuio1tJfni'niiBti iioasiaoflvuflaimwi Mtiswa-JiJgiJWMfalfifijfni 
, • I I S ' »» 
ilgiiH ibslenmnfnflTifls: iRSUDe^fnnfloimsfmjjiflfJ-JTiaiflflsinnniutnfimjiinsium^iflt) TIJJTI-3 
imTnuila-jnuimciinlni'HifiinPiawwTiejfiu fiinauuiTUWflslflifij finl^ffliamvn^'UTHiBitisRe-afiJwwifeiJ 
thtna-a lfi£i1^a'iu^i9fiii}j^8iioas;ia£ifiaeili4i9ri?rii5iii0'3HmiiiJfii?^e)Ifi£)aae?i anYHtfolfliiJ 
fnaBuiounswaijniatT-jtTotnnHitimiluTiiitJu^atmaT 
vnntfmfiMg^aAintnniJTOflaunia^miit i 'ej MfawininfiHtroiuflEMwIii'H-aibsiNflsnnfm 
i5'mn?ifluniJi^nli4ilfifiia-3iua-a,uTwi?i •uTHiBitnuiinflnriafiiJ u n p m Sena Euifnwfm Tmflfrm 
081-8454155 mo e -ma i l : mai f ia@gmai l .com 
mi i f l t i imsmijmoflaijaQilinluiJnma-a'ua-a'ihmfli w fa^ f im i i i jm^ f lu l f f yn i i ja l^iaD^laJfl 
Hiif)isTiiJfl,0m?ij?miiifisfn?i.ftmwiwfili4iJfifi5a'iiie-j^THm uasihw{h«s1fliiiJfl,a,'liJl"uainfifl ims 
a. a %f jAe» a/ a W t o / d a t S> ** 3> ** «=J Vl » » v c , <v t i n t 
truejaii M ^ M miawafliiiflinia^ifm mimfna-jniewwrn imsmwiflivi ImutnnfmiM u«9s lu 
(hi«imlHml9^0fmjjlv4iafiin?Siifl-jHinhiijjfn?iBti uasvm^aunwiTifl'i-nB'uaejjil Ifio 
flaammi fl-sjKjnejjjafall 




Parent Informed Consent Agreement 
lananSu^TOwauriwi'uiiiwTfmm'si&j 
ma r̂an: nitu^ninmfiauina uas Hilnfiis-j'liii'Uflfn-MvmjJ'Hifi? 
TUYIVIMM Tuaivmim 10 viqarnfiu vtfl.2552 
100/1251 fl.fbTuuvf UUVJA thninf A uuviijl Ins. 081- 8454115 
vaHiotiriiJ 'U'N?niili4flfn suiflimn? 
measls 'Hinvii'uiiii'iT'Qjjlaî fii?iB£)uviî T)SHa-3'ni9s1fiJi-3 siu'n^^eHims'ffai^owaititisinfiwluisvi'inms 
QBE) 
mianwiTW gifijjnjefmjjvmTuaTuimifj-a Minis libemeiJtnsjNiiitimaf-nneipmtivivn mi-amm 
I f I T I I 
maWaSinejAwm'Tniutisimlt) viTiwIflfiiianfmCi l TO na\i1iJa î4fiinmv1aiJfra™i?9nijfy™wi49-a maw 
wfaimflarmnnsiVi I'H'ifiejR^iSijl'O'iifi'Jitisi'ii'iiiijlfii^niiiflafi'Hfelil nism^iiliilfwnisiBEjafsiwfla-a 
1pifiimi^f)ininfivn-3l5-3ifeju?niJilfi« mslNmsiimfanaiJfliinnlm^niTiS'Eni asliiSHamzviiiriafm'lfiifii 
u?rm miauiumffa'u msSnifivifaNailislaifuwwtislpi'l'iJ'ua'j'niiiimsiJHi'HEnwiia'adi-al?! 
1itaflammaiawa?anj9wiiu1m9n?mChuniiYhyf)su^ 
\t fm i "IOTU" Tuianmiii vfJJiein^Hmir^ijlfii-jfiii^tjlyiiiysifltjaitTifTSJfiTlijlfis^finT^ofi TUfiriTuiflii 
<U M l 
I V 
MtminTgiaKaiJB'?,5}jgnMfiqMin»'«9-3OTt)siiiii?''J3j1tjIfi?-afn?iBt) imsa^imjuYmliuanfmu TihfiHhltm 
"'H™"lt4l9ntT11'U'HJJ10n'3Nm Ĵj1t4Tfl5-3fll1Il?EJlVlTl414 
Tfis^nTslaafiSwjJiafinlt iiasiPiflilisar^ania^Tfit-jnTslat) 
ilismnfmvi wim illmiainijmt^ggnad^fTTiwisfl •HTB fmttfi-n'uejmmn (Positive discipline) rf-amfulM 
ifinfn'ufilufi'uia-a flfniu}J-33Jt4a?ivnj fifiniinfn?iTn-3ai?iJQrfm}j1i?iam5l'ij{fniijfi'a-afm'iia-3Hau uasafl 
^qSmTiimTlwiiiJs^in^nia^mnS^MaTOtt-JHalwwnifiijyiiiil^ad^SiJTsflTiSnivi 
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Tuun-a TfimiJUYim?ittiminiifmfltoim imzmstthwiwiftiivim fnilln îTavn-jiJin thiil'ufmia?ij?rfu 
tfnysfliwfijw'ausjlum^qnpl^ilminfln^ 
mjfiiifmsjmltnfa^wimnfmiAfi yiauiivifaHlwfliYmt^iiImi^iJifllmman flslwrnumTsviififiTflEisiiJUfi:! 
fnetmii Ifiafli^n^WfiHfdme-JfmjJtSuiJ'uyo imsfliisjfle^mifliuwii'Uifm'ua-amn iSiiirmYnwu-jlufm 
trayvi'ihalm^nibsmjfn'iJJtrin'D liifniiJiWmmmsmJiimjumiiflijIa'ua-j'vnfii'in 
'̂uufni}j'H}Jit) îmi)?-3,ua-3 niitti^iiItiwiiinn^aniittau^^tjI'HilfiilTstTiifiiiJjJtiiltilRyl'H 
•iieuafmm im^fiiiwmmmnTiiJo^nii?tiIiJflwt4niimijl«ni0^^Qni^iIau1iiHm5wilyiyvii-35'i-jnitJ'Hfa 
<U <U 9 
Tsmn-awLlnma-jfiiiJifi 
£ d | *> < a q i rf <y til i a 3/ 3A=a <v Ul ) /w 
mBmi4fnT«aii?ri4e-3fmjj«0-3fn?Tn-3mafiTumiamutT-ma'uiFifi ma lul^fmu-stjii?^ HITIEJ wonm? 
ainu "niitt!'i^iijamiiQfim0ff-3m?ij'wqHfiT?}jat4wilismHsue-3iafi" w tnvtiiJHiJfifisa^ fmauswCi 
•unmiaiimiraa-afjfi \mlulWTmi'uiii-a mjiimau mweimwuinmiwriijmjvt'U'fifiijan imsTmsvm 
fffutmnimufmiuTviM uanflifm maviTOi4ii^i4atiinniiaiJi>j^^£jWviaim'Hilfifiia-3'H?aHl,Hfiiima-3fisafi 
•u * J <u 
mttm^fmmnail'a^Tswi^waj'uifm'ua-aifm mimawiflnaa'i^flitasmii'mmmsfiviSiflfi 
niwlfi'siJi'Bfyl'Hinn^iwlfit^mnaowimisqtMtruijarimwisBfjjfi^Piam'M 
ijflivmnunja^vhuflnyiaip'ua'uinfivitu 'h -u lau^^H Iflalf^n^vhiBaCi flsinnfiu^TnilauH 
^B^ammjTUfUJ Mvcifi m-jnTwuviTUfn IwofieiifmeiniJ ^HhiiuTflUfmift) flsjeiauinjuvifltraij 
viqflfmufmififj^iJfis'Hfn'u flimitiwi'otiflsfiPimiinjayjuvmi'U Annuii aitnmjmDSJj'uiniiJfmeimj miHfi 
1yai5 îJinmaff̂ iff?iJviqim53JaiJ îJ?s;?r-3fln)a-3iJ?iiiV!iiiT4'tja-3yiiy vm-afifa fn^ i lau^^Mlu imi tmYi 6 
Stiineju w.fl. 2552 nm 9:00-12:00 tmruu HmfiifiiiaiJtJJiispiaiJuiJiJiTeiifnjj viciifmufnimu^ijeisvmTU 
• P 
*» <a a j / y - o i ' I t y *» t e i »» s> <v *a *» cs e£ Vi j a «a a 
^fflifiu me rmjnua memimaii'uejjjm ufmHinniijfraaimj jjvtqwninjfnsinti-jgijfl^vmTumu liJmvif(vn^lH 
vmwnlpifDfmeinu 
iJ'SsTau'Mwmpn'iosliafijainTfiî mtioEJ 
itasTawflawilhihjmy'lfltifl^ fiaa Hi^i-5um5^liofis;1^?iJfmjjfmjJiijJinfimTaiJ53jlyi?a-a m? 
HfiiiTaii-amn ^aa«Tiuwfi^™iBam^^^iifTw^miliisIoTOe%iwviima'ua^fii?llfii'uawi)'3n Ifialw'iatifhKthu 
q o / A A l i i | i a ' A O »* • e^Vtifaf A V v 4 »*•=» a/ o If) f I as l *S c a» ^ <=j 
Iwivumi tu mnnuii fmufinmuimsDaynfli-i'nYilfiiiitnnmsitiofii'iu HiiiatisinlilibiJib-amefmiTiemjj 
itasflviswaNinvu'l'UfifaflaliJ f-afuhitpm wmi^jjfni^alwtrfi-JiltsTawrfaffitJTin mems'wai'U'm-a™ 
virralwmjfmma-afl ua^Mtny ATuao aai-a2ibs:miSfi'ma'-a?rfl vifeiiluibslaTuViefhuiiij TfltiHnrn'iinfiii 
1lj]||flJlJ?S;lt)TOTf)t)R1-3) 
in-Jtmil tna STJlfnuism I 'm. 081-8454115 e-mail: maifia@gmail.com 
Vila U'Utmil'uVlAI ElUffllJfln? Tni. 080-0595500 e-mail: momcute@hotmail.com 
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njauan mmn Im-jfmitiEJ mains Itnruvn-mnfnileifJNTiitnis: lynMwraainimfifl YieEJiie-aHiinnsj 
Tulfi^fm'jflMihn'itnjfifia ims;}jjJiwtnitmfiiiifiiitfiaiiuoijnffiiJ?iiims^ownyil?nnfimi^fni'3titimyHTii£j 
tismvirfmfnTiJewnJBJjawafnTififi •uentnfipntimmi AShjuHWYmuft-aHavilAtnfiuiJija'aiJtny 'uauatisifin 
autyii wmtiwIuTm-an'm'afj aiwisciciawniaaninnTfl^mrjaalAintiaAntn TflaasljiSwmaVIei'i inflow 
WlfoffaU0f^H)nWl8uuawm?™mi1 iDtJ (Informed Consent) 
nia-Jiln: fnamniniltfia'uii'm ims wilnfita-alwi'Ufim^iyiviuvnfi? 
?UYia<nnu. 
fiauw«sii-ji4ijjlulij3tit)ajjl'^inifn?i9e)fi {rmifh. 
NiJfifi5a-3iua^ fl.£y./fi.K uniloii'iru l^fum? 
afiuiatnnwitieJfl-nemibsa^fi'iia^fm^EJ TBfmititi Yiaiflinmmtnfifmiflo TiJJvnibslwuwn?mfDsififl'iiii 
flififniifloeeii-msjiatifi uas3fmia(ntafluai 









( vs-inuarqa ehim<a-3) 
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APPENDIX C 
Teacher Informed Consent Agreement 
UUurtwrasaifflBWm (Subject Information Sheet) 
ilau fitufmsmjauirm l TT^ifatjl 
1 41 1 • 
italfmn'mq'a: HantsYiuma^ mtaiiTUHilnfiia^ifa^ msalSnilmS^inmwB^imuviqeinntig'ufla 
ilistr^flua^iHfi: mfu&iiniflfiauma ims wdnfna '̂l'uinjflm-JiviyiiJ'Him 
V t 
maasl? vnniimfti'iijIm^mTiMiiYnufisfla^VhBslsiJ'N siyin-a^BAiias^aiawiaioiisinVimiluiswi'Hn'n 
V i t i> 
miantn^u aifljjnjafmuviYn'ueTuimitH luiuilt) likaaaijaiiJHiiimnaHvitJHifitJ'n'n'im^fm'u 
t V • • i • 
malMaSintiti'Ufiiiviiuflsi'uilt) yiTUflslmuiantnifi l TO naijIiJa'iimiJTumBiJ?ninvnfaniifljiRW'ua-j man 
vifaiJfifinwTiiufBn Iti^EJ^Sultii ifnifismiiJjlfiT-jfnTiMvifaliJ niimiiijluIfii^miiBejfwitasflB^ 
1«fum?3nni9inni-)'ta-aifB'ussi'ijjiJn« nislaitfii'iiJTifBtiBuwiinnTfli^msiSim fislu'fjHamsviiisqafni'lflf'ij 
i ifmr m^aiJiJja^trau niT^ni)i'HfBHJiil5sTei'ifi3'wM'39slR?iJ<«a'3'niiJimsijR5'H{ii,uii«adî lfi 
• v 
Tiliflama-aaitjijaTOnfB^vnuluiBna'iTCiiiiiniivhu^ 
d fh i i "YUM" ItuBfrnisCi iiiJion^HmsiijTfis-jnii^BolusiwsmueitTittijfiilijTfiT'jniiiflou "MifiTiniiiQu 




ibsmnimw wim ^SmTBijimaej^anam-mfi-atmfi wf a niTa'!i«'umi-3infi (Positive discipline) rf^itrfuW 
ifinuTua mwuia-a ufnijjjj-wuaeivi'U jjfmuaaifl'm-aa'isiitu frnu hsamitiiifmjjaB-jmmia^HBy uasafi 
wq«n?5ijni5l^fiiiu^iJU5^VB^ilin^Ma,iua!-)HalMi«ni9ffymijTfl8di'3SiJis3'nSni« 
fl')naiii«ir'niia'5i^ium^iJQn,'fiBm5iJflij«flBifinm!(iusH'nnia4i?t)iJ5l«e)iJ5ifft)inniTliffiiiij 





•ueunfmuf im^fmufniifii^n 5iiia^nn5fTiIiJtT'u\4nn5i3ijlpi,u0^yiini,unl̂ E),l3j1,fni5,nil'tiiJvii-ain-ani£j'M?a 
BaltimTisfniJi-jI'vtaaTuiiil'HifififlfmumifrajinS-Jw ^tfwa^wamsviijfl'aanimyiSmmsfniJjaiJinJE 
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m iiiJyinfnjdQiJiJ^n^ciiJil'Hfifn^ijTfiiflijfita^ BHIA Sfmutru iJssjtru 
ffiiijjffiii!)lunii^fi'Hiims,H,ui^fii5^ium8mijIpii9iiwlwd qfofmyiijflfiaflsitesmj 
I a/ 
I u u ^ 
I lh'juu'wouimin'uiJinYHfla ineiu mvhnwsiimennu IQ EQ moon^on i w 
|lQ,EQ,AQ,MQ,SQ 
I IQ = Intelligence quotient VmiHtUfnilJftmAVmfTflllflJfin 
I 
fifllflinnoiumjQ^mejijmje'iyiJih iJnflfmedvi 90-100 iilu 
: i f i fmuBi miaiui^tiu fhinai u f l ' l i J l& f l i i i ^ ' n iw 1 J 
1 
I fmwnim IQ 
I 




50% mfmomfmQU i w miraaw fmjjfnfmije'ueu 
mii£Bsinj#0wnail,HfifmaTU 0TH15fl71l1̂ TMJJ 
Ifloiiivnsj il?n chinas* IWIMJIJ mwman lelelm l ibwu, 
ihsmjfmcuVh^ iwrnnfmrnu oonma^ma rhftannu 
nmj fmvmTu msii'U'nmaib fmwl nwi^vuvou , Imfa 
<u QJ <u <u 
urnuCitufinran), jja^muqflifhmao*, tfuwflmjffafljj * i « 
I 
I 
I * <? ~~* 
| EQ = Emotional quotient f l8fmUflfnfm"N8'mJfU - - 1 
|fmufjtnfmn0i7utut?ifi'fU0tin,li SIMPNU ^ . -
11. jjvniffiy? 400 fmnm* Ian nibsmjfniufnisu imuuem'umiiiimejfufmafni 50% 
{2. ^luifol'uffluiJfYqnifitTfl nfimjjiljn 450 fiu UTU 40tl ih&m'mliiihsjmj 
(fmutfuf fjluviwlijinainij IQ umSu 
- flQiufnuiifllumifaniinunnuwfl'WTh AQ 
- mifnuqjj0i5ijfulpiill EQ 
- fniinnnufiu0u IPIPI SQ 
3/ 
, 3. foij?mn*iinwjinfi&miJ?fljfini8n 80 fiu nuinoifrmnf flfaimijfus^nmffoe'ia 
170 tl wuii EQ imsfiiiiJtTiJJiiom^^fiJJiiil'i^iJ^stYiJfnijjtfiiiflluQviv'w uasS 
I vei^owinniiniiiJiT'iimarm IQ 4 mi 
| mrmuui EQ m 
I I 
I a/ a a* s><a =S d a »><a d i <s s/<a a a ia 
• innl99i5ijfuii0^H9u mueni'HiilDWfju mwflieii maivmeHau leiluiinjji Ifrfam 
I • fniifi3J0iiufuu0^9Tui0^1^ Ijjwumjyimjuri'u Ijjoisijfiftruuiu Idltffmijtmiifh 
I 
Ijjuiifnumf'vii^iul'uilDfliJij IjjQifn Tmi wfeTOJifffilnmmiliJanlflroiJ'U'i'u h 
iitJumeSfTtnumifuoitJ iisiflvmufiiJ'iiJim© uasfjsdfliinail'Hfl'm'us'u 
•a *H v 
iithmsj'UMai efmu nsswefefu lu'maom ihrnminuiiliififms 
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niW^ufrlwfmwuaifl^imuilndswiaOnQ) 
iBwnm'a'MWMi EQ uueuBgiJimfinfniuB* fmwm'uejmuin nm 
i 3> 3* 
<=io/ i ^ s d Q a> d d a* d <=S a/ o'a'«=i 
uen0emv)fl miPinm'u BisjjfuifimiuniJB'iiiJfUHramfi 
q j q j 
1 I 1 Co l 3 / d 
• IjjrfeinllnwB'H'uiillnfiueu'n nfeigpiiillaiimaiiniifiiiQUTHfBWUB^ 
• i 3J 
I • ntntifiYisifnsnu«0^1iJeiiJJtui^o«nijafi 
• liiiJfiile^jjifimiiliJ wiisqsiiiliftflnnnflTimjs imHtuvnliiiSu 
• lijflijjlfmmnfumjlil *nf BffoainfUfvuliJ 
qj 
q 3> d V*S i a / d i W l 9^a> 
• miPiniitfniMiiQ^m'uw miumivuiva 
qj qj 
3f 
• mn9i5Ufuf9'ul'0^!viii9'u1jjf1jJ5 Itiifju liiBisufuitfowiiJifh 
i - = S | a / d *=i a/ 3 ^ a / i d t *H £% a s a / a / i /=S<=1 
| • wnvTfi5smoinuafniitm«nuwmnffi wu 7-8 me%4 i?jj"m nmiJibsYiTUB'ivnf qm 
liiifvu l "jhliwriflTu 
<r I VI i q i*=*<=s A %J VI i d i 3> 
• miPi fmtu mu ihsonij m IvQBYifinwê ittjJB liJ imismfwwBflTU 
q qj 
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wipn "niifr?i4iWM3>ainnwfMm9sj 11 
gndauiilutfTuiJ?sjn0ijf?iflfy^viilTifiT3i "nwvnh" mmwuvv mantn 
urffni^w'auwSnnfiij^ijyajjVhTin^^ 


















l l *=**=! d I 
mum wim iBmieummo^fiafiBan 
(Positive discipline) TNitmjltfifmS 1UE) 114911419-3 UfniU3J-33J149?IVn4 UflllUftAIA 
n)9̂ W9i4 nasjapiyit)wni5ijfni tofmiquu^ 




wram lem rmfm^Tummmn" AomiiJfliJflfloifmTuin'usHvima'JiioiJi 
lfiEJiliifTDinfiii1sBffnijjii4iii-3 Ifieimi4i1m?it-3ittfuiBfn5^9tni imsmsfrfi-a 
fmijmjwuE msSniiTmi'Minn ^ii)ijniiitT?jjitfi^iiniJ^tti'H?ii'W9im1i4ni5iJfinp1^ 
qj 
m1t)if9^^i4inniwniN9itiJiif9w1iid^fTfi^ii4ejmiJQn1iiiinan fislwiiiiJifmiAi 
<y t i q j 
mnTflejiiiJUfisfiigimfi T^£)fli'u^^ffn^ftisi)0^fiiiJJiili43Ji4iJttiia^fiQiJj^0^fnif^ii4 
^T4Ufniu,HJJie)inimD?-36u0^ mi t t f i -n i feminn n^Qm^ttau^^iulm^n 
ltesmjfmmfiiif lTfwlwfoijafmijf imsfmufniiriiUfi iiijfl^msmftjmj'un'ii 




qj <<J u 
mitrfi^iiImi^iJiniiijnijni^lTifiiiiieijeiiuaslMuuiTii^flEiQfi^'Wfliiiinii 
a/ i o/ <4 &> y q • 3/ rfi «^a « <=j 1 a 3/ 1 1 to 3/ j | 
mâ an fMuwiamifwufniaw mtuwauwii minfififmsisinej lnvmim mimfuih'mj'io 




Mil s/ «-> v ^ u • i f 
fin hiiioiifuicMifM lulvfmuiuim 
4 
q j <u 
<*3 q j 
9£ mifunnun mfuimNYHia'uiawmeflntn innioierui IfifintTPiiiJQ miumi 
qj qj qj qj q 








Jmsfrfn^TuejmiJin ' M f Minan^miiJaeejl'^iPiniiiBslinlfi'wiijliivBiJ 









Jnisfrfmijflminn <0w if 0^nj0^ni?ff0i4yiifiys;1'Hi^fi^fl^lcniJl^fi0^™ 
imitt frntfaminn <0w ife^intnmjfmur?imfufmutrmiifl uasfmajijru'hjTH 
ifmiws)Afn?nimflTUfmfUYi,m,m« 
mittfuiTjamuin m if awo^miflBijltffflnfmuijimmYi fmlu'l'iSffmiJsiMn 
V *$ ** 9 3 ^ 
fmnncmmiDW0'u 
fmifrnwlimnflftinja^'uia^ pfyiB3Ji4ueĵ %! irasmiifniYiHB'u 
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THE 101S: A GUIDE TO POSITIVE 
DISCIPLINE 
101 mflijflniifrfMitfmv^inn 
1. •HfTnfni f l lMl l I 'Ml le- j l 'Hiy (Make a Big Deal Principle) 
frnvhliiiijtaife-alwd na mslwfnijjfl i i l^minnnijfin n nmvifin n fhfT-aflvjqinf ?u 
u qi I qj I * 
fiwiJnniewa^ms lemmnNflmjnrt) me w^aunfuan n iivie/ujj f^n«l,o imsmij'tal'uehfin 
qj qj 4 l 4 < t l ' q i qi qj 
uinfifjn "nSfnijJibswqflfiminsmj mnunChfiijmsmJijmjijtwfjn n ilejutViqeifmufi 
muistru imsmumsmnjmjulwwqflnsiijfuvtmsmjinAwiJgEJ °i 
a/ i 
U ql qi I I 
niQiifimija^mniJjinfis^iaWuiJiNfinii^'Ufiii'u'ay^'Uiiijno'u iifnwuneaijQnQiwuomnTmm' 
q qi qj qj 
viEJiini'SPinui m •us^y-amin-ainnfis: njjfijj huinvi'HuiiliJfi'uiJfniuepiviii" isvuimmsm man 
qj qj qi 
i 2/ i » 
nil 
uenDifTu wilnfif Q p̂i'Q-al'HTenifTan n lumsflVimj'h imsmjiirtJYinfitsYian n manvh 
qj qi i q qi • 
lim-aviminsmj i w 1unfii^afi?fa-3fi'unim^a-3niidv!n)9-3mu5t!ilejifi'w wiJnma^miimciwfi 
qi «u qj 
nimnri "piauS'ua^mofiii^flni^aejinm'u^fipn^TU i49-3mejniJwSi)sini9£jTa "betas uibinan i 
qi q qi qj • 
mfmvnaen-a b uuraQTufmaeimn'Dnje-aan'nfis" u?is:iu9?in?nim&pinfiwn5 Yifisuimg-am'u 
qj qj • qi 
V 1 3 / I 3 / 1 c » 3 / a» <=! i 3 / Vl • <=«=* <=* Vl 3/ 
Ifieen-amuisimj Himnig^neia^irtjmmn n meiYiiivi uaman n lutrumnvmBVimmsmj IPI 
qi qj i qi • 
HiJnfi?9^n?iiflu^a^uusimivii^1iianviiiB^mjJistTw1wniimunje^my^EJ^ 
ensjisnvimimi Qiiim'ml'Hfin <n lfYnQiwinminjiJflijfniifiij!nflfl'3i93 imsaaufulu 
qf I qi q 
^S a / -=i q &/ <d 3^-=S <=S Gt o as Gl i 
wanpnjjjJiuQ-amifiPifTV! taue-aenie-a fin =1 'o^mncuwnvieniJin mmsn^vniie-aenia-a mueifis 
qj I qj 
3/ i • V S> 
f in Tf-miimib smimsai man °i IflmQnvi'DsiJgiiflfl'u Tumamsflieia ill euiiinfi'U'osinEJ 
ilan?1^lM3ni9uf)wSfiiiijfiJNpiOTiJ^n^1iifinwfiQi)jnpi!'flniin,l\iiltu'Hi imsitrfimri-afmij 
qj q| qi qj U 
3Ju1i)1win?inIfi£)^fin1ij|'^'iiiNinminirT^nnfra'u ^oMul^i t fnusmfhulufnui imlauni 
qi qj qj q| qj 
innm?iiann?m i w anfiuiiii-3l3J?njJi?£iiflufiiiSfmujjijls)lijpni0'3l^mcj-aiifiHiJnfi50^u0n 
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•ii^Q^iilwfiwSfniujj'uls) ii9i,iTnwsmfiius)SJin*!i?u1fl!nnm?^wiJnfii9'3ff9u liini^I'D Imh 
qi I qj 
qj q qj I I 
qj ' • v 
q q 3/ q a/ -=i *=s Q 3^ q "=i QJ *&£$ *=»/=! 
qj CJ • <U qj I 
• mjiueifln i leiofmiw mainiimflfmfuvtan <n mQnMflsSwqimf jjviiiimjnfei nimiiiru 
qj I qj 4 qj ' ' 
q| • qj qj qj I 
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2. 'HanfmmEUiU'Unfin'SIU (Incompatible Alternative Principle) 
nnima^iiiijn!)nt?i)R9ni5^HiJnfif0>3mi49n!)nf?3J0di'3MU'3lMiin^iimiiviqinii3j^l3J 
qj qj P 
minsflfuim-aan wf0 mmiiKfiHilnflig^liJlfHfn^Yifin n m^rnae) martin 'Dslimimiflvh 
q| qi <V ' qi qj 
TNq^nmî liJmjjisiTUpiolillfl rati mmilnmmmMfinmimi^mm-jVfMMW'um vin'm^sinej 
I qj qj 
OTdiiTiu^NiJnfiiQ^^siinwI'Hanfiu'UiJ'HEJfiiijnQij^/'uo^ wdnmo-anmuiifliNemufiflflU'iJ'UJji 
m qj <u i <u qi i i 
qj qj 
. . a/ . 
liJfiwqimiwfiNiln^awe^mitmfifl^'u irasln'flWSmifn uasmejaiisjfinilnimqfimijjfi 
if i 
11 I <=»«S *=! o G » 3 / *=a d l / | I Ifl a ' ' c» 3 / *=»*=i 
mmuismjije-jan iBuwefiBin^'m man <n naprnqeifmim mminsmi l?mm>meimum TB 
qj qj I <t I 
uff^llll4f115aSJfl'31JJiTlil1O1D1f1,Wq^n?1JJ^1lJm3J125tT3J€U9^an0npll'3£) 
•votfimunia-aivifi'Ufiii lia Hilnmawawnni)miijasl'bnenijfi?)n <n liitrmiscivhlfllii 
u qj qi i 
nfnmEjQnunu-wq^niiij^ljJmuistTu ww anfiu'H'U3fls1numtiwuul&:9Trni wilnfn e-mi 
I qj qj 
i}if\m\wmf\\iuiimmz1if)\i\ni?\t)m'i'viiim <n mma^wmmsiii mi isafiljjframfifnslnii 
<u i qi • <u 
111 imsfWwmiin ^\^\mimimi^ii\nmmuf}v\r\f\\iYtw\^4f)mmt'l9\z wiJnmâ £mm£iyh 
qj q qj qj qj 
<=H <r CV V l i * r c V l f l i 3/ 3/ If) I in 3/61 *& <v \ %) 
fiugunuu leisanvn'JMnsfjn mtnwnfuais ws; 111 imsiifln^gupfgu 111 la lunaiiflennu utncn 
q qj qj 4 
fmm'ufa-jmti^mSJ5U iwisafifrmisale^Mfuiin nl i l uasl##eumisTfl£lil1fllun?nifl{nfvu 
mawiJnaia^mmmiJwnenemiiinnii nia^swaniiitafniimnimf-a ueiwilfima-aEruaei 
qj qj qj 
Ifin^nnanvT-jfTe^ Hiln^ia^iisllmaufiniim^muniiniiwem^lima^^svrya^^nolijliTHafi 
qj qj 4 
ua f̂nilflem^vruYmvi 
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tu> a V d§ at I 
3. ramnn mni-aiaanw^uinsman (Choke Principle) 
mstwvmraonmLnnurifin no mi^HiJnfii9-3ifnjQvii>3m8n^HiJnfiiQ^£i0jjfijvlpi'liinfi 
qi qj qj qj 
2 vn-a imsl'HlQmiTl'Hfinprpifiijl'omofi'Ji^siiiPiiiJvii-jmQfi'l'HU i w mowilfifî Q-a^B-amillnl'H 
qj qj 
fin'HPim'HQ-a'ui imianlu'aQuHh imu^wilnfiia^ii^QQn^i^-inl'Hma-aiiiiiisliJiJQPi HiJnmo^ 
q j q j <U I I 
frm-nnmufinin on l invi mo on 2 inmsmiio^'ih mofinmon wiJnfiso-anflig^ijnfn imilw 
<u qi ti 
fin miDTHo^wimon^uTvivifinmon mufn ravm Ism hmfin'OsmomjQ Imi finn Iprnpuin 
qi qj qj qi 
M9-3,uifliuflQiuibsfnflU9-aHilnfi?9-a momofin <n ^oirih'irmnvi'u leieAiJ'oimo imvm 
qj qj I 
Hilnfno-wuon-JiodrK vif9 wnin^iwnuulfluljJnNJJo wiJnnio^nfnmTnlwn-aiflonmjfin n 
QI QI HI qj • 
"in ios!Mfjacihej mo jjaim 
miwwilnfi79-3ttTwoyn-am9ni5-aiJinl'Hnuan n^Qlti'fifî ViS'uls) iilumfihvml'Hfin n 
qj qj qi qj I 
vminrfu bvmmm limiuin ita^Nnwu Ivmn n "HPî iPitrialfj vn-amonmmnviHilnnso-a'U'mi 
u qj • qj 
ifruoChsrhlwfin n ifrn^ivimfliflfniijfnmifltumsflflmj'ta imsjfnufiuS^ng^miig^ ims 
qj I qj q 
mean n itasfTiJfniijt!in!)1'uni5flVimil!D imsjymt'flnijwfiviflijjiji fin <n niof E/uî ^s-Hivn-j 
qj i qj ' qj 
monmiJinfliejfliniQ^TnnmmwaliJI'ua'U'me) ^{n-an^u^iiimmm^msfriwtffjminn ilu 
nno fin <n ifnvnvn-amon uasaflmitiimanYmfiflliimjehm-a 
<u • qj 
6U9fhna£U9-amfi'un'u fia yfa 2 nî mgntfuiag-aiilufiBgjjfunia-aHilnfne-a imswa^pnuin 
fla^inflitasIo^iJurifjnYfa 2 vmiaon uasliiSwfia'uemoeniiin i w »J9?jndgimivtasfijij9nfn 
ihuoiiu vmmonfin'nt'Hurifin no Ds?uuocihani0>aNilnmo3 nfo jjgimmowiJnfng-a vrfa ss 
qj qj q | 
ifrmo niwiiou mo fiiTm) 1jj,iiyii-3m9n1viufinnfriiJi5cî iiJCiuu1iJ9n -̂a'H'u^1«9£ii-3iJfi9Pinej 
qj qj qj 
1 3 / 3 / 1 q 3/ 4) d t l 1 1 a s < 4 ! <3 <=H !M d <=s d o q 3/ <=* 
uemiwiJnfif e-aTHYii-amonYi mtrufni iim iis^iiuo me iiztmmmufniMuinoiDvnminfi 
qj qj 
• 1 a ' • 
ilamilfloimlignftosoijgaffafiflui^en minsvjoninnfimslylflvhflTOfiNiJnmo-afla^n'i'j 
u qj qj qj qi 
wimfna-atu bjfnimnimoofin banwwu-afiiupiEn la 
qj qj 
^afhmuaniksmiwmnje^mniifn'unno fin <n ̂ ilejufftasmvn^iflenlMnijehie^lfl 
*j qj 1 qi 
• 1 V 
qi • q • 
iljjI^WniiDiQuwoiil'uam^lmoHilnnio^fr'iTiifrij'u ims vhtiimniml'frnQi^nifliiflun'um-a 
qj q qj 
ims;Sfm3jfn3Ji?filumi'piiia«'3i9'3 imslvimtmiifiiifrmumffu^utJNilnn^o-jfliiLlu^Ds; 
qj q qj 
ifnjeTn^men^Nilnfifo^eiOJjfijI^I'Hnufin <n un 2 vn^mon mmljluniiibsiitjVin?nl'uni5 
HI H| I 
mim im^liJEnninuliJfiiJ'nnlvifinfTiifru ims mofmifTuovn îfionl'HjJ vtfo ilnmB îisiiTM-a 2 
qj qj oCj 
vn^mon^Rilnfi59-3ifr'uo iMWilnfiio^muanQi '"Himiminra-a vifo-iiliiHilnfiTo^tfion" i*u mo 
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fvanaimiinjQUfi'u Hilnnio-amuii 'wnfniniinjoufi'uimi an <n fismuen l vnvi mo 2 invi fis" 
unvfu-apiQUWilnfiig -̂ii "usrauon 5 vn^imQfi9mfiiififii"mo'uuHiJnfii!)-3fninpi'3i "5 wivi l i i 
qj qj HJ qj 
SlmaenfitiJ on l \nr\ mo 2 wivi" aianfiwmmni 5 uivi Hilnfiio-atnimcmpm "on l invi 
qj qj qj 
wl o 2 tJivi mmimue-a wf olmta/uiJmQn" snnitasmjniialfmnWsiflnikineniewiija'u 99 
qi qj <*9 qj 
iilof iwemt'Hfinmon an îfionvi'DsmonYn l̂iQnio-a tin n pio^mi^flsmonosli^'i^ n Ivmei 
qj q| qj I • 
iio^inmito-a uasljJTivnnmi^monyi'umonlA vn^monmjmfiuvmmonfiwilnfno^oijfLi 




la uasflo^Qfhmnivn-jmon 2 vn-a^Q-aiflw^oeufunjo^viTu uanSiiitaslejTUurian n m 2 
vn-amen 
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4. 'Hanfmest'SfiQ'M mhwm (When/Then-Abuse It/ Lose It Principle) 
Mannif esliriau eslf M ^ m msuenan n Wyh?Mvi?)nfliifli4fl94vii1iii?ni)ri0u uni 
qi ' q j 
tiW9ijfuiflliifinvh1im>afimniflifl9-ani5 wu finflUMu^Q^mivtosm'umji'WQ'u imsilnmEvi 
q U <U qi <M 
'DsfuikmTUQTHii wiJnfi^Q-afnunifi^finiifinlpiii "movnwiinmfmmi ntninsn'klm'umj 
qj q i qj 
ivmulfli" uasmeanffailnuTBsei I'HHiJnflno-a'Wflfravipm-aiiiriQ'u u?ii0nijflio?f^fi?infl9-an'iiiosvh 
qj oCI qj qj qj qj 
qj qj 93 qj 
i 3> i V 
tnvmmihn IwHilnmowLmTugii Ufmvifl-a bw-a iiru "fiflmunjQu nufltrus'osnfl-j Ism^uu" 
qj qj q 
MIQ "um'svii ''i?ifJifi-33Jin,Ml'Qnfi'if viiw'unl'HmiBfiQu^iislilmw" 
qj 
ivmufiCi iiJumiiiJfin^l'HsinSfmuapivi'u imsSfniufiiHPi'weii IfmmiYiuvnim-aYimn 
qi qi 
t i t 3/ i 
st o 0 1 qy i d o-"=i 1 . *=* o "=» "=J s ' a ' si 3 / o «s <=s a ' *=> 
miiinm'UPi0-3iJgiiPifi!),uvii)s;vnmviiNQfii,fnpi9 f̂ni m i hrunmuiiem 1 am <n imsmsviimTutN 
fiflg^vhn'g'u iilumiml'Han n Ifliiinmumnifnifm^iniQm-j'b imslunjfusifltnmi'vnnmin 
qi • q i 
qj qj • qi 
'vnnifiiliill'finiJgmB ufl'fniwflo^miniQ^mnmignmQUQenlilriQi] unsme'vnnm'iyhi^vi 
o rf| 3 / o d 3^ 9 / C J U 1 3 / 0 G I • = * < = * 3 / V 11 s * S i 1 •=* <J* 
^niimeig-avnitnaiimi mnmifros tavn UmwwmifnflQ-jn'n an <n ^% IpiwnwiiVi'osfniJfiJjQTfajfu 
qi • q 
uasfiiiifiwnQniĵ 9^niinj9^v<ininim îms;ijnQiiJitTn'iî Qnmim'Ufii4nn'Hi4fi'¥QPisu9-3Piii9-3i5Ki4 
q qi 
j / y 111 i l l S/ 1 «» 5) A A \s\ \ ^ q 3 / => V l i q t S> I SJ ^ In ia y 1 
mini lu Ifimu nmns;ifnm8nviiDs mviTunmmitr^io-a mm'vnisHiJnfiig-avnajmi lu mmu 
qi 
vif9 mmimaQnaim'uiifi'UPiiflEn ilmfliuminflivniJimTnie-a fuSnaiiduijeei iiPi'nimi^lt) 
viTulmtT?<flm min'osSnfnmuuin^ liiWiilijmiisHiJnfiiQ-jliJ'HiijIijl'HmiiaiJ fin n us; 
qi qi ' 
ifeiuf^fisl'iJHPi^fiupiBNfi^pmjuToinmini'siiTiiQ^^iQ-a uasmnmiflsMibsmjn'ifainjQ-aiffi 
q j 




5. <HHnni?il£rfl<3fmUlsUlh (Validation Principle) 
qj qj I 
qi I qi q i qi 
• *> i 
an "i ifiuiTfj ^vjqiniiu^wilfifiie^fnpi'H^I'Hmfl^ii i w "qoiuiimlsin^'ii^'UQ-j'Ufiie^l'H uas 
lu'gmmsiraa iflumiisuQ^'uariia^flivaflfUYiQed imQgmn'Dsi'DQfiaiYfa i l l n naiim'tini 
q q j q I q 
aslifis miisj^iiiluiiaj im'nfi wl'aVimjjQUvmmjfvu iipifiaivfa liltfi^imNinaiieieuimiris 
q i qi q 
uasnmudma^srhnii'im ^4^^Cî n3J^^^yn^4^4Sfls''n^71lmf1yf1y^s;'!K^yl'Han1lll1lJlllaEJl4 
q <u 
9i5utu uasflwaimsjjfuvm'isam mi^wilnfii'9-aiJ!)fn'iHiJnfii0-3ni^^s;1iJiiinu,un uasan 
I q j q j qj 
fnui iom^un^f i f IJJIA iflum^lM^fuantunuan n n^wqlniiwMiInaig^a^mit'Hanyh 
u u qj ' I qj qi 
%> i 
mnunvmeillnp'I'ut'Han n ua^giisj^ggnijnlufifni'naisgd'i-nvm'isa'jj SfnimuHPi^eutu 
q| I 
HUTH ifniYmvifiniQWQ'u uasynemunqisiimii 
ni iuawniiutfhliman <n nia^miiasl? mgfangdi^li^dnii i jaifmjiJin minttfi-3 
qj I q j W 
fmumlDonuai uasfmufl93mfeu9<aan iiluniifTouliian'nifniJjmlsiniieiiiiQiims 
qj qj 
nnmanig-aehig-a anYinfiuSfmuefo-ami uasflnnufan wmflifle-annivtosilrjuffhgSij'm 
qi qj q q | qi 
J / 
917W&1 nimaenfmusan imsfniuwe-amf'ue^'winmiaQnjjiQdi-jmuistnj mwf^an <n 
qj qj I 
T^mswisanikintjIiJfVhQfiiJiejeisjjai'uasniimaVin^ehm^ raw liifiTUfloei^ufulmB ufa 
qi cu qj q i qi 
flflefnimffnefisn mflUfiCtostnmflgbtjl'Hfln n mlufrnman imsfmufltnmfua-aehia^lfl 
qj qj • qj 
Tpie)mî wiJfifi?0-3l̂ iflf'wvio5iJiej0iiijjQipii>j n ua^an <n rngtwan n 1fli1fjm-hfnimmi«ija-a 
q j I q j • q j I q j q j 
•ugmifTU fn?impi-3fmuinnlioo-3fni3J«0^mii imsaiujania^anmi ENtrmiinibmJfij 
aisufuma-aan ̂ uwa'int) man n Iflw0ijnaiejfn'mifnfjfluasinaimi3j0'iiijsuilnpi manpnti 
q j q j • 
miiseiijjafimsfmjjf^npii-a <q DQ-ĵ niJiJtfliJtnm l̂piopii-jpiQmiiitTPi-j'wq^nf5Jjpii-a <q njôa 
vnnim fl-au'uoiwiJnfna-a luuflrfl-afmjJiinl'DfnfmyQi uasfinmannja^an «i uai an n nssvn 
q j q | qj • qj • 
iBiiffPi-30i?jjai uasninwianmaiuuoonjjinJ'U'wqeimsiJvi lumuistru ma limna amwu an 
0î )!)s;̂ l!)n)T'i-3iln!ij0-3m0 î)s;5s;int)0i5utuIn7Bni0-3 î0-i ims mafiiolejnl^tiiHilnflso-alfl!' 
qj qj 
inmnnia^lniB 
tnmemii-avifin n wn^flwqflni^sjviliJivm'isa'iJ 00 msfianljJanminoSinejfn'miaTi 
q qj I I qj qj 
MfafiiiiJiaQ-jniinjQ^^iQ^lfl imsmowilnfi^Q-aljJi'wilii'iianpiie^niiesjIi wilnfna-aniislij 
qj qj qj 
ininiopioutnia-afmupi'e^mi'us-jtinlfl ^SwaVhTtf anSfmumf CJPI uasuawa'nufiiaaniJi 
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qj qj q qj qj q 
q q qj 
3Jiie3lvT9flminsifln-n>jfiMmniJ9niitvTvw^ 
qj <u q i 
annuuijn^fHig^lvflilg'iimilil nmuw'ngiMs^ijWnlimvhljjfinfvaig^lvTmninej m nfi 
q j i QJ • 
IjJIflfta'Ufl vif9Qi ims^imiiani)s;ilEJiJii,fi9ii3JQl'^^6u9^cin^fi^ad enaVtfnannijinin'Dsomn 
q <u <u <u <u 
19-3 Ivon mnsgiiutu-n^g^nEj-a lu mnnuflmi Ivivtufi 111 oianei-a wnn heiiuanie-jpnie-j n 
ssliimlsmimieslimimjehie-a uasnliJmiJiia^minijgiiJjfuiJ^g^iig^lfl 
3/ 
•ue î̂ Qjme îYifiiJfiS fig wilnfiia^iifliieifwi'Di-a <n i"mn n mflNflawiiasli vtfaifln 
u q j qj • qj • qj 
eaul i ims lien^nnssuflA-afniinnhlfumi Rilnnie^a<m-amuftn,u'lvmn n iiTKiqemiiuyi 
i V i 
ivmismj vjfawqflniijJYiNilnnia^mflvmlvunfl^uftaasli i m wtmiemiuinij wuenuii 
ijQ-airm'bJVMfl mi nsIniimua^itnig^m'u'liJ metvanfnvn'U'im uasinnnijinfinig^ehia^mi 
wtfii^fi^u^'eiiijg^viEjgouviiJ^wiJnfifg^flsiJQnlvT^tYiinaijId^^nig^^iiig-j wiinnia^ 
qj qj qj 
qi qi qj qj qj 
v if 
uiin^sifiTuviijauvi'u iiPiPiQiJU'uusiilaniQTTiuvi'u uasnmjnja^ifmtvniimai ?i9ufimunsn 
qj qj q j qj 
9nviiiiiaiU£fis"1i4ni^uaiwiJnfii9^ii9n1vfannaii3jniI^viiij0iviiiI^£j1wiitT^^fiiii)t6ui1i) unn 
qj qj qj 
^ ^ n ^ a d n i m i i i i f l i m i <n uaseisutYfl-awqflniiiJviliJminsmj vif ewqaniiiivisiWiiinii 
fiTUjeia^miuewimfiie^ mmwun'unny an'osifi'nflmj'mjfi'uiin to mi^s^iTfniwiJnfifo-a 





y v 1 
uaminii mfiufiw^^e)tT'uiJttiiwafiJ'Hi4Bfiivi^«isjv!'3i-3Hilnfi50^ imsupimfiTU mi 
utf^n^mlSliwg^NiJnnig^syhlvmn n Sfnim^amituffowilnfiia-a iiwiJfifiiB^mlsifniu 
qj qj • qj qj 
wiQ^miDO-amnifii imsfnuiioflBumjQ^fliiuiao-amine-ainilR imumiimpi^fniumlfliiQ-j 
•n 1 
wilnnig-amj &jvhtiiirm£jiJiimmfTV)tiiad an <n flsiani'iwiJnfiig-nn imsflamuwinifn infi 
qj qj q» I qj qj 
fmjji^fiQiiQumeQtjnuHilnfiis-j imian n nSsutr^giiwfumiimvimuggninifluwqiniiJj 
qj q qj qj q j I I 
vuMinsmj an =1 u\i®mz\Y\f\nviiuv?) fimj-iilumiiimj imsyhmjJYiHilnfiia^aiJiim^tTa'u 
q j I qj 
"oinilistrumiafuQ-aHtiiu flivtPiniifulpiTJi-j^HQiutTiJJiinlvmfi'UfivtanmiuiTPi-afmjj 
q j q qj 
3f 
mils) tfmmswflmjaniiaai-diliJivtflmiwiTu qj q i 
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6. WffnOllMfmWfhfiaJ (Belong and Significance Principle) 
u <u I qj qj 
q dn S-3Piî ci !>sm^?Ti)ijifind1^fiiliJl^iiJfi-ii3J5tfimvia0i)iniNQnmi m j '"wa&mgiilfiSfj 
vh-niJ" 
<?[-niYi3f)mf\mmzmir\m jjuuovinfiiiPi'D^fniiilwtTQU'H'u^lwmfiu SfmjjfltnfmiS'u 
fmumjfnvn-agif JJCU ims f̂iUTJOq'Ynnmi an n flsfflniiynnmiSfliiim'imij SfhimuTufm 
qj • q j « 
flVimj'U uasfinQiijfTiiiiiolunii^ioini-aiulwiJiiJimsfii9iJfif'ilMmis)iTJjij?9fla an^SfiQiiJ 
qj qj 
a* </ &> s'orf rfa; q i $) A <=s 3/ q a* 
ui4fî vn-3Qmjfu imstNfiu 'osi'iBiiafiie-jfmjJttwhoai^tmjistnj ims'vnQUYi'osiitjm irasm 
qj qj 
fmuiQjjSQniiHilnfiie-jQm-aiPiJjlD mfii!fi£hsvh1i«imnwgim' ffif i ieufifi enYfaeĥ hmJanfta 
qj qj <u 
a/ *=a o> Q ty q i i a* 2/<4 q J/ a/ <=i 1* 
fmuiuwpi^Qii fiymu'uID imsYinns lum^ofjnuniiwQw mnimn «i enpna 
qj q j qj I 
Hllflfl^O^flPlllfl-Jllil'UTJIli nf9lv!fl?!)lJfll''3lpnJ1'a^H'Llf1fl59^tnjJ1Ifl3JDU'HJJia<l'Hlllu 
qj qj 
vmivbg^n n mgfhsvhliimmfhlflfm ^Qnmnflfi'3niJ^n '̂tij'l̂ fin '̂vinlcHTJiT4,ui?tJijl'o£j1 î' 
qj • qj u 
snnitasmjni?fu,ue-awi?fl,u ^iwlw'HQ-JileiiJ^tiniJfiJ'iejtTiiJiiflflnfJijfliifiiH'WQij-jiiJ'uu 
qj qj l 
mm? 
qj q j 
ffobavm^g flsiflunuiifin mzim]nmm?\?\mmi\i 
Nilnfise-atruma ihimgm^fifl^mjfiirmliJKlAgm^Mmsmi 
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7. "HaflfniWQOTl (Get on the Child's Eye Level Principle) 
vmnmiua-aen na msfiwiJnnia^AflisaiJ^iJilmsAiifny^nia^n uasKihiftenfi 
<u qi 
liuvnanfiTMPifiEjniififi <n maif ajjfliiwmjwus •MiliimfimifffnQiJfiuimsiiSuflpiilu'tfQ-anfn^ 
<i qi q qj • qi q 
adniJHilnfna^ 
viiJi^viananBdn^nis^wilnfiia^iJjajT'ti'uijnnQfiiiffii^l'uy vifafmilfjnFta'wq^fmjjfi 
I'HjjistTJjI'Hiin'an <n iwinsfjsmjmaSlan'm HiJnma^a^raiftavilvtdlunii ' ihran n 
qj I qj V qj • 
iJfiuilamjwqflniiijlA?jmsiH^iNqflm?iJvi1m^ 
imfis^miviwilnnia-afiatjun hmqeinsiuvi wimj"ismjna>a?jn n aiumfnejfmwfnmuEVifln'Li 
•vnnifiiila mnsnii^HilnfiiQ-jautraiJfin n tuniaisvian n 3u wfe^lussmjviehn'iiwilnfise-a 
qj q| I qj I q| 
SJSYIIIvmn infmHiJnfiia^3J9iui!)i'Huafniwinifn A-aiiii an n aiMsuimnnyvn-aAua^ 
qi qj q| qj ' 
Hilnfiia^iSufniufiflQ fmulitoeu imsmi'fleflh'u fin «i QTo^fiiiHiJnfiiQ^ljJinrnnifii wfa 
qi qj i qj 
9ii)SfniJjf^niivnnminnfniJfiiJ«ii8Pinfn ^iTijmfi'UfiniiJjQ-jpnwSfnijj^ifitupii-a^mfiwnfi 
qj qj q U 
qi 
vhlwan n SfnijJi^nQimil^fufniufnjIfl^nnwiJnfi^e-aam-a^^ imsf^iwiJnfiia^Sfmul'n 
HI • qj q j <u qj 
• V i 
imsflinimi^flliiniminifli f̂)SYhtwni5unvUj'wqfln55iJ'U0-af!n q vhlfuimru imsvithmy m i 
3ja-3PiitinnaTWPinijmi anflsSmjiilunisytawiJnfne-ainniJ'u imstninioiniiil'oufisl^eijnii 
qj qj qj qi 
y | in a' rf *s 
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8. Waf l fmfnfmwi i f r f l (I Message Principle) 
SI 
vfrnifmef-afmulfln m niigSinfJAQmhma-ailenj <n n\mniiwiJnn59^ftfn0£mvbnii 
qj ' qj qi qi 
wqlimiiivi'hiiviij'ismjnig^fjn wafiflnjjmnig^qflniiijirufiggs'b ims wqinii'UYiwiJnfno-a 
PiD-am? manilfiuprnviufiQas; b im "fiamuitrn limuraejfis naTue^uiejspianu'H'u f̂Tgyvi™ 
q i <<J q q j 
itt?mf\i\mmLfl\}miwwwftti\im\i™nsz%mizvim6mu vh1mig^sii93i5"minimsa'niJin 
qj qj 
q q qj 
Binfî 'ue-amou niiii49-3nie)^n)9>3ifiiJ3ji!)inw9,u8^m9\Jios;iiil'Hm8ijTniiB ims$93fmi9TU8-a 
la'umj uaii49^niein\iM9unflsYismsmj nmmrag^milmjg^monjglYiiymgij imisglMmgu 
<U • qj <u q qj • <U <N 
e& q o/ *=S 3 * ^ a/ 3/*=S 3 > ^ ' *S &*£ i 11 
isiimulim-amj imsisejinvi'OSflNififl uasnm^fnimtYnnjg^wgmin'ug'U'BsifTngm^ limn 
I I <U <U q i 
%> 
fhwpi wiominisyhmg-aehig^ mflUflCtas'ibtmgiiTHan <n Imiejufii niinisvn<iJ0-ai'nnm'i,osfl 
qj m I qj 
» i P 3/ 
Hnvipmjjji imswHa nisnu nufmuifTn<iJ9-aw9'U9Mfnj9 •uan^nnu mnijfiuEmneJNilnnig^ m 
qj qi qj qj 
niiMfjfiriqiniiiJ^ldmiJisfrjj^g^iinimsitTfwtTfi^viqinfiiJ^mwistYjjlTiniifinlfnijnai 
q I qj I qj 
' . 3 / i 
*si a/ «^ o I < r i c i V l i q 3 / q &/ 3>*3 3 ^ 
leiennu %aem °i tninio'UTiJismjmifuivmTU hJhf lumifluinei imsfneufnfnijJifTnijgwgii 
qj I q qj q| 
imsapimj IfnTosjiliss-wq^Piuoaî  b viiQilmjeiemwgvmm-a bmmigaiiunuwgu lumeiniitu 
> oCJ q j q j q j q 
V i . r 
Igthmunig-aiYifivmil fta mi^wilnfiio^gSinywa^pnuininn^q^niiu^liii'Huisinjnjg^ 
W qj I 
an n imsmi,utTPi-afmul'f,fi'U9>3wilnfii8-ilpiJjm?Ki3imej>3i1aiJ n ssihmiHiJvhl'Han 1 ehln 
qj 1 qi qj ' qj ' 
1 S> 
vl̂ wilnfii9-39EJ^ lupmenu imsvnpnuyiHilfifii'8-3?i9-amiuinmimii linsmiPI eign •Higmiuu 
qj qj q 
.=1 <a q 3/<=u=i rfiirfj *=& %>e=i as a/ o <=» q 
ifla-a iu9 mBU8ai-3Pi8iu9-3 an <n 'Dsiia'uiYiusisjjpiisQ-a imstniiuwqemiiunjg-aei'uig^ lunan 
fiwilnnig^fl'U'uaVaiiejii <n m i r a n ffitnjJi5tm£jn99nlfl'3iuimo-3uiilu'uii^ej-3^,D?^^ uasiilu 
wiiaeĵ ^wilnfi59^K1tjnniim^^09nn^gn îjm1ui5^aijnj0^wiJn9g0^ î,nspifliJi)innifn5s'vinsu9-3 
qj qi 
ehanig^ imsiilu'uimo-a^wijfifiia-aflsjl^lumf U9nfni3j«8-3mf no-awiJnfi?9̂ 3 imsfmifmj m%r\ 
qj qj qj O 
gBuiejfnujiamig^HiJnfiig^o-aiilij^naEJi^man°i lflt?£jmci>raniiutt?N9i33j£Uimsfmu 
qj qj qj • qj 
^9^niin)9^iNinmii€^1a9eji^iTi3Ji£fT3jlunfii^winmini^S8iiiifuliimaiJ9n^ia 
3> 1 • 
«=4 ^1 1 ^ ( 1 q 3 / a»a/ a/ 3 / ^ 3/<*l -^ <=i 3/rfl 
ivifiufivjDs^EJHnHul'Han n iiina^tnpi imsfnpiipnfniuitTnii9-aN8'U mnwaviBH9'u 
qj • qi qi qj qj 
m1t)fmjj|'anims;fmiJ^94ni7ni9^^ii9-3 Sfmufijwpi^giipio'wq^ni^ijug-a^ig-a imzmimu 
qi l q 
9i73jfw imsfiQiJJiJis^q^nj9^^ii9^viniJSi'HaniJ3JfiiiJjfliitlui)inmnni9£j?Qjjniiy9i4mfT^fijj IPI 
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q qi w q 
uah fin n fmlrniwotma-iej stfOlĴ €£û l'̂ -̂ l?eĴ 4 imsflmjift'umiilej'U vnnfifUFi'slu'HO-aifeju 
qi 1 qj q qj 
m^n1#mi?rfi-n'um5^uinluM0^?y<u!'mmQ fnmfnnmijii^llbfntnijlvfdtum'stn'i^ 
q qj « 
flQisjmjmjEvififiimf) n ims'ibejfifi <n wflJinYn-af i-ama 5?i1i) uasvmi^imsinnn'iifm'Hfnai 
qi I qj I 
liJniiniiMfnifi'inAiqifi5i5J^1}jm3Jis?f3Jeu9^afi ^ 
•DinilistTiJfiî Qf'UQ-JHeTu Sm^niifful^^i^^woi'utTiwiicillmfi'Ufi'H^nniimfiQiui^n 




9. nannTSniS inJ (Whisper Principle) 
I q| 
=1 yilnfii'o-ae'msyjpiiin "H mafWwmmi <n nlfl 
mfiufiuijiuiKimumigisjInu nf o fmvhmo^ <n malwantfiJjJimjItHilnfne-a inn 
1 <u qj 
fmflniymqflfmijnjQ^fin minrumu-a fmeislnu ufa fmvhmejw Swaaamsnisiniifniinan 
I qj q qj 
mauua-afif) i w tnmifln'k oiiuaiTnifi fmy^'uraen fnii i fmi tmsfmufr i i fma^f i <n ^ 
q| q qi I 
fiQijj|'nni5^fiiJmiiiu!)si3\i^ml'HafiSfiiiJjl'Sn9ain?i,0«iiJHiJnfi?0^ uimfluehvhfnejmjiS 
qi q| qi q| 
qi I qi qi 
luoisjjfuviliirif'QjjeiQfmYih mitfau vifa miyhmmiwtfinnfliiJYuinfla-afmnlA 
qj <u • 
fniumiloTuaQwnfi irasvmfiyhmfnijjvian n fh^VhaE) me '̂osvl-JiiHilnfiis-jnia '̂WPiesjl^ 
qj qj q qi ' qi qj qj 
mfi'Ufiuu9ninnios;Etfi£jliitin n luufmufrul'oinviHiJnfisa-aimi SW'wTHfin n SttunSm^ -̂a 





10. WanOTSSMnai (Timer Says It 's Time Principle) 
vmnmiefantn fig m i l l i t ^ n ^ m f g ^ i i n a i iiliimuftnuiigfirin niif^naivivnfuffi 
v u qi 1 
• 1 V 
qi 
5 urn imiwflnimfl n QT njiwrnimfuiimfta 5 uivi Ds^nfnmuua^mwimT uimefamf0-3*011 
qj <u i 
nm h 5 urn mean IfifJum^tTfutiJTUDO îfiio^niiinrn uuiimeia-nnijmimna'Ufiij'im^m'u 
qi « t l 
uaiusfis" 
qj I qj 
, 3/ 3/ 3/ 
qj qi q| ' 
dCJ qj I qj qj • q 
S> 3> 1 V %> 1 
qj qi ' q 
3/ I T 
tfeflimuije-ampiijfiij fig uwmufuiunje^ifif Q-aftijnmfis^iyliian n Imeh imsHh'ta 
V U V qj I 
V 1 1 
uin^u'ii3Ju^naiimQ^^s;^0-3inin\)n?iu^N'iJnfi70^u9fi miisanlinrnkineiflsilaui'tafififiij 
qj qi <*a q | 
3/ 3/ 3/ t , 3/ 
n'hJii'Din'ihsfT'myfa 5 ij0W3fUfn ^iniMmffo-amfe^ijnfneNTu ?m n ntnunci^smliil^lu 
wilnfii©^ wiJf)fi70-3nitijJi5£i'Mi)j;u0n?in n Iflrn nmml^fisiivmfraliiomnvh immej-aCTtufintu 
qi qi qi ' qi u u 
1 V 
3J 1 t *S 3> *3 •ssr f <=a 1 a* 1 v o q 3> T 
ugfimimifismEi-ananmT' ^nn'U'os'intmem'nufliiimmo-afin <n imsvn Ivmn <n IniB 
q qi I qj I 
• 3f 
V I Vl iVl 3/ <S <£«S <=! o q S / *=S 3><=S ' S> I l l t i l 3> Oi 3> 1 
HiJnfnQ-a lu m n^'oifra'uusvmvmn «i ufiminflnn wilnfiiw lu IflmiifmfniifiJjrnfUfn im 
qj qj • q| qj q 




The 101s Parent Interaction Checklist 
uiiii«ifiiitnsj'uiJ«:nfiiifl'asifflfl'iin»i 2 shu «fauvi 1 msQn\iilre^^Q3m?i'aiJuiJii«faiijn3J 
uasflTUvi 2 msirnwqnnsswn'mafi-jfliJflfiifi'JYvm 
m\iv\ 1 inEjQniJHWBiJiiuij^Qijrijj 
insjflna 





0 an?i O Bli'H 
fmfmmtsfiiiimfrjarfi 
o ehniiiliajaneil 












o uaan-n 10,000 i n n 
O 30,000-50,000 i n VI 
o 80,000-100,000 invi 
O 10,000-30,000 UIVI 
O 50,000-80,000 i n vi 
O innn -h 100,000-30,000 invi 
v!it4ifiai^illn9ij^ijni^Wnitjrti^W£/i9-3iJ'3n1'wni'5ia£)-3g^Pi'5'Haiw 
o \<& me "oinrnntfu 








Hilnfne^-amT i w fmvwmjiiKJ vifs neinmimaian <n iivfa/ 
qj qj qj q qj 1 
UJJ fSnl l f l uasnijl'Dl'Uflianinnvmn nSjfmmksviciflyiMJj'ismj 
qj qj <U <U ' 1 
2. iimaanSvqlinniJviwilnflsa^lwiaa^fm 
3 . ydnfi5a-3ittU0n,ofiT5ij8eli'5vi'U'jlMf|niiiuviw'wtiMni5uwljj 
muisttuDQ-jgn vile) nim5iii(vi$dnfi50^l3J?iVafm)?i?|f) ^ fiin'-a 
qj qj 1 
4 . fi vmni maanS'Wfiinttu^HilfifiTa^lu'^a^fni 
4 <U > <U 
5. Hilnfii03im40vn^«i0nwwiJnfi50M0iJnj1^Mfifi 2 vra ut\t 
qj <u qj 
liiTeniftl'Hfifiwnaul'aielQn'Jiiis'tiiwiinn'Jiaafil'MtJ 
<u 
6. nfiiiuni meiltinfmufful'O wfotnijfmlwfifm'it'ufrjvirh'u 
m qj q qj 
eta-am? 
7. uarmn n Iwhfi-ailanBitSul'a-ayhliiierfiiria'u i m i o w 
qj 1 qj 
omuifltManiiilim-jffvnniflnpta-jfn? 
i u qj 






































9. QiknEJfmjj^e-afm uasfmuf^nnenan <n m&mzut\m\mf) 
q| qi 1 qj 
•nfiiNilnfi^g^tnliilii'Jimfitfiinia^^a-am^Qsli 
1 qj q| 
10 . n y^9\ i i mQmlvmQ^i^nmnwmYiwnMiu^ 
1 1 . uaiivmiemirivmifmjl'HAn i ll ifi i iwTOii us^twKjji'tfemfi 
i» HI ' <V V 
12. i^nlwanyhfliiilflejljjflfhoitne) 
•u 
13. msHiOT^a^ififo-a'Stinai iSuatytyTuiianfifi iiift-anaivi 
14. Iwniutm'taan moilEinwannaiiianvhymlifmiJvi'lii 
qj PI 11 ' 
la-arm 
15 . waflssAija-wilmsmjtriEJennia-aan uaslwimei-avi'uij'uia 
q| t) 
naTWflfiejnimn <n 
qj q qj • 
16. yjseifmi "0£)i" ii0E)fi^t'W0'Hi}jgnl'Hiii1yS-3^'vii<ulu' 
la-arm 
17. eStntiehmhiawilfJii n nimniiwdnflta-aftfnaeh-alTnii 
' <u qj qj 
1 qj <U (CI 
18. 1iJWflfTimnwniian^vht%m-ai1vhiJfl0-arm 
<U qi qj 
19. «s;f)0fi ufa spiral nrnvYAnimn 
qi qj 





















































Student-Teacher Relationship Scale (STRS) 
Teacher's name Gender: M F Date 
Child's name Gender: M F Age 
Next to each statement is a 5-point scale for recording the degree to which you believe 
this statement applies to your relationship with the child. 
Item 
1.1 share an affectionate, 
warm relationship with 
this child. 
2. This child and I always 
seem to be struggling with 
each other. 
3. If upset, this child will 
seek comfort from me. 
4. This child is 
uncomfortable with 
physical affection or touch 
from me. 
5. This child values his/her 
relationship with me. 
6. This child appears hurt 
or embarrassed when I 
correct him/her. 
7. When I praise this child, 
he/she beams with pride. 
8. This child reacts 
strongly to separation 
from me. 




10. This child is overly 
dependent on me. 
11. This child easily 
becomes angry with me. 
12. This child tries to 
please me. 
13. This child feels that I 




















































































14. This child asks for my 
help when he/she really 
does not need help. 
15. It is easy to be in tune 
with what this child is 
feeling. 
16. This child sees me as a 
source of punishment and 
criticism. 
17. This child expresses 
hurt or jealousy when I 
spend time with other 
children. 
18. This child remains 
angry or is resistant after 
being disciplined. 
19. When this child is 
misbehaving, he/she 
responds well to my look 
or tone of voice. 
20. Dealing with this child 
drains my energy. 
21. I've noticed this child 
copying my behavior or 
ways of doing things. 
22. When this child is in a 
bad mood, I know we're 
in for a long and difficult 
day. 
23. This child's feelings 
toward me can be 
unpredictable or can 
change suddenly. 
24. Despite my best effort, 
I'm uncomfortable with 
how this child and I get 
along. 
25. This child whines or 
cries when he/she wants 
something from me. 
26. This child is sneaky or 
manipulative with me. 
27. This child openly 
shares his/her feelings and 
experiences with me. 
28. My interactions with 
this child make me feel 































































The Teacher Rating Scale of School Adjustment (TRSSA; Birch & Ladd, 1997) 
Child Name: Child Gender: Child Age: 
Classroom: Observation Date: Teacher Name: 
For each of these you are asked to rate various aspects of children's adjustment to school 
on a 1 to 3 scale. 
Subscale: School Liking 
Likes to come to school 
Dislikes school (reversed) 
Has fun at school 
Enjoys most classroom activities 
Subscale: School Avoidance 
Makes up reasons to go home from 
school 
Asks to see the school nurse 
Feigns illness at school 




Follows teacher's directions 
Uses classroom materials responsibly 
Listens carefully to teacher's 
instructions and directions 





























































Needs a lot of help and guidance 
(reversed) 
Doesn't 
Apply 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Somewhat 
Apply 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Certainly 
Apply 
3 
3 
3 
3 
